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ABSTRACT

This thesis describes an analytical and numerical investigation into the 
dynamic behaviour of long slender structures under forcing, parametric 
and combined periodic excitations as well as under pulse loading. In  
particular, this work is directed at obtaining an understanding of the 
dynamic stability and vibrations of slender vertical marine structures at 
low tension with applications to the tethers of tension leg platforms (TLPs) 
and to vertical marine risers.

A  closed form solution for exact natural frequencies and corresponding 
mode shapes of slender vertical cylinders is obtained analytically by 
using the Bessel function. This is followed by analysis to obtain the 
response of such structures when subjected to lateral forces (forcing 
excitation). This is done by reducing their governing partial differential 
equation to a non-linear differential form by applying Galerkin's method 
and the method of separation of variables. This non-linear equation is 
then solved analytically and semi-analytically to obtain forced vibrations 
of the structure.

When slender marine structures are subjected to a time-varying axial 
force, they can exhibit parametric vibrations described by the Mathieu 
equation. The Mathieu stability chart over such a wide range of 
parameters is obtained. In addition, a non-linear Mathieu equation for 
the lower-order instability regions is analytically solved by using a 
perturbation method. In order to solve the equation of the higher-order 
instability regions, a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is employed.

In reality, most slender marine structures such as tethers of TLPs are 
subjected to both time-varying axial forces and lateral forces giving rise 
to combined parametric and forcing excitation. This combined excitation 
is solved to demonstrate that the effect of combined excitation on the 
response of such structures becomes significant compared to forcing or 
parametric excitation, especially in the even numbers of instability regions 
for the Mathieu chart. For the same excitation strength, the response



amplitude of the structures under combined excitation is found to be the 
largest in the second instability region.

In order to deal with the dynamic stability of slender vertical structures at 
low tension in the higher-order instability regions, dynamic pulse 
buckling is also investigated. It is known that if the load duration is short 
enough, long slender marine structures can survive axial loads much 
larger than the static Euler load value. In this work, the theory of dynamic 
pulse buckling is applied to rather short TLP tethers in order to obtain 
confirmatory criteria for allowable compressive axial load and its 
duration time.

A finite element method with a time-varying stiffness matrix is used to 
verify analytical results. Results from the finite element method are in 
good agreement with analytical results.

The results of the above theoretical developments are illustrated by 
application studies on a marine riser and the tethers of three 
conventional TLPs - on the Hutton, Jolliet and Snorre fields. It is found 
that the effect of combined excitation is significant on the dynamic 
behaviour of the tethers at low tension and that the conventional high 
pretension of their tethers can be reduced to a certain extent.
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LISTS OF SYMBOLS

The principal symbols are defined below with, where appropriate, 
reference to the chapter or equation in which each symbol first appears.

A  Variable integer (Equation (3.54)).
A p Initial imperfection in dimensional units (Equation (4.85)).
A s Pipe cross sectional area of the model structure equal to Aq -
A 0 Total cross sectional area of the model structure.
A i Inner cross sectional area of the model structure.
A i Coefficient of Bessel function of the first kind of zero order
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the pulse buckling analysis.

amax Maximum amplitude of a .
ap In itia l imperfection in nondimensional units (Equation

(4.86)).
B Variable integer (Equation (3.54)).
Bi Coefficient of Bessel function of the second kind of zero order.

Equation (3.22).

B2n+i, B2n+2 Fourier coefficients, where n = 1, 2, 3 . . .  (Equation (4.8)).
Bv Damping coefficient and equal to 0.5Cddo pw.

b Variable integer (Equation (3.51)).

C Variable integer (Equation (3.54)).

C System damping matrix (Chapter 5).

Cm Inertia coefficient.
Cd Drag coefficient.
c (i) Damping coefficient equal to (8Bv/3 tcM ) (Equation (4.4)).

(ii) Variable integer (Equation (4.66)).



Converted damping coefficient from c, in the perturbation 
technique (Equation (4.23)).

Variable integer (Equation (3.54)).
Arbitrary function (Equation (4.19)).
Nodal displacement. Chapter 5.
Element nodal displacement vector in global reference frame 
(Chapter 5).

System displacement vector (Chapter 5).

Outer diameter of the model structure.
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Variable integer (Equation (4.66)).
Elastic modulus of the model structure.
Arbitrary function (Equation (4.14)).
System force vector (Chapter 5).
Inertia force component of model segment in Figure 3.1. 
Weight component of model segment in Figure 3.1. 
Mathematical function of t and x and are called generalized 
displacement coordinate.

Externally applied force vector in the element reference frame 
(Chapter 5).

Element force vector in global reference frame (Chapter 5). 
Absolute maximum response amplitude. 

f(t) in the n-th vibration mode.
Applied vertical force intensity. Chapter 3.
Applied horizontal force intensity. Chapter 3.

Arbitrary function (Equation (4.21)).

Gravitational acceleration.

Nondimensional response in the pulse buckling analysis. 

Second moment of area of the model structure.
V -T
Inversion of matrix. Chapter 5.
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Element length (Chapter 5).
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System mass matrix (Chapter 5).
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Mass per unit length of the model structure (Equation (4.65)). 
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Consistent physical mass matrix in the element reference 
frame (Chapter 5).

Lumped physical mass matrix in the element reference 
frame (Chapter 5).

Consistent added mass matrix in the element reference 
frame (Chapter 5).

Lumped added mass matrix in the element reference 
frame (Chapter 5).

Total mass matrix in the element reference frame (Chapter 5). 
Total mass matrix in global reference frame (Chapter 5). 
Arbitrary integer (Equation (4.24)).
Arbitrary integer or vibration mode number or instability 
region number for the Mathieu stability chart.
Applied compressive axial force in pulse buckling analysis.
Inner pressure of the model structure (Chapter 3).

Outer pressure of the model structure (Chapter 3). 
x /L  representing rigid mode of the model structure.

Shear force component of model segment in Figure 3.1.



Parameter of the Mathieu equation.
Radius of gyration of model structure cross section.
Amplitude of time-varying axial force (Equation (3.12)).

System stiffness matrix (Chapter 5).
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(Chapter 5).
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(Chapter 5.)
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(Chapter 5.)
Total element stiffness matrix in the element reference 
frame (Chapter 5.)
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Transformation matrix (Chapter 5.)
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(Equation (5.2)).

Dimensional time.
Water particle velocity (Equation (3.13)).
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y ’ Element reference frame (Chapter 5).
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At Time interval. Chapter 5.

5 and 5' Parameter of the Mathieu equation.
e (i) Small parameter in perturbation technique (Equation 4.22).

(ii) Parameter equal to 8P/3tc. (Equation (4.74)).
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(Equation (4.24)).

ys Weight density of the model structure.
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Ym Phase angle (Equation (3.43)).
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t| Axial wave number (Equation (4.72)).
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combined excitation analysis. (Equation (4.5)).
(ii) Nondimensional time equal to (co/2)t in dynamic pulse 

buckling analysis (Equation (4.68)).
Tcr Critical buckling times,
co Circular frequency of excitation.

Circular natural frequency of the n-th vibration mode of the
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 ̂ Nondimensional characteristic length in pulse buckling
analysis.

Damping ratio (Chapter 5).

Superscripts
n Order number in perturbation technique (Equation (4.24)).

Derivative with respect to time.
Representing element reference frame (Chapter 5).
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Matrix (Chapter 5).
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CHAPTER 1 INTRO DUCTIO N

1.1 DYNAM IC STABILITY A N D  VIBRATIONS OF STRUCTURES

The term dynamic stability of structures is a broad but relatively new
concept in engineering and science, and has been used increasing from
the middle of the twentieth century. However, since there is still
argument on the absolute definition of stability, the definition of dynamic
stability of structures is not clear either. The definition has continuously
been evolved during the course of time and has been adjusted to the
requirements of particular problems. In order to arrive at a clear 

tte
definition of Adynamic stability of structures , an International Conference 
on the subject was held in October 1965 in Illinois, U.S.A. Herrman (1965) 
contains the full text of all papers related to the concepts of dynamic 
stability of structures presented at the Conference.

At that conference, N. J. Hoff proposed a definition of dynamic stability of 
a structure in the following words. "A structure is in a stable state if 
admissible finite disturbances of its initial state of static or dynamic 
equilibrium are followed by displacements whose magnitude remains 
within allowable bounds during the required lifetime of the structure." 
He also added that "The magnitude and the number of admissible 
disturbances must be determined from a statistical and probabilistic 
investigation of the environment in which the structure w ill be used and 
due consideration must be given to required safety standards and to 

economic factors."

The concept of dynamic stability of structures can be classified into two 
main categories. One of these is concerned with parametric resonance 
or vibration buckling. A typical example is an initially straight long 
slender cylindrical structure whose two ends are simply supported and 
upon which a periodic axial load is acting. Such a structure develops 
lateral oscillations if its straight-line equilibrium is disturbed. This 
motion is also called a parametrically excited vibration and is described by 
the Mathieu equation. Depending upon the magnitude and frequency of 
the time-varying axial load, the lateral displacements of the structure may 
become bounded or unbounded.
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Another type of dynamic stability arises in the study of a system subjected 
to step loading or impulsive loading sometimes called dynamic pulse 
buckling. A simple example of pulse buckling is the response of a long 
slender structure with a suddenly applied axial load which is many times 
greater than the static Euler load. An interesting aspect of the pulse 
buckling problem is that the slender structure can survive axial loads 
much larger than the static Euler load, if the load duration is short 
enough.

Dynamic stability of structures is directly connected to their vibrations. 
The subject of vibrations is also very important in engineering and science 
as was well described by Bishop (1979) such that "It is no exaggeration 
to say that it is unlikely that there is any branch of science in which 
vibration does not play an important role". Vibration can be classified in 
several ways according to a damping effect, the characteristics of excitation 
sources and so on. These are damped vibration, undamped vibration, 
free vibration, forced vibration, self-excited vibration, parametrically 
excitated vibration, vibrations under combined excitation, etc. The last 
two vibrations for structures are related with the above dynamic stability 
of structures.

Except vibrations under combined excitation, the above other vibrations 
are already well-known in structural vibrations. The vibrations of a 
system under combined excitation has emerged in the late twentieth 
century. The concept of combined excitation describes a system which is 
simultaneously subjected to both parametric and forcing excitation. If  
this concept is explained in terms of mathematical equations, the 
governing equation comprises parametric excitation terms which are 
time-varying coefficients and forcing excitation terms which are 
inhomogeneous terms.

Systems subjected to combined excitation can arise in most engineering 
or applied science fields. Examples of these are beams subjected to 
transverse support motions and time-varying axial forces, mechanisms on 
vibrating foundations, a pendulum whose support oscillates at an angle 
with the vertical and a turbine blade connected to a whirling shaft.



The dynamics of most slender marine structures such as marine risers, 
drill pipes and tension leg platform (TLP) tethers fall under this kind of 
dynamic system because the top end of the structure is simultaneously 
subjected to time-varying axial and lateral forces. However, unlike 
structures in mechanical or aeronautical engineering, dynamic analysis 
of marine structures poses an additional difficulty due to a quadratic 
hydrodynamic damping force. This nonlinear force, however, plays a 
beneficial role in limiting the response amplitude of a slender marine 
structure.

In this work, the dynamic stability and vibrations of structures are 
investigated and are applied to slender marine structures. The main 
application emphasis is placed on the dynamic behaviour of TLP tethers 
and marine risers at low tension. Of course, this approach can be directly 
applied to other slender marine structures such as ocean mining and 
drill pipes.

1.2 M A R IN E STRUCTURES

From prehistoric times to the nineteenth century, the oceans have been 
used for transportation and fishing. However since the beginning of the 
twentieth century, traditional uses of the oceans have expanded to include 
the exploitation of oil and gas reservoirs below the sea bed, the potential 
of large-scale mineral gathering and energy extraction.

In order to carry out these operations, the design, construction and 
installation of ocean structures are necessary. As the exploitation of 
hydrocarbons below the sea bed has increased rapidly over the past five 
decades, structures for oil and gas development have become widespread. 
Several kinds of concepts of marine structures have been invented and 
high standards of technology have also evolved.

Fixed jacket structures are the most common type of offshore installations 
especially for use in shallow to moderate water depths. In regions with  
shallow water where pile driving is more difficult, the concept of gravity 
structures has also developed. Advantages of the gravity structures are 
the very large deck weights and the reduced time needed for on-site



installation, which is especially important in hostile areas such as the 
North Sea.

However, as oil and gas resources in shallow water becomes depleted, 
their exploitation has moved into deeper water. Thus the construction of 
conventional fixed platforms such as jacket or gravity structures which 
become costly in water over 200m (656.2 ft) depth or so, are being replaced 
by more economical compliant platforms such as semi-submersibles and 
tension leg platforms (TLPs). It now becomes increasing obvious in the 
offshore industry that oil production in deep water is likely to be carried 
out by these compliant production platforms in all cases except for the 
very largest of fields or for fields in shallow water.

Of those compliant platforms, the tensioned leg platform (TLP) is one of 
the most promising and potentially cost effective solutions for deep water 
production. The tethers of a TLP w ill be considered as example structures 
to illustrate the results of work in this thesis.

1.2.1 Tension Leg Platform (TLP)

A tension leg platform is a technically advanced form of compliant 
structures. The surface platform configuration of a TLP resembles that of 
a semi-submersible but is vertically connected to the sea bed by tethers 
which are kept in high pre-tension by excess buoyancy in the platform. 
Figure 1.1 shows a typical TLP. The displacement of the hull and the 
axial stiffness of the vertical tethers are chosen such that the vertical and 

angular natural periods are short (well below predominant wave periods) 
and the horizontal natural periods are long (well above such wave 
periods). Thus the heave, roll and pitch motion of a TLP are nearly 

eliminated. This leads to some advantages of the TLP concept, that is, 
minimum heave, roll and pitch motion consequentially reduces the 
complexity of the well head system. The platform does, however, 
experience surge, sway and yaw motions.

Since the mid 1960's, many concepts for TLPs have been developed with 
the first TLP being installed in 1984 in the North Sea Hutton field by 
Conoco Inc. The success of Hutton has encouraged many researchers to
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develop enhanced TLP analysis methods and new design concepts. Oil 
companies are also proceeding with design and construction of other TLPs 
suited to future deep water oil fields.

Conoco Inc. launched the second Jolliet tension leg well head platform 
(TLWP) in the Central Gulf of Mexico in 1989. The Jolliet TLWP is the 
world's deepest offshore production platform and the tallest structure 
rising over 536 m (2,050 feet) above the sea bed. If  the Hutton TLP is one 
innovative concept, the Jolliet TLWP extends the concept to deeper water 
and fields w ith marginal economics. Several numerical technology 
milestones have been achieved in the Jolliet project as described by Koon 
and Langewis (1990). One particular design feature of the Jolliet TLWP 
over the Hutton TLP is that the upper attachment points for the tethers 
are reinforced on the outside of the hull at pontoon level.

Besides these two existing TLPs, some other designs w ill soon be installed 
- these are Snorre, Auger and Heidrun due for completion in 1992, 1993 
and 1995 respectively. The Snorre TLP is of very large displacement, 
nearly twice that of Hutton and six times as large as Jolliet. In the Snorre 
TLP case, much attention is paid on the tether system due to its very large 
displacement. If the Auger is installed in 1993, it w ill set a new world 
water depth production record of 872 m (2860 ft). Two of the key 
innovative design concepts of Auger TLP include : a slanted production 
risers (sea floor and surface well locations are not vertical) and a 
supplementary 8-point lateral spread moorings to reduce lateral motion 
of the platform. Additionally, the well system is also economically 
designed.

The development of the Heidrum  TLP introduces further innovative 
features in the TLP field. First, its hull consists of concrete instead of steel 
to push the economic barrier further back. However it is known that 
beyond about 1097m (3600ft) water depth, a steel TLP is economically 
more attractive due to its tether components. Another notable aspect of 
Heidrum is its large displacement (175,000 t) over all existing and expected 
TLPs. One of the advantages of such size is a reduced sensitivity to 
topside load. Like Jolliet, the top ends of Heidrum tethers are externally 
connected on the hull.



The above TLPs are compared in terms of their main configuration data 
in Table 1.1. Figure 1.2 shows a graph distinguishing each TLP with 
respect to its size, water depth and mooring type. Recently a new type of 
TLP concept has been suggested, that is, a single tension leg platform  
(STLP, Figure 1.3). This concept features a simpler mooring system and 
foundation template for very deep water, resulting in significant cost 
reductions. As can be seen from Figure 1.3, this evolution of the TLP 
concept utilizes a hybrid mooring system with a central tension leg to 

restrain heave motion and a permanent spread mooring to supplement 
the vertical tension leg and reduce surge motion of the platform. Pitch 
and roll are also reduced by proper hydrodynamic design of the hull.

The main disadvantage of any kind of TLP system is its deck payload 
limitation which is directly related to tether pre-tension and thus the 
dynamic stability of a TLP. In reality, the deck load limitation causes the 
TLP to be less advantageous than other marine structures such as guided 
towers or floating production structures for very deep water. However, 
just increasing deck payload by enlarging displacement size cannot be a 
proper solution. This leads to a vicious circle , where a larger hull size 
creates higher wave and current induced loads and thus needs higher 
tether pre-tension and so on.

Therefore, one of the main aims of this research is to investigate the 
possibility of increasing the deck payload of TLPs by reducing some 
percentage of the mean pre-tension without changing the dimension of 
TLP systems.

1.2.2 Tethers and risers

Tethers are key components of any TLP design and their main function is 
safe mooring of the surface structure for stability and station keeping. 
The mooring tethers are vertically connected to the sea bed and kept in 
high pre-tension by excess buoyancy in the platform. The tethers consist of 
thick- or thin-walled tubular which are assembled together by screwed, 
welded or other types of connections between segments.



The first tethers were mounted on the Hutton TLP, where a thick-walled 
type is utilized with an element length of 9.5 m. However this Hutton 
type of thick walled tethers cannot be used in much deeper water. The 
reason is that for the deep water case, the wall thickness should be 
increased to prevent the natural heave frequencies of the TLP from 
increasing and approaching excitation frequencies where significant 
amounts of wave energy exist. This phenomena leads to the situation 
whereby thicker walls and heavier self weights of tethers increase 
platform displacement or reduce deck payload.

In order to overcome this problem, recent tether designs for deep water 
application use large diameter and relatively thin-walled tethers such that 
the main body of the tether is neutrally buoyant in sea water. Tether 
diameters have been proposed between 0.8 and 1.2 m with wall thickness 
between 30 to 40 mm. The diameters of several type of TLP tethers are 
compared in Table 1.1.

Since the Hutton project, a range of different tether segment lengths have 
been considered such as 10, 50 and 80 m. The short segments allow the 
tethers to be installed from the mooring compartment as with the 
Hutton tethers. The disadvantage of this short segment is the large 
number of connections needed and the potential of fatigue damage at 
these connections. The second type of intermediate segment length 
scheme has the disadvantage that they still need to be handled on-board 
a TLP and thus impose restrictions on platform layout. The third type 
of long segment tethers need to be pre-installed. They can be fabricated in 
their entirety on-shore as a single piece and towed to site. This type is 
usually employed as externally connected tethers as on the Jolliet or 
Heidrun TLPs.

Additionally the mechanism of tether element connection is also an 
important tether design feature. This connection mechanism design is 
governed both by the fatigue life required and by the tether diameter and 
wall thickness. Flexible joints at top and bottom connections are used to 
react horizontal forces and allow horizontal platform motions. The 
anchor latches at the bottom ends function tethers to be locked into 
foundation templates. Figure 1.4 shows a typical detailed tether system.



Of the principal design requirements for tethers, the magnitude of pre
tension is the most significant factor because it is directly related to 
several important aspects of TLP design such as deck payload, platform 
stability, tether fatigue and tether dynamics. The tether pre-tension 
should be regarded as wastage of payload and thus should be kept to a 
minimum. Therefore, the means of reducing tether pre-tension become 
a key issue in TLP design. The design criterion for pre-tension is based on 
the requirement that the tethers must not go slack in a hundred year 
extreme sea state coupled with low tide levels and high platform payload. 
In this work, the dynamics of tethers at low pre-tension is importantly 
investigated.

A marine riser is also a major component of offshore systems. It is 
essentially a conductor pipe or cluster of pipes connecting a surface 
drilling or production facility to a well head on the sea bed. During 
drilling operations, the marine riser acts as a duct through which the drill 
pipe and associated lubricating mud enters and leaves the well bore. For 
oil production, the marine riser acts as a multiple pipe connection 
between the well head and surface vessel for transmission of raw crude 
and treated products or for well servicing equipment. Structurally, 
marine risers can be divided into three types : platform risers, flexible 
risers and rigid risers .

Platform risers are vertical steel pipes that are clamped rigidly to the 
bracing steelwork. They are sometimes used as carriers for bundles of 
other internal risers. Flexible risers represent a relatively new type of 
riser which consist of a segment of flexible pipe suspended freely between 
a subsea connection and the surface platform. Such risers derive their 
flexibility from their composite construction.

Rigid risers are steel pipes of nearly vertical geometry which are used in 
drilling and production from floating units. In addition to a central pipe, 
these risers carry other conductors around their perimeter. In drilling  
technology, the central core carries the drill pipe and the perimeter pipes 
are used as choke, kill and mud lines. To confer structural integrity to
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these pipes, they are tensioned at the end connection. This results in a 
straight slender structure of variable tension along its length.

The analysis of all of these three typeAof risers is clearly established in 
offshore engineering practice. Since this research is related to dynamic 
behaviour of long slender structures at low tension under several kinds 
of excitations, only rigid risers, such as shown in Figure 1.5, are 
considered since they are structurally similar mechanism to TLP tethers.

The top and bottom connections of rigid risers are different to each 
other in some respects. Risers are normally connected to the sea bed well 
head, often through a ball joint, and to the surface platform through a 
heave motion compensator which generates a constant upward force on 
the riser to prevent buckling collapse of the slender structure. The 
magnitude of the upward force which corresponds to riser axial force is 
much smaller than that of TLP tethers.

1.3 OUTLINE OF APPROACH

Most slender vertical structures in the marine environment are subjected 
to lateral forces (forcing excitation), time-varying axial forces (parametric 
excitation) and axial pulse loads. The axial forces are directly related to 
the stability of the structures. Therefore, this thesis is concerned with the 
theoretical development of dynamic stability and vibrations of slender 
marine structures at low tension and its application to TLP tethers and 
rigid marine risers. In addition to conventional approaches to slender 
marine structures where each excitation source is separately considered, 
combined excitation is importantly taken into account in this thesis. This 
combined excitation is especially necessary for the analysis of such 
structures at low tension.

The dynamic analysis of structures at low tension is particularly 
required for TLP tethers which are conventionally designed to be highly 
tensioned. The reason is that in order to keep such high pretension, the 
deck payload of TLP systems is significantly restricted. This deck payload 
limitation causes a critical disadvantage of these TLP systems. 
Therefore, the possibility of increasing payload over conventional design 
needs to be investigated further by examining the feasibility of reducing
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pre-tension in both existing and forthcoming TLP designs. Another 
potential advantage of employing low tension tethers arises from the fact 
the failure probability of a tether subjected to minimum tension is lower 
than that of one with high tension. The above aspect is also true for the 
case of rigid marine risers of semi-submersibles or TLPs.

This thesis is presented in several chapters. It begins with an introductory 
description in Chapter 1 concerned with the general definition of dynamic 
stability and vibrations of structures. The concepts of a TLP system, 
tethers and marine risers are described. In addition, the necessity of this 
work for the dynamic analysis of long slender marine structures at low 
tension is described.

In Chapter 2, a review of previous work is outlined. The first section of 
this chapter reviews research which has contributed to tension leg 
platform concepts and their advanced dynamic analysis methods. In the 
second section, research into free and forced vibrations of general long 
slender structures is reviewed. The third section is concerned with 
research work which has contributed to solving the general Mathieu 
equation and to obtaining the Mathieu stability chart. Parametric 
vibrations are originally stem from the Mathieu stability problem and 
thus are reviewed together.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, a combined excitation problem is concerned 

with forced vibrations and also parametric vibrations (dynamic stability 
problem). The literatures related with this combined excitation is 
reviewed in the fourth section. As another dynamic stability problem, 
the dynamic pulse buckling of long slender structures is reviewed in the 
fifth section. Numerical methods are powerful in solving complicated 
and nonlinear problems. In the final section of Chapter 2, some 
numerical methods, especially finite element methods concerning the 
dynamics of long slender marine structures are reviewed.

Chapter 3 describes analytical and numerical approaches for solving free 
and forced vibrations of long slender structures. Conventionally derived 
governing equations for the lateral motion of slender marine structures 
are first discussed to clarify some controversial terms such as effective



tension and weight terms. An exact solution for natural frequencies and 
modes is then obtained in the second section of Chapter 2 by using Bessel 
functions.

Because the governing equation is a fourth order partial differential 
equation, it needs to be reduced to a ordinary differential equation in an 
analytical approach. In order to achieve that purpose, Galerkin's method 
and the method of separation of variables are used in the third section. 
The dynamic response of such structures due to top end horizontal 
motion is finally obtained analytically and numerically. In the numerical 
method, the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is used with extension to 
the Romberg method to evaluate an integral term.

In Chapter 4, in addition to the top end horizontal motion of such 
structures, the time-varying axial forces are also considered. In that case, 
the resulting motion of the structures becomes very complex to analyse. 
Thus, in the first section of this chapter, only the time-varying axial force 
is considered. This is a parametrically excited vibration problem described 
by the Mathieu equation. In order to approach the Mathieu problem, the 
stability chart of the Mathieu equation over a wide range of parameters is 
first obtained. In addition to that, an analytical solution of the Mathieu 
equation for unstable conditions is obtained by using the perturbation 
method. However the perturbation method is lim ited to small 
magnitude of Mathieu parameters. In order to solve for the case of large 
magnitude parameters and to confirm analytical results, the fourth order 
Runge-Kutta method is used.

The second section of Chapter 4 considers the governing equation for 
slender structures when both the time-varying axial forces and the top end 
horizontal movement are included. A fourth order partial differential 
equation of such structures under combined excitation is analytically 
derived to an ordinary differential equation. The analytically derived 
equation is solved by the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method together with 
the Romberg method for evaluating an integral term. In the final 
section of Chapter 4, the elastic dynamic pulse buckling of long slender 
structures is analytically solved and the criteria of allowable applied 
compressive force and time are obtained.



Analytical approaches have some limitations in solving nonlinear 
structural problems and so numerical methods such as the finite element 
method are necessary. In addition, analytical solutions need to be 
verified by numerical methods. In Chapter 5, finite element modelling is 
implemented with a time-domain scheme due to a nonlinear term. 
Extensive use is made of a sub-structuring technique to reduce the 
number of degrees of freedom and, therefore, achieve a substantial 
reduction in computer time and storage w ithout a discernible 
performance penalty. Unlike conventional finite element methods, a 
time-varying stiffness matrix which is due to the consideration of time- 
varying axial forces, is used in Chapter 5. This finite element modelling 
is applied to obtaining dynamic responses for forcing and parametric 
excitation.

In Chapter 6 , the theoretical developments in the previous chapters are 
applied to some slender marine structures. By using obtained solutions 
in Chapter 3, the natural periods of a rigid riser and TLP tethers - 
Hutton, Jolliet and Snorre fields - are obtained and also compared with 
those by other methods. The dynamic responses of TLP tethers under 
forcing, parametric and combined excitation are obtained. In addition, the 
Mathieu stability chart is used to show how stability conditions vary with 
tether length, pretension and the amplitude of force variation. Pulse 
buckling problem is also applied to short Hutton TLP tether. Critical time 
and allowable negative tension of the example structures under dynamic 
elastic buckling are also obtained.

Chapter 7 discusses the main results of this research. In addition to 
general remarks, the relative importance of the three different excitations 
is discussed with reference to the application studies in Chapter 6 . In the 
final conclusion Chapter, the key results of this research are summarized.
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CHAPTER 2  REVIEW  OF PREVIOUS W ORK

In this chapter, the previous work related to dynamic stability and 
vibrations of long slender marine structures w ill be reviewed as the 
background for this thesis. Although the primary objects of this research 
are tether and riser components of a tension leg platform (TLP) system, the 
studies on overall dynamics of a TLP system are reviewed in the first 
section. This is followed by a review of conventional research into 
vibrations of marine risers, tethers and drill pipes. The review is 
concerned with the derivation of governing equations, obtaining natural 
frequencies and mode shapes, and the analysis of forced vibrations 
which are due to lateral forces on the structures.

The literature concerning finite element modelling of slender marine 
structures is also reviewed in the second section. Since such structures 
are also subjected to time-varying axial forces which causes parametric 
vibrations (the Mathieu stability problem), previous work on the 
Mathieu equation and parametric vibrations of structures are also 
reviewed. In reality, marine risers or especially tethers are subjected to 
both time-varying axial and lateral forces, thus their resulting motion 
becomes vibrations to combined excitation. Unfortunately, the studies 
on combined excitation of these slender marine structures are rare, so the 
limited research dealing with combined excitation is also reviewed in the 
fourth section. When these structures lose their tension for a short 
duration another kind of dynamic stability, namely, a pulse buckling 
problem is posed. Therefore, the literature on dynamic pulse buckling of 
slender structures is described in the -final section.

2.1 DYNAM IC BEHAVIOUR OF TENSION LEG PLATFORMS

The first TLP schemes were being conceived just after the time when 
floating semi-submersibles with catenary moorings for station-keeping 
were being used for drilling. At that time TLP concepts adopted a splayed 
mooring arrangement in order to suppress all motions. However, the 
steep mooring system was found not to be acceptable for offshore duty in 
rough seas. Therefore, a vertical mooring configuration became more 
popular for the application to a TLP system. In 1970, Paulling and Horton 
published a paper on the representative features and performance 
assessments of the modern trend of TLPs. They carried out a theoretical
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analysis with small amplitude linear wave theory and an equivalent 
linear drag force, and compared the results with experimental results.

Based on the work by Paulling and Horton (1970), Deep Oil Technology 
on behalf of seventeen oil companies, executed a one third scale test 
programme for a TLP. This TLP was on station for a three month period 
in 58 m (190 ft) water depth offshore California. The test TLP had a 
triangular plan form with three corner columns spaced about 37 m (120 ft) 
apart. A variety of measurements were made to test the validity of the 
analytical methods for predicting platform motions, tether tensions, 
structural stresses and riser stresses. Additional extensive sea trials of this 
TLP were carried out again in 1978, including tests with an array of risers 
connected to the seabed.

The analytical and experimental evaluation of TLP dynamic behaviour in 
wind, waves and currents has interested both researchers and designers. 
Horton et al. (1972) explained some aspects of wave force cancellation 
which results from the difference in phase of the wave and motion- 
induced forces on the submerged and surface piercing member of the 
structure. They also explored the possibility of exploiting this force 
cancellation in designing platforms for minimum heave motion, that is, 
for minimum force variation of TLP tethers.

Denise and Heaf (1979) analysed the hydrodynamic behaviour of a TLP to 
determine the motion of the structure under wave action and to calculate 
tensions in the mooring lines. They used two complementary 
mathematical models. The first one was based on linear diffraction- 
radiation theory using a finite element technique. The second one was 
performed for a nonlinear simulation by direct integration in the time 
domain. They showed that the influence of nonlinearity on the motion 
response of TLPs is quite significant especially for heave, roll and pitch 
motions and that a nonlinear model is necessary.

Jefferys and Patel (1981) presented the influence of tether characteristics on 
the motion of a TLP. They showed that although the presence of 
distributed inertia and damping in the tether elements does not 
significantly influence the overall platform motion response to waves, the
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predicted motion response and bending moments of the tethers 
themselves are radically altered by the inclusion of their dynamic 
properties. Jefferys and Patel also presented an energy balance approach to 
understanding subharmonic parametric resonances excited by the 
interaction of the longitudinal tether tension and the lateral dynamics of 
the platform.

Patel and Lynch (1983) presented a mathematical model of the coupled 
dynamics of a tensioned buoyant surface platform and the lateral 
dynamics of its taut mooring tethers. They employed a finite element 
model for the lateral motion of tethers and combined this model with the 
surface platform dynamic analysis. They showed that the bending stresses 
induced in the tethers due to their dynamic motions are quite small. 
However, in their model, time-varying axial forces causing parametric 
vibrations of tethers, were not considered.

In addition to the above work, many other notable papers have been 
published; Angelides et al. (1982) investigated the influence of TLP 
dimensions such as tether length, pretension, hull geometry, values for 
force coefficients and tether axial stiffness. De Boom et al. (1984) 
compared computed and measured motions and tether forces for a deep 
water TLP. Yoshida et al. (1981) carried out four series of tests in waves for 
TLP motion and tether tension with particular attention to super- and 
sub-harmonic resonance phenomena of TLP systems.

There has also been work on TLPs for certain oil field development 
projects. Mercier et al. (1980) presented a preliminary design for a tension 
leg platform for the U.K. Hutton field and described a structural design of 
the facilities, the tether system, foundations and well systems. This paper 
played an important role for other TLP development projects. Mercier et 
al. (1982) also described the programme for evaluating environmental 
loading and response of the Hutton TLP. They obtained response 
predictions by a combination of theoretical calculation with scale model 
tests in wind tunnels and in a wave basin.

Apart from work on general development of concepts and dynamics of a 
TLP system, specific research on the Mathieu stability problem and
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reliability analysis for tether tension have been also carried out. Rainey 
(1978) first addressed the Mathieu stability of the surface platform of a TLP. 
The theory predicted two aspects of TLP behaviour - it's dynamic 
instability at critical wave frequencies as well as subharmonic oscillations 
in crossed seas. In dealing with the Mathieu equation he approximated 
quadratic damping to linear damping and showed that if the linear 
damping factor is below 0 .1 , dynamic instability occurs and the motion 
becomes unacceptably large. His paper was, however, lacking in the 
treatment of quadratic damping terms which are important in the 
Mathieu instability.

The Mathieu instability of tensioned buoyant platforms is also introduced 
in a book by Patel and W itz*. They developed a methodology for 
determining the magnitude of maximum platform ^ parametrically 
excitated oscillations of the platform in still water. They also presented the 
Mathieu instabilities for free hanging crane loads. The Mathieu 
instability problem will be viewed again intensively in the third section 
of this chapter related to TLP tethers.

Harding and Banon (1989) performed a reliability analysis to determine 
the adequacy of TLP tether maximum and minimum tension design 
criteria. Their results showed that tether failure probability due to 
maximum tension (tension above yield) is much greater than that due to 
minimum tension (tension loss) when wave impact loads are included. 
This result suggests the possibility of tether tension reductions. Brekke 
and Gardner (1988) analysed tether bending stress, platform motion and 
tether re-tensioning by a numerical simulation when tethers experience 
brief tension loss. They concluded that a brief period of tether tension loss 
does not lead to excessive platform motion. However Brekke and 
Gardner do not present detailed design criteria such as the amount of 
acceptable tension loss and the maximum duration of a phase of low 
tension.

2.2 FREE AN D  FORCED VIBRATIONS OF LONG SLENDER 
STRUCTURES

Most of the above work concerns an overall TLP system. However, this 
thesis mainly deals with the tethers of a TLP system and with marine
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risers . In this section, conventional investigations into the dynamics of 
such long slender structures are reviewed. These studies mainly consist 
of obtaining natural frequencies and mode shapes, and analysing the 
forced vibrations of the structures with only lateral forces considered.

The first notable contribution in this area was by Huang and Dareing 
(1968) who derived a simple governing equation of a drill pipe and 
obtained critical buckling loads and natural frequencies of lateral 
vibration modes. In their work, axial forces arose from the weight of the 
pipe, the weight of the drilling fluid and the vertical force at the bottom of

-thflit
the pipes. Because the differential equation contains a term/v varies with 
pipe distance, they solved the equation by an iteration method. 
However, Huang and Dareing did not accept the concept of effective 
tension.

As a prerequisite for studies on the dynamics of a system, a representative 
governing equation is important. Young and Fowler (1978) presented a 
rigourous mathematical derivation of the governing differential equation 
for a marine riser subjected to internal and external pressures, lateral loads 
(static or dynamic) and tension variation along its length. They mainly 
attempted to explain the concept of effective tension and its significance to 
the stability of the riser and pressurized tubes or beams in general. They 
also tried to clarify the rather subtle relations between buoyancy, effect of 
mud weight, actual tension and effective tension. The effective tension 

concept is also supported by experimental results from Palmer and Baldry 
(1974) who investigated the complete relation between pressure and 
lateral deflection of axially constrained pipelines. Young and Fowler 
concluded that buckling or bending analysis of risers or pressurized piping 
in general must be based on effective rather than actual tension. They also 
found that buoyancy effects are negligible for riser bending angles of less 
than 15 degrees for plain wall pipe, when the riser is connected to the well 
head.

Dareing and Huang (1979) calculated the vibration response of a marine 
riser by using the modal analysis method rather than finite difference or 
finite element methods. Their governing equation contains wave and 
current effects on damping and added mass terms as well as the effective
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tension term. They linearized the non-linear quadratic hydrodynamic 
damping with equivalent damping and also showed that the time- 
dependent part of the solution can be determined from elementary single- 
degree-of-freedom equations.

Kirk et al. (1979) presented a frequency domain normal mode solution for 
the dynamic response of an unbuoyed marine riser subjected to periodic 
excitation from a surface vessel in the direction of wave propagation. 
They solved the variable tension beam-column equation in terms of 
normal modes of free vibration of the riser and its rigid body 
displacement. However, the natural frequencies obtained were 
somewhat different in the lower modes from those by a Rayleigh-Ritz or 
power series solution. A  periodic solution for the flexural motion and 
bending stress of the riser was obtained by means of an iteration solution 
of the frequency response function with the non-linear hydrodynamic 
damping term included. Kirk et al. compared the exciting forces due to 
vessel motion and drag force, and showed that vessel motion is the 
dominant source of riser bending stress.

Chakrabarti and Frampton (1982) carried out a state-of-art review of 
marine riser analysis techniques. They summarize many previous works 
covering the analysis of a riser from the Mohole project in early 1950 to 
1981. It was shown how the earlier static analysis of the problem was 
superseded by a more advanced dynamic analysis with the advent of 
modern computers. Chakrabarti and Frampton also reviewed several 
controversial areas in marine riser analysis. These included the non
linear drag term, effective tension in the system, the buoyant weight of 
the riser and contents and non-linearities due to large deformation. In 
particular, Chakrabarti and Frampton illustrated how the various 
components of the effective tension may either add to or resist lateral 
loading depending on riser slope and curvature. In addition, the 
horizontal equation of motion of the riser was derived in detail with the 
resulting equation being the same as that from Young and Fowler(1978).

Triantafyllou et al. (1983) presented two efficient solutions for the linear 
dynamics of the mooring legs of a TLP. The first is a derivation of the 
dynamic response when the ratio of bending to tension stiffness is very



small, where bending is restricted within small boundary layers adjacent 
to the ends. The second solution is an asymptotic one to the general 
tensioned beam equation, which can provide the first few modes of a 
tether. The primary importance of the second solution is its closed form 
involving only four constraints to be determined from boundary 
conditions. Triantafyllou et al. mentioned that the solutions can be used 
to derive quick estimates of tether dynamics and to test the accuracy of 
numerical schemes.

Kim and Triantafyllou (1984) used a numerical scheme to solve the 
nonlinear dynamics of long slender cylinders for moderately large 
deformations by projecting the solution along the set of eigen modes of 
the linear problem. They adopted a fully nondimensional equation and 
found that asymptotic solutions of the linear problem using the Wentzel- 
Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) method significantly increases the efficiency of 
the scheme. They tested the scheme for both fluid and geometric 
nonlinearity and found that the drag coefficient and phase angle 
between the imposed motion at the top and fluid particle velocity are both 
important.

Patel et al. (1984) presented a two-dimensional fin ite element 
computational method for determining marine riser displacements and 
stresses due to self-weight, buoyancy, internal and external pressures, 
surface motions and environmental forces from currents and waves. A  
dynamic analysis was performed in the frequency domain for regular 
waves by linearizing the hydrodynamic damping term. A fully nonlinear 
time step integration of the equations of motion using the Newmark 
constant acceleration method was also presented. They used a 
substructuring technique in the dynamic analysis to reduce the number of 
degrees of freedom and to achieve a substantial reduction in computer 
time and storage without a discernible performance penalty. A number of 
test cases were presented to compare the linearized and nonlinear 
dynamic analysis.

Owen and Qin (1987) also carried out a finite element modelling to 
analyse the nonlinear dynamic axial and lateral motion of a flexible riser.



The finite element solution is obtained in time domain and compared 
with the physical model test results.

Kim (1986) obtained closed form approximate solutions for natural 
frequencies, mode shapes and critical buckling loads of marine risers 
simply supported at both ends by using the WKB method. The solutions 
allow variable cross section, bending rig id ity, tension and mass 
distribution along the riser length, however the solutions are not exact 
but asymptotic ones. He described a simple procedure to predict natural 
frequencies for other boundary conditions and compared some special 
forms of these closed form solutions w ith existing solutions in the 
literature.

Erats and Kozik (1987) give a good review of all of the above work, 
especially the progress of structural modelling and the numerical 
approaches of more realistic riser analysis. They also reviewed two and 
three-dimensional, linear and nonlinear, static and dynamic riser analysis 
techniques and discussed suitable numerical solution schemes.

2.3 M ATHIEU EQUATION A N D  PARAMETRIC VIBRATIONS

The forced vibration of long slender marine structures reviewed in the 
previous section are induced by lateral forces on the structures. However 
when the slender marine structure is also subjected to axial forces, the 
governing equation becomes the Mathieu equation which describes 
parametrically excited vibrations. Research literature on the Mathieu 
equation and parametric vibrations of long slender structures is reviewed 
in this section. The Mathieu equations were first introduced by French 
scholar E. Mathieu in 1868 when he intended to determine the vibrational 
modes of a stretched membrane having an elliptical boundary. A  
canonical form of the Mathieu equation takes the form,

+ (5 -  2qcos2x)f = 0 
dx2 4 (2.1)

where 5 and q are arbitrary parameters. The solutions of the Mathieu
Equation (2.1) become stable or unstable according to a combination of
parameters 5 and q. Thus obtaining a stability chart of these parameters is
also important in interpreting solutions of the Mathieu equation.
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Early eminent contributions to the solution of the Mathieu equation are 
attributed to E.L.Ince and S. Goldstein. Ince, in a series of papers (1925, 1926 
and 1927), computed the characteristic numbers of the Mathieu equation 
and obtained the stability chart for small parameters. Ince used 16q instead 
of 2q in Equation (2.1). In his first paper (1925), Ince devised a new 
continued fraction technique for computation of the characteristic 
numbers. He also illustrated it by numerical examples and gave a table of 
numerical results. In his second paper (1926), Ince further explored an 
asymptotic formulation for the characteristic numbers, which is also valid 
when q is large, In his third paper (1927), Ince related the asymptotic 
expansion to the characteristic numbers of half-odd-integral order by 
numerical examples.

Goldstein (1927) seems to be the first systematic contributor to present 
numerical results for the periodic Mathieu function. Goldstein used 4t 
instead of 2t and 16q instead of 2q in Equation (2.1). Goldstein utilised 
both the continued fraction technique and asymptotic expansions to 
calculate the characteristic numbers and coefficients of the solution. He 
gave results for a wide range of q and the coefficients of solutions. In 
another paper, Goldstein (1929) presented a new asymptotic formula for 
determining the difference between two characteristic numbers.

McLachlan (1945) was also an important contributor to the solution of the 
Mathieu equation. He described an advanced method for calculating 
Mathieu functions of a fractional order. In his comprehensive book, 
McLachlan (1946) gave an excellent presentation with much new material 
of the whole theory in a form that a practical mathematician could use. 
His book consists two parts, the first gives the theory of Mathieu  
functions and the second demonstrates its application to representative 
problems in physics and engineering problems.

Most research into the Mathieu equation has been carried out to solve the 
nonlinear equation using perturbation techniques. Although perturbation 
methods are confined to small parameters, this method has been widely 
used especially in a engineering field Using these techniques, linear and 
nonlinear Mathieu equations have been solved by investigators such as 
Stoker (1950), Nayfeh (1973) and Hsu (1975 a). In order to solve the
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nonlinear Mathieu equation, Nayfeh (1973) described several kinds of 
perturbation methods, including the methods of straightforward  
expansion, averaging, multiple scales and strained parameters and 
compared them to each other. He mentioned that only the methods of 
averaging and multiple scale can be applied to the nonlinear Mathieu 
equation.

Hsu (1975 a) investigated the nonlinear Mathieu equation containing 
quadratic fluid damping and cubic displacement nonlinear terms. He  
primarily studied the limiting effect of a quadratic fluid damping force on 
the growth of motion for those systems which are otherwise unstable and 
have exponential growth. He evaluated the limited response amplitude in 
the first and second instability regions of the Mathieu stability chart by 
using an asymptotic analysis formula. The results were compared with 
those by a direct numerical integration.

Since the Mathieu equation contains a time-varying coefficient rather 
than a constant value, a dynamic system with time-varying stiffness is 
described by the Mathieu equation and its dynamic response is called 
parametric vibrations. There are many dynamic systems which exhibit 
parametric vibrations, but only the most notable work concerning long 
slender structures is reviewed here. U tida and Sezawa (1940), 
experimentally and mathematically, investigated the dynamic stability of a 
column under periodic longitudinal force. They showed that the dynamic 
instability condition depends upon the magnitude of the vibrating force 
and if the periodic forces were not great, instability does not occur.

Lubkin & Stoker (1943) described the stability of columns and strings 
under periodically varying axial forces and obtained the stability diagrams 
of both structures. They treated the Mathieu equation with viscous 
damping and showed that if the amplitudes and frequencies of varying 
forces are properly chosen, the column may be unstable even when the 
compressive force is smaller than the Euler load.

V.V. Bolotin is one of most significant contributors to the analysis of 
parametric vibrations. In his extensive book, Bolotin (1964) described the 
application of parametric excitation to many structural systems, both
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linear and non-linear. He derived a modified equation of motion for a 
column accounting for the initial curvature, longitudinal inertia of the 
column elements and stretched end mass.

Hsu (1975 b) analytically investigated the response of a parametrically 
excited free hanging string in fluid. He especially investigated the role 
played by the velocity square damping of the fluid in lim iting the 
amplitude growth of an unstable mode derived a simple formula which 
allows computation of the steady-state response amplitude to first order. 
He found that the response amplitudes in air are approximately a 
thousandfold of those in water. He also found out that the transverse 
response amplitude in water is less than 9% of the displacement of the 
longitudinal excitation. However, in air the transverse response 
amplitude is approximately 8 6  times that of the longitudinal amplitude. 
Nayfeh and Mook (1979), in their book, investigated parametrically excited 
systems and cited many references related to forced as well as parametric 
vibrations.

In the offshore sector, Strickland and Mason (1981) demonstrated a 
method of analysis for vertically excited parametric instabilities of TLP 
tethers. Utilising a suitable finite element 'method, they presented a 
procedure for modelling the quasi-sinusoidal lateral displacement 
comprising the parametric response. They showed that while parametric 
oscillation may be excited in the tether, the response amplitude of these 
motions is relatively low due to quadratic fluid damping. However, the 
analysis was confined to small values of the Mathieu parameters. Moe et 
al. (1987) presented the parametric instability of disconnected risers 
hanging freely beneath a drilling vessel. They discovered that a closed 
form solution can readily found for the case of non-buoyant riser but not 
for the case of highly buoyant riser. They also discussed some of the 
assumptions and idealizations for the practical applications of theory to 
risers.

2.4 VIBRATIONS OF SYSTEMS UNDER COMBINED EXCITATION

Dynamic systems may be subjected to several sources of excitation, some 
of which may be parametric excitation and some external (forcing ) 
excitation. In this section, research dealing with vibrations of a system
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under combined parametric and forcing excitation is reviewed. Research 
in this area has only recently started. Ness (1971) treated a weakly 
nonlinear, single-degree-of-freedom cubic system under combined 
excitation. Besides parametric and forcing terms, the equation he dealt 
with included linear damping, constant stiffness and cubic nonlinear 
displacement terms. He employed the asymptotic method of averaging 
to analyse the system and classified the various types of resonance 
phenomena using a stability analysis. Hsu and Cheng (1974) presented a 
theory to obtain an explicit expression for the steady-state periodic 
responses of a linear dynamic system under combined excitation. They 
applied the theory to two example systems, an elastically constrained rigid 
bar under impact load and a pendulum with a moving support.

Troger and Hsu (1979) studied a nonlinear system under combined 
excitation and treated a nonlinear damping term for the first time. The 
equation considered in their paper takes the form,

x + |ic jX + pc Jx| sgn(x) + (1 + jiy + jie cos2 t)(x + |ipx3) = g cos (2 t -  <p)

(2.2)

where, p is a small parameter. They used the general asymptotic 
method of Krylov-Bogoliubov-Mitropolski to obtain a first-order solution 
of the above equation. They showed the influence of the external 
excitation on the parametric excitation system is of a little importance in 
the response amplitude. They also found that the phase difference, cp, 
between two excitations has no significant influence on the response 
amplitude. However, their analysis is confined to only first instability 
region of the Mathieu stability chart.

Plaut and Hsieh (1987 ) analysed the large-time response of a one-degree-of 
-freedom mechanism under combined excitation for several sets of 
parameters such as time delays, excitation amplitude and excitation 
frequencies. By using a Runge-Kutta numerical integration procedure, 
They computed the responses and presented several plots of the time 
history of the motion, the response spectrum. They examined several 
cases such as two-frequencies external excitation with no time delays, 
parametric and external excitation with no time delays and so on. They
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showed that there exists three responses; periodic, chaotic and unbounded 
according to specific combinations of parameters.

Recently, the method of multiple scales has been more frequently 
employed to solve combined excitation problems. This method makes it 
easier to manipulate a nonlinear equation for the higher-order 
parameters. HaQuang and Mook (1987 a) investigated a set of second- 
order equations with weak quadratic and cubic non-linearities under 
combined excitation. Three cases were analysed by using the method of 
multiple scales : 1 ) when the external excitation is absent, 2 ) when the 
external excitation is present but is not involved in a resonance and 3) 
when the external frequency is the same as the parametric frequency. 
They found that stable multi-modal responses may exist in the first-order 
asymptotic solution, even though only one mode is involved in the 
resonance and no internal resonance condition is present.

HaQuang and Mook (1987 b) studied a non-linear analysis of the 
interactions between parametric and external excitation. The equation 
takes a form often encountered in the study of structural dynamics. They 
solved a non-linear equation of combined excitation by using the method 
of multiple scales for small magnitude parameters. HaQuang and Mook 
also employed a numerical method to verify the analytical results and to 
obtain the solution for the case of large parameters. They showed that 
solutions exhibit chaos and period multiplications (i.e., the response has a 
period that is an integral multiple of the period of the excitation). It was 
also showed that very flexible structures can exhibit non-linear 
characteristics in their response at very small amplitudes of the excitation.

Plaut et al. (1990) analysed non-linear structural vibrations under 
combined parametric and external excitation by using the method of 
multiple scales. They focused attention on resonances involving two 
frequencies from one of the excitations and one frequency from the other. 
They presented figures which illustrate the behaviour of the steady state 

response amplitude as a function of the excitation amplitudes and the 
relative values of the excitation frequencies.
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However, there has not been previous work which is concerned with 
structural vibrations including nonlinear hydrodynamic damping or 
dynamic conditions corresponding to higher-order instability region for 
tensioned slender marine structures.

2.5 DYNAM IC PULSE BUCKLING OF LONG SLENDER 
STRUCTURES

As the second subclass of the dynamic stability of structures, buckling 
under impulsive loading, which is called dynamic pulse buckling, has also 
been actively studied. In dynamic pulse buckling, the structure deforms 
to an unacceptably large amplitude as the result of transient response to an 
applied load. An interesting point is that the structure can survive a large 
axial load before reaching large deformation if the load duration is short 
enough. Early motivation for dynamic buckling research stemmed from 
military needs, such as in the design of aircraft landing struts and ballistic 
missiles to resist launch and attack loads. The studies on dynamic pulse 
buckling have been carried out for the several types of structures such as 
shells, rings, plates and bars. This section reviews only the work on long 
slender bars, where elastic buckling becomes important.

One of the early researchers in this field, Meier (1945) investigated time- 
deflection relations when an axial force is rapidly applied to a nearly 
straight bar. In other words, he added dynamic forces to the classic theory 
of static buckling, which is based only on the equilibrium of external and 
internal bending moments. He treated two cases - in the first, the force 
applied is smaller than Euler's load for elastic buckling and in the second, 
it is greater. He showed that even if the applied force is greater than 
Euler's load, if the force is applied for a short time only and if the original 
deflection is small, the resulting deflection is also relatively small when 
the force is released. However his study was confined to an analytical 
approach.

In both of the above investigations, it has been assumed that the stress is 
constant through out the entire length of the column. This assumption is 
based on the fact that the period of the lateral motion of the column is 
small relative to the time required for a stress wave to propagate from 
one end of the bar to the other. Gerard and Becker (1952) carried out
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dynamic pulse buckling of a column experimentally and theoretically. 
They considered the propagation of an elastic stress wave which means 
that the stress is instantaneously not constant over the entire length of 
the column. They concluded that a column can momentarily support a 
dynamic compressive stress of large magnitude due to impact loads. 
Sevin (1960) numerically studied the influence of axial inertia upon the 
elastic bending motions of in itially slightly curved columns. He  
concluded that so long as the column remains elastic, axial inertia effects 
are of negligible importance in so far as the gross behaviour of 
conventional structural column is concerned regardless of the initial 
deflection shape, end fixity or type of axial loading.

Lindberg (1965) carried out experiments to demonstrate the statistical 
nature of the buckling of strips under very high axial compression. He 
showed that probability distributions of wavelengths determined 
theoretically from assumed white-noise perturbations in initial shape 
compare favourably with experimental distributions. His conclusion on 
large-strain buckling of rubber strips is that effects of axial-wave 
propagation do not significantly influence the wavelengths at which the 
buckle forms. Holzer and Eubanks (1969) studied the stability of columns 
subjected to impulse loading and attempted to develop a design criterion 
for simply supported, elastic columns. Their stability study was based on 
Lyapunov's direct method and showed that the stability criterion 
guarantees that the response of the column can be confined to a specified 
neighbourhood of the equilibrium state as long as the force amplitude 
does not exceed the obtained critical amplitude.

In their book, Lindberg and Florence (1987) extensively treated dynamic 
pulse buckling and gathered together in a cohesive all of the research that 
had been published in reports and the open literature during the two past 
decades. The book presents the areas of elastic buckling of long bars, 
plastic buckling of thick bars, elastic or plastic buckling of rings, shells 
and plates and also contains many new results which are not published 
in the open literature. No existing research work has found that deals 
with slender marine structures where a quadratic hydrodynamic damping 
force is present.
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CHAPTER 3 FREE A N D  FORCED VIBRATIONS OF SLENDER 
CYLINDERS

In this chapter, the governing partial differential equation of lateral 
motion of tensioned slender marine structures such as marine risers or 
TLP tethers, is described and discussed in detail to clarify some 
controversial areas. In the second section, an analytical method for 
obtaining exact natural frequencies of a slender cylinder where axial 
tension varies along its length, is developed by using Bessel functions. 
The governing partial differential equation is reduced to a nonlinear 
ordinary differential equation using the method of separation of variables 
and Galerkin's method. In this chapter, only the top end lateral 
movement is considered, which is called external or forcing excitations in 
the ordinary differential equation. The dynamic response of forced lateral 
vibrations of the structure is obtained by solving the non-linear ordinary 
differential equation.

3.1 GOVERNING EQUATIONS OF LATERAL M O TIO N

Equations of motion of a dynamic system are mathematical expressions 
defining dynamic displacements of the system. The formulation of these 
equations is possibly the most important and sometimes the most difficult 
phase of the entire analysis procedure. There are three main methods for 
the formulation of these equations - direct equilibrium using d'Alembert's 
principle, principle of virtual displacements and Hamilton's principle. 
Each has advantages in the study of special classes of problems. The 
equations of motion of bar type structures were derived in classical text
books such as Timoshenko and Gere (1939), Crandall et al. (1972).

However in the case of marine structures, the derivation of the equation 
of motion is rather complicated. Unlike classical equations of bar type 
structures, the governing equations of lateral motion for marine slender 
structures involve some sources of confusion in the interpretation of the 
equations. Of these, effective tension has caused a great source of 
controversy. This concept arises from the combined effects of axial 
tension and horizontal fluid pressure loads. Some researchers, for 
example Young and Fowler (1978) and Chakrabarti and Frampton (1982),
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have derived in detail the governing equations of slender marine 
structures.

In this section, the governing differential equations of lateral motion of 
slender marine structures are described and discussed to clarify the 
controversial terms. Figure 3.1(a) shows a typical marine riser or TLP 
tether with the basic parameters and a coordinate system used for this 
analysis. The forces acting on a curved differential segment are shown in 
Figure 3.1(b). In order to develop a equation for horizontal motion of the 
segment, its force equilibrium equations need to be combined. In Figure 
3.1(b), M  is a moment (this is different from a total mass M  in the 
following analysis), T  is tension, Q is a shear force, Fw is a weight and Fj 
is a inertia force.

Because a rigourous mathematical derivation of the equation has already 
been carried out by researchers such as Young and Fowler (1978) and 
Chakrabarti and Frampton (1982), the derivation w ill not be repeated here 
but the existing equations w ill be cited. However, the assumption made 
for this element are as follows - axial straining is not considered, the 
resultant deflections and rotations are small, the segment is bent in one 
plane only (the x-y plane) and motion occurs only in the y direction.

Then the resulting governing equation of lateral motion for the structure 
can be written as :

32y a2y
M(x)a ^ + a^ EI (x) d2y

ax2.
_a_
ax

By
= f ys(y,x,t)

(3.1)

where M  is the total mass per unit length of structure and contents 
including added mass per unit length acting in the y direction, EI is the 
flexural rigidity, Te is effective tension and fys is a horizontal external 
loading on the structure. The effective tension, Te is given as follows :

Te (x) = T(x) + A0(x) P0(x) -Ai(x) Pi(x) (3.2)

where A 0 and Aj are outer and inter cross-sectional areas of the tether or 
riser and PQ and Pi are outer and inner pressures and T(x) is actual 
tension which can be put in the form :
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xTop xTop

T(x) = T Top “  j 7 .[A 0( x ) - A i(x)]dx+ Jf„(y,x,t)dx
(3.3)

where T top is the known tension at the top of the structure, ys is the 
weight density of the structure and fxs is the vertical external loading on 
the surface due to waves and current.

At this point the third term of Equation (3.1), which is a source of some 
confusion, need to be discussed in detail. This term can be interpreted as a 
resultant lateral loading due to the axial (vertical force) in the tether or 
riser wall plus the net horizontal loading from the the external and 
internal fluid pressure. Both of the two forces may add to or resist the 
lateral loading fyS(y,x,t), depending upon the slope and curvature of the 
structure. Here an important question can be proposed, that is, whether 
the resulting equations depend on the deflection direction of the
structure or not. The reason is that when the structure is taken as Figure 
3.1(b) both actual wall tension T(x) and net horizontal loading force
due to fluid pressures A 0(x) P0(x) -Ai(x) Pi(x), act in the "negative" y 
direction. However if the deflection of the structure is taken in the 
opposite direction, that is, it is bent to the left hand side, as Young and 
Fowler (1978) and Chakrabarti and Frampton (1982) took, both of T(x) and 
A 0(x)P0(x) - Aj(x) Pj(x) act in the "positive" y direction.

In order to clarify this question, the third term of Equation (3.1) needs to be 
further expanded. By using Equation (3.2), the third term can be written 
as follows:

_a_
3x

3y ‘
T-(x)i

T(x)f e  + S H e  + [ A ° w p"(x> -  A I(x )P i( x ) ] 0 -  [A 0(x)Yo -  A ,(x )y jf2  

(a) (b) (c) (d)
(3.4)

Each term of Equation (3.4) can be explained as follows;

Term (a) The axial tension, T(x), causes lateral loading due to the 
curvature of the tether/riser 

Term (b) The rate of change of axial tension causes lateral loading due to 
the slope of the tether/riser
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Term (c) External and internal fluid pressure causes a net lateral loading 
due to curvature

Term (d) The rate of change of external and internal fluid pressures, that 
is, the fluid densities y0 and Yi, causes a net lateral load due to 
the slope of the tether/riser

Table 3.1 shows the sign of the curvature, d2y/dx2 and the slope, 3y/3x, 

and the action direction of each value, T(x), 3T (x )/3x , [A 0(x)P0(x) - 

Ai(x)Pi(x)], A 0(x)y0 + A .(x )y ., according to the deflection direction of the 

model segment. By the way, multiplying each value and slope or

curvature, for example T(x) and 32y/3x2 which corresponds to term (a) 
in Equation (3.4), gives the same positive sign for all four structure 
orientations. It is noted that the right direction corresponds to a positive 
sign. Therefore, the governing Equation (3.1) can be used for any slender 
marine structure and in any coordinate system for the dynamic analysis 
of lateral motion.

Meanwhile the third term in Equation (3.1) can be expressed in an 
alternate form which is often used. By using Equations (3.2) and (3.3), the 
derivative of the effective tension becomes

3Tc(x)
^ —  = Y s [ A 0 ( x )  -  A .(x )] - f„ (y ,x ,t )  -  A o(x)y0 + A.(x)y.

(3.5)

where y0 and yj are weight density of outer and inner fluid. For the special 
case when there is no vertical loading, that is, fxs = 0 , the derivative of the 
effective tension is often defined as the effective weight, we(x) of the 
model. Thus, for fxs(y,x,t) = 0, Equation (3.5) is rewritten as

3Te(x)
3x =  W e(x) = ys[A 0(x) -  A j(x)] -  A 0(x)y0 + A i(x )y i

(3.6)

and Equation (3.1) can be written in the form

3 2y 32y
M (x )— tt +

at dx2
EI (x)

a23_y
3x2_

32y 3y
" T e(X) ~ -  We(x)"3x" = f vs (y ^ t)3x2 (3.7)

It should be noted that the effective tension, Te(x), as given in Equation 
(3.2), has no real physical significance but presents only the mathematical 
combination of the actual wall tension, T(x), as given in Equation (3.3) and
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the horizontal load resulting from the internal and external flu id  
pressure. These two distinct force contributions affect the horizontal 
equation of motion in a similar fashion. Again, the effective weight, w(x), 
as given in Equation (3.6), has no real physical significance but it is 
computationally correct to involve this term as the distributed effective 
weight of the model.

In the static analysis of slender marine structures, each term of the 
governing equations is very important for deformations and the 
instability of buckling, so simplification cannot be allowed. However for 
the dynamic analysis of the structures, especially for an analytical 
approach, the complicated equations are usually further simplified. For 
the purpose of this research, the effective tension and weight, T(x) and 
we(x) in Equation (3.7) are more simply rearranged according to the 
following specific conditions.

(1 ) when the cross-sectional area of the model is constant, we(x) and 
T(x) can be rewritten as :

we = ysAs. y0Ao + TiAi
Te(x) = TTop - we (L-x) (3.8)

where L is the total length of the model and it is assumed that the 
top end locates at the water surface level.

(2 ) when the weight density of inner fluid is the same as that of outer 
fluid,

We = As ( Ys - Yo )

Te(x) = TTop-W e(L -x )  (3.9)

(3) when the outer fluid is water and the inner fluid is air which is 
relatively negligible
We — YsA s - YoA o

Te(x) = TTop- we (L - x) (3.10)

This third condition is very similar to the situation for TLP tethers 
with high wall thickness. The Hutton TLP tethers correspond to this 
condition.

(4) when the value of y0A 0 is nearly the same as that of YsAs
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Te = T Top = To (3.11)

This condition happens when the diameter of the tether is large 
and the wall thickness is thin. In order to overcome thick-walled 
tether problems, recent TLP tethers have been favoured to adopt 
this kind of so-called neutrally buoyant type.

Meanwhile, when the time-varying axial force due to the heave motion of 
surface platform is considered, Txop becomes the constant tension plus the 
time-varying component to give

TtoP = To - S cos cot (3.12)

where To, S and co are respectively constant axial tension, the time- 
varying axial force amplitude and angular frequency of heave motion of a 
surface platform.

Finally the applied horizontal force intensity, fys(y,x,t) in Equation (3.7) 
needs to be discussed and rearranged. The fys(y,x,t) is from wave inertia 
force together with drag forces due to relative water velocity and lateral 
motion of the model structure and can be written in the form,

fysfy/M) = 0.5pw CD(x)d0(x) u ( x , t ) - &
c/t ot

/-» / \ j 2 du +PwCM(x)—d<
4 dt (3.13)

where pw is a mass density of water, Cm is a inertia coefficient, Cd is a drag 
coefficient, d0 is outer diameter of the model, and u(x,t) and d u /d t are 
water particle velocity and acceleration respectively. It is noted that in 
Equation (3.13) the drag force due to a constant current profile is not 
included because it is a time independent static force. The hydrodynamic 
coefficients, Cm and Co depend on several non-dimensional quantities, for 
example, Reynolds number and the Keulegan-Carpenter parameter(KC) as 
well as the of the tether/riser configuration. M any researchers, for 
example Sarpkaya (1979) have carried out tests to obtain accurate 
values of these coefficients. However, since the drag force depends on 
KC and KC also depends on the relative velocity, an iterative solution is 
necessary in dealing with this problem.
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The fluid dynamic drag force of Equation (3.13) causes a non-linear term 
and is one of the most difficult aspects of the equation of motion. This 
non-linear drag force can be handled without modification in a 
numerical time domain analysis. In simplified analysis, particularly in 
the frequency domain where harmonic solutions are sought, the drag 
force has to be linearised. However in this research, the non-linear
nature of the drag force will be taken into account, because the linearised

arfferent
drag force ives very results in the case of parametric vibration analysis.

Meanwhile if wave forces on the slender model, in other words, wave 
inertia and drag forces are assumed to be negligible, fys(y,x,t) can be further 
simplified. This assumption can be made when wave forces on the 
model are small compared to the force induced by surface platform 
motion and this situation often happens in the case of TLP tethers. 
Then Equation (3.13) can be given in the form

fysty/M) = ~ 0.5pw CD(x)d0(x)

3.2 NATURAL FREQUENCIES AND MODE SHAPES

An important task of a dynamic analysis is to estimate the response of 
displacements and stresses of the system under several excitations. Large 
dynamic response will occur when one or more of the natural frequencies 
of the system lie within the frequency range of the excitation forces. 
However by properly changing the principle parameters of the system, the 
natural frequencies can be shifted in order to prevent the excessive 
response of dynamic motion. Therefore, it is very important to obtain the 
exact natural frequencies of a dynamic system. These natural frequencies 
of a system can be obtained either analytically or numerically.

For slender marine structures where axial tension varies along its length, 
analytical methods such as the Frobenius method and the Rayleigh-Ritz 
method have to be used to obtain natural frequencies and their associated 
mode shapes. However the Frobenius method which is based on a power 
series technique, does not provide closed form solutions and the Rayleigh- 
Ritz method only gives approximate solutions. In this section, an 
analytical method is developed for obtaining closed form exact solutions

3y
at

ay
at n  U'i
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of natural frequencies for this kind of structures. This analytical method 
is based on using Bessel functions. For free hanging heavy structures, 
Bessel functions have already been employed to obtain the exact 
natural frequencies. This technique is described by Bowman (1958) and 
Hsu(1975 b). However when a vertical cylinder is fixed at both ends, it is 
complicated to obtain natural frequencies of such a structure.

By excluding external forces and neglecting bending stiffness which is 
relatively small in the case of long or flexible structures, Equation (3.7) is 
rewritten as

d2y d2y dy
M -r -r  -  ( T Tm — w eL + w ex)-^—r -  w 0-^— = 0

dt2 Tap dx2 dx (3.15)

where we = As ys - A Qy0 + Ajyi and the other symbols are the same as
those in the previous section.

Assuming harmonic motion given by y (x,t) = X(x) ei£0t and substituting 
this in Equation (3.15), gives

(T t — w eL + w ex )4 ^ r  + w . 4 ^  + Mco2X =  0v Tcp e " dx2 "dx (3.16)

This equation includes an independent variable X in the second-order 
derivative term and is of similar form to one of Bessel's equations. 
Equation (3.16) is rewritten as

d*X we dX Mco2 x _ 0
dx2 T r, - w tL + w , x  dx T T(t - w cL  +  w „ x  (3 17^

The above equation can be converted to a particular case of Bessel's 
equation by putting,

TtoP- we L+ wex = a  (3.18)

where a  is also an independent variable.

On the other hand,

dX dX da  dX d*X , d2X  =  = vv     = w-------
dx da dx " d a  dx2 e d a 2 (3.19)
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Substituting the above derivatives into Equation (3.17) and rearranging 
gives

a W  1 h y  v 2

The solution of this Bessel type of equation takes the form 

X = A 1J0( 2 K V a ) + B I Y 0(2 K V a )  (3  2 2 )

in which J0 and Y0 are respectively Bessel functions of the first and 
second kind of order zero.

Boundary conditions are as follows :

At x = 0, i.e., when a  = Tjop - we L, X = 0
At x = L, i.e., when a = Ttop, X = 0 (3.23)

Substituting the above conditions into (3.22) leads to

where K =
w e

(3.20)

(3.21)

A, J0(2 K ^ /T Tq> -  w«L) + B ,Y 0(2 K ^ /T Top -  w„L) = 0 (3.24)

A, J0( 2 K . /F ^ )  + B , Y 0( 2 K / i \ “ ) = 0 (3.25)

The above equations can be expressed respectively in the form

A, J0(2 K ^ /T Toi> -  w .L )

B 1Y 0(2Kv / T Tq, - w tL )
(3.26)

A ,J 0(2 k V t ^ )

B ,Y 0( 2 K / i \ “ ) (3.27)

In order to eliminate A! and B) from the above equations, equating them 
yields
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J0(2K^TTop -  weL) • Y0(2KA/ f ^ )

-Y 0(2 K /T Top- w cL) • J0(2KyTjTp) = 0

(3.28)

By substituting ^  = from Equation (3.21) into the above
e

equation, angular natural frequencies njnof a vertical long cylinder 
including axial tension variation can be obtained. However, the above 
expression can be further simplified by the characteristics of Bessel 
functions. In other words, if (2 K ^ /T Tcp -  wcL ) is large, at least 10, 

Equation (3.28) can be written in the form

P, c o s C Z K V ' r ^ ^ - ^  P ^ i n C Z K V T ^ - f )

-  p2 cos (2 K ^ /T \7  -  j )  • P,2 sin (2 K ^ /T Tq) -  w„L -  f )  = 0

Where J * K V T t„ - w . L  J jc K V T t,

By using trigonometric functions, Equation (3.29) is rearranged as follows :

W. /T  _ wV :  7t - - s in(2K(VT^-VTT, - w tL))=0
^  ^  “V  Top V  Top ^  20)

In order to satisfy this equation, sin {2 K ( T  Top -  T t„ -  W CL ) )  = 0 

should be satisfied, i.e .,

2 K ( V f ^  -  V T t„ -w .L )  = (3.31)

From Equations (3.21) and (3.31), the natural frequency of any vibration 
mode of a vertical long cylinder including axial tension variation can be 
obtained in the simple closed form
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Now the corresponding mode shapes of Equation (3.22) is to be obtained. 
K in Equation (3.22) is already obtained, so only one of A! and need to 
be eliminated. From Equation (3.24)

J0(2 K V T t,  — w .L )
B = - A

Y 0(2 IC \/T Top w eL ) ^  2 3 ^

Introducing Equation (3.33) into Equation (3.22) yields

J0(2 K - /T Tod -  weL )
J0(2KV^) -  ' Y0(2KV^

Y 0(2KA/ T Top -  w eL )
X = A x W I JVC / I   117 I A

(3.34)

If a  = TTop - we L+ we x in Equation (3.18) and K = | - V m  in Equation

(3.21) are substituted into the above equation, the final result for mode 
shapes is obtained as follow:

203
x . = A „ [J0{ - ^ ^ / M ( T  Top -  w .L +  w „x))

J . ( i r V M<TT , - w.L»  203 ,______________
 -----  Y o(“ wi V M (T ^  ”  W«L + w'x) H

Y o( V LV M (T tUP" W«L )J (3.35)

Equations (3.32) and (3.35) represent the natural frequencies and 
corresponding mode shapes of a vertical long cylinder including axial 
tension variation. These closed form exact solutions are useful for a 
tensioned vertical long or flexible structure where the bending stiffness 
force is negligibly small compared to axial tension. Most tensioned 
slender marine structures fall under this category.

However before closing this section, it is valuable to examine the above 
simple and closed form solution for natural frequency of a tensioned long 
vertical slender structure.

First, if the effective weight w e is not considered, that is, when T top - weL 

= TTop = T0 is set, Equation (3.32) becomes as follows :

_ JHL ITL
L a/  M (3.36)

where T0 is constant axial tension.
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This result corresponds to the solution for natural frequencies of a string 
or a flexible cable under constant tension and can be found in most 
textbooks of vibration theory. Therefore, Equation (3.32) gives a more 
realistic result of natural frequency than the usual expression of Equation
(3.36) for a string or a flexible cable.

Second, when the bending stiffness force is considered but the axial force is 
assumed to be constant, the corresponding equation becomes

d2y d*y d2y 
M ^ t t + E I 3 4 - - T o34  = 0

dt dx2 (3 .3 7 )

The natural frequency of Equation (3.37) is already obtained in detail in 
classical textbooks of vibration theory and the result is in the form

2 E lfnrcY  T0fm cY  
®b " m U J  + M  v L J (3.38)

In order to check the relative importance of the bending stiffness force and 
constant axial tension to natural frequencies, Equation (3.38) is rewritten 
in the following form

k  is depends on El, T0, L and mode number, m. In the case of a flexible 
or long structure, k  is negligibly small and Equation (3.32) which is 
obtained in this research for the first time can be used as a closed form 
solution of exact natural frequencies.

Besides the above results, there are some other solutions of natural 
frequency for a slender structure where axial tension is considered. Kirk
et al (1979) obtained an approximate solution of natural frequency for the
following equation
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They used a mode-superposition method and introduced the following 

result

n M L
“  + TC2 c

(  nrcY L (  nrcY
—  w e, 

v ^ j  2  \ 2 y (3.41)
This result is known to be inaccurate for a long structure or for a 
structure where self-weight is important. For such cases, Equation (3.40) 
can be solved using the Rayleigh-Ritz method to obtain natural 
frequencies. Appendix A  describes such a solution.

In the application Chapter 6 , the natural frequencies of a rigid marine 
riser and the tethers of Hutton, Snorre Jolliet TLPs w ill be obtained. The 
results by several methods will be also compared each other.

3.3 RESPONSE TO FORCING EXCITATION

The analysis of forced vibrations of long slender structures is a common 
condition encountered in engineering. Most textbooks for vibration 
theory and structural dynamics such as Timoshenko and Gere (1952), 
Thomson (1972), Clough and Penzien (1975), and Craig, JR (1981) deal with 
this subject. The forced vibration models of these slender structures given 
in the above texts consider the dynamic response with lateral excitation 
forces and a constant axial force. In mathematical terms, the governing 
equation contains an inhomogenous term on the right hand side of the 
equation.

In offshore engineering, most slender structures are subjected to lateral 
forces due to the surge motion of their surface platform, and by wave and 
current. Many researchers such as Young et al. (1978), Kirk et al. (1979), 
Kim and Triantafyllou(1984) have treated the forced vibrations of drill 
pipes, marine risers and TLP tethers. Although slender marine 
structures are also subjected to the time-varying axial force by heave 
motion of the surface platform, the force has usually not been considered. 
Since in the following sections, the time-varying axial force w ill be 
extensively investigated in order to find the relative importance of each 
vibration, this section is concerned only with forced vibrations of slender 
marine structures.
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Many analytical and numerical techniques have been employed for the 
solution of forced vibration problems of these structures. Of these, 
numerical techniques have been utilized more often because structural 
complexity limits applicability of the analytical method. The numerical 
method can be divided into two main approaches, a finite difference 
method and a finite element method - the latter w ill be treated in detail 
in the fifth chapter of this thesis.

Even though the analytical method is limited, it does have strong 
advantages, for example, in providing general pattern of solutions and 
giving economic computation times. One procedure often used is to 
assume the deflection solutions of the structures in mathematical forms, 
which aims to reduce the partial differential equation to a simple ordinary 
differential equation. This procedure was used by such as Dareing and 
Huang (1979) who assumed the deflection to be in a form of infinite series 
and Kirk et al. (1979) who assumed the deflection to be a sinusoidal series. 
This method is referred to either as a normal mode method or a mode- 
superposition method. In this section, the mode-superposition method is 
employed to obtain the response of forced vibrations of slender marine 
structures.

For this analysis, the forcing excitation condition of the model is shown 
in Figure 3.2. Then Equation (3.7) becomes the governing equation of 
lateral motion of this model. For the effective tension, the most simplified 
condition, Equation (3.11), is employed for analytical brevity. In the 
calculation of fys(y,X/t), direct wave forces on the model are not 
considered. The reason for this is that the direct wave forces on the 
model structure are small compared to forces due to surface platform  
surge motion. Then, from Equations (3.7), (3.11) and (3.14), a governing 
equation can be written in the form

a2y32y a4y
dv dx* o 0 X2 PwCDd(

ay
at at (3.42)

In order to obtain the response of lateral motion of the slender structure, 
the partial differential Equation (3.42) needs to be solved. The method of 
separation of variable is one of general procedures to this kind of a partial 
differential equation in order to reduce it to an ordinary differential
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equation. In other words, since y must be a function of x as well as of t, y 
can be assumed to be represented by the product of two pure functions; 
one is a function of time t and the other is a function of location x which 
is called a normal function or an admissible function.

By looking at Figure 3.2 for the model configuration, it can be seen that 
there exist two normal functions; one is a rigid body mode due to a 
surface platform motion and the other is elastic response modes which 
can be assumed to be the summation of sine mode shapes. These mode 
shapes are based on the fact that both ends of the structure are assumed to 
be pin jointed. Therefore, according to M indlin and Goodman's time- 
dependent boundary condition theory (Mindlin and Goodman, 1950), an 
approximate solution to Equation (3.42) can be assumed to be of the form

y(x,t) = p(x)h(t) + X  sin -SpLfn(t)
.-i (3.43)

x
where, p(x) = j-  represents rigid body displacement of the model and the

summation terms represent elastic responses in the normal modes. h(t) 
is a prescribed periodic function at the UPP^J en<d and is imparted from 
surface platform motions. fn(t) is a general^displacement coordinate that 
needs to be found.

Substituting Equation (3.43) into Equation (3.42) gives

?  { [ EI ( ■ f ) * + T * ( ^ ) l sin i r } f - + M ?

x dh V •L dt ^ S1

d fn . mtx
~TT sm dt2 L

+ B mux dfn(*dh Y . njudf „ xM d2hL dt IL-5- + Za sinn =  1
Ldt jr l dt2

(3.44)

where Bv = 0.5 Cd do pw. Following Galerkin's variational method, 
Equation (3.44) is multiplied throughout by sin (nuix/L) and integrated 
over the length of the model, then
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ML d f, 
2  dt2

+ b vJ

LM

+ El m
x dh 
L dt +  sin

2
mjcx d ft 

L dt

r . ( T ) y ]
f  x_ dh 
I L  dt + sin m jtx d f,

dt }si m jtx  i sm —r— dx

m7t ( -  1) d!h
d t2 (3.45)

In deriving Equation (3.45), a vibration mode coupling effect in the 
quadratic nonlinear damping is neglected and the following integration 
are used.

fJo

. m7tx , - L  , vxsin dx = ------( - 1)
L m7t

and rJo

. nitx . nutx » ^sm sm dx=  0  for n ^ m

= — for n = m 
2

N ow  h(t) is to be assumed as 

h(t) = - y0 sincot (3.46)

where y0 and co are the displacement amplitude and frequency of the surge 
motion of a surface platform. The surge motion is assumed to be 
sinusoidal. The assumption is based on the fact that even if ocean waves 
are irregular, the external forces become more regular (that is more 
narrow banded) due to the transfer function from wave action to 
external forces on the model. Then Equation (3.45) becomes

d 2f ro
d t2

2B
+

+ r E I / m 7 C \ 4 . T 0 / m7t \ 2]
Lm ( ~ )  + m - ( i t )  J

ML 1
xcoy,

cos cot +  sin

f ,

m7ux d f ,
L dt

, xc° y 0
{ --------—  cos cot +

m7tx df . mux, 2(— 1) 2 .
sm —  - j - )  sin - j - d x  = — s n r -  y . “> sin

The above quation is rewritten in the form,

dt2
+  ro2m f  „ +  c j | C2 X cos cot +  sm m7tx d f .

L dt
{c 2x cos cot +

m7tx d f m . m7CXj ,
sin ——------— } sm —j — dx =  ( - 1 )  c 3 sm cot

(3.47)
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where
2 E I / m 7 t \ 4 , T o / m n \ 2

ra- = M l T )  + mV T T )
2B. - t o y ,  2y „co;

° 1_ M L ’ c* -  L ’ ° 1_ mu (3.48)

where G3m is natural frequency of any mode of vibration of this model.

3.3.1 Analytical Method

In this analytical approach, the frequency domain technique is employed
for the dynamic response of lateral motion of the model. Thus a steady
state solution for fm in the above equation can be written as follows :

= ame'<°M+TJ and ei(“ l) *  cos cot (3 .4 9 )

Substituting Equation (3.49) into (3.47) and rearranging it gives

am e^  (G32 — co2) + fLm m ' joK
rmtxc2 x + sin amicoe

f . mjix . w . . mrcx , . /{c, x + sm  aicoe^"} sin dx = - 1  ( - 1) c,
L m L 3 (3.50)

where |cos cot | = is used by „

The modulus term on the left side of the above equation is written in the 
form, I a + ib I, where

(3.51)

m7txa = c 2x -  a mco sin —j —  sm ym 
, m7txb = -  a m co sin ——  cos ya 

Then Equation (3.50) is taken in the form

ameirm(G32 - co2) + -^ 1Jl Va2 + b2 (c2 x + sin m7tx a icoe^"}-m m   Jo '  2 t  m 1K L
. mitx , . .sm dx = - 1  (-1) c,

L (3.52)

Therefore the final solution can be written in the form



2 c. c* rL i 2 t ? • mrcx , ., i\m— J Va +b  xsin d x - i ( - l )  c3

(G3̂  -  co2) + ̂ -ico f'V a2 + b2 sin2 m7tXdx
n Jo L (3.53)

However, the unknown quantities am and ym appear on both sides of 
Equation (3.53), because a and b on the right hand side of the above 

equation also contain am and ym. An iterative solution is, therefore, 
necessary. Equation (3.53) is expressed in the complex form :

a e*T. _ A + iB
C + iD (3.54)

where, a m = and tan ym = ^  ^  (3.55)

In the above, A and B represent respectively the real and imaginary parts 
of the numerator of Equation (3.53), and C and D correspond to the 
denominator. These are written in the form

A = ^cic2 fLVa2 + b2 xsinm7CXdx, B = - ( - l ) mc3 
k Jo L

C = t53 -̂co2, D = ——̂-co[L Va2 -hb2 sin2 m7CX dx
n Jo L (3.56)

An iterative solution to Equation (3.53) can be carried out as follows. For 
m =l, starting with ai = yi = 0 gives a = C2 x and b = 0 from Equation 
(3.51). These a and b values are substituted into Equation (3.56) to obtain 
A, B, C and D values. Substituting these A, B, C and D values into 
Equation (3.55) yields new ai and Yi values. The procedure is repeated 
until satisfactory convergence for ai and yi is achieved. This cyclic 
procedure for m = 1 can be equally applied to am and ym> where m = 2, 3, 4 
.... By substituting these am and ym into Equation (3.49), fm can be 
obtained. Then the response of forced vibrations of the structure is finally 
obtained from Equation (3.43) with this fm and other known values.

At this point, it is worthwhile to examine the analytical result for 
response amplitude am. If the hydrodynamic damping effect is excluded, 
that is, ci = 0, from Equations (3.55) and (3.56), the response amplitude 
am is obtained in the form
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_ (—l)m 2 y0 co2 

m (G52 -co2)m 7c (3.57)

This result corresponds to undamped free vibrations of the structure. am 
is proportional to the displacement amplitude of the surge motion of its 
surface platform, y0 and the square of the forcing frequency, co and is 
inversely proportional to a mode number, m.

When Equation (3.57) is written in a nondimensional form, it becomes a 
magnification factor as follows:

a m 1
2y0/rc (G32m/C02) - 1 (3.58)

The values of the magnification factor for the undamped case are plotted 
as a function of the frequency ratio, (GJm /  co )2 in Figure 3.3 to 
demonstrate that resonance occurs when the forcing excitation frequency 
comes close to any of the natural frequencies, G5m. However, when the 
hydrodynamic damping force is considered, even at the resonance 
condition, the response amplitude is limited as w ill be seen later.

Meanwhile the bending stress of the model can be obtained in the form

a b(x) = Er^-y = Er 
dx

,mn irt7ux
S am(_T ') sin(~ ;— )elY“m=l L L

where r is radius of gyration of the structure cross section.

(3.59)

3.3.2 Numerical Method

Besides carrying out computations for the above iterative solution, 
Equation (3.47) can also be directly solved by employing a numerical 
method. In this work, the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is 
employed. The Runge-Kutta method is one of the most frequently used 
numerical techniques for obtaining approximate solutions of ordinary 
differential equations due to its stability and accuracy. However, since 
Equation (3.47) involves an integral term, the fourth-order Runge-Kutta 

method needs to be extended.

Such an extension can use either the trapezoidal rule, Simpson's rule, the 
Romberg method or Gaussian quadrature. It is known that Romberg's
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method is in many ways better than other methods since it is accurate, 
simple and computer-oriented. In Appendix B an C of this thesis, the 
fourth-order Runge-Kutta method and Romberg integration method are 
introduced. In Appendix C, the trapezoidal rule and Simpson's rule are 
also described.

Cuo (1972) gives more details on the derivation of the Runge-Kutta and 
Romberg methods. The solution procedure of those methods was 
implemented in a computer program. Since initial conditions do not 
influence the steady state solutions of Equation (3.47), the conditions of 
f!(0 )=0.1  and dfi(0 ) /d t = 0 .0  are arbitrarily used.

The magnification factor for the nonlinear damping case is plotted in 
Figure 3.4 as a function of the frequency ratio, (G5m /  co )2. It can be seen 

that the response amplitude of the structure at the resonance condition is 
limited by the hydrodynamic damping force. In other words, the 
damping factor has a large influence on the response amplitudes in the 
frequency region near resonance. The characteristics of such a response 
diagram for undamped or damped forced vibration systems are well 
described in classical textbooks of vibration theory such as Thomson 
(1972).

In the application chapter of this thesis, the analysis of the forced 
vibrations of slender marine structures w ill be further applied to some 
example structures. In the discussion chapter, the response of forced 
vibrations will also be compared with those of other vibrations.



C H A P TE R  4 V IB R A T IO N S  O F SLEN D ER  C Y LIN D E R S  U N D E R  

P A R A M E TR IC  E X C IT A T IO N , C O M B IN E D  

E X C IT A T IO N  A N D  PULSE L O A D IN G

For the dynamic analysis of slender marine structures, only lateral forces 
due to surge motion of a surface platform were considered as excitation 
sources in the previous chapter. In  reality, most slender marine 
structures attached to a super structure are subjected to time-varying axial 
forces as well as lateral forces. Therefore, in this chapter, time-varying 
axial forces from the heave motion of a surface platform are also taken 
into account. This consideration is particularly important for the dynamic 
behaviour of slender marine structures at low tension. However, the 
consideration of time-varying axial forces for the lateral motion of the 
structures leads to a complicated problem to analyse.

Therefore, in the first section of this chapter, only the time-varying forces 
will be considered, which leads to the resulting motion of slender marine 
structures to a parametrically excited vibration problem. This vibration 
offers a dynamic stability problem described by the Mathieu equation. 
This Mathieu stability problem will be considered first and followed by an 
investigation into vibrations of the structures subjected to both time- 
varying axial forces and lateral forces which is so-called combined 
excitation. This combined excitation w ill be investigated for realistic 
situations of the dynamic behaviour of slender marine structures. 
Finally, in order to investigate the dynamic stability of slender marine 
structures at low tension in further detail, dynamic pulse buckling 
problems will also be examined.

4.1 PARAMETRIC EXCITATION

As mentioned in the previous chapter, in conventional dynamic analyses 
of slender marine structures, the time-varying axial forces imparted by the 
heave motion of a surface platform have not been included. In this 
section, the effect of time-varying axial forces on the lateral motion of the 
structures is examined. The governing equation for this analysis is to be 
the same as that of the forcing excitation case in the preceding chapter.
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The differences are the structure's top end boundary condition and axial 
tension situation. Figure 4.1 shows the parametric excitation condition of 
the model structure, that is, subjected to time-varying axial forces. Then, 
from Equations (3.7) and (3.12), the governing equation can be written in 
the form

d2y d4y d2y
m ~^T +  E I 3^T -  ( T 0 -  S cos co t)-g -r+  B,

dy
at

dy
dt (4.1)

where M  is the total mass per unit length of the tether segment and 
contents including added mass per unit length, El is the flexural rigidity 
of the model structure, To is the constant axial tension of the structure, S 
is the imposed axial force amplitude, co is angular frequency of the heave 
motion of a surface platform and Bv = 0.5 Cd do p^ where Cd is a drag 
coefficient, d0 is the outer diameter of the structure and p© is sea water 
density. The heave motion of the surface platform which induces axial 
force is assumed to be sinusoidal as in the case of forcing excitation in the 
previous chapter. This assumption is based on the same reason of the 
previous forcing excitation case.

Using the method of separation of variables, the solution of Equation (4.1) 
can be written in the form:

y( x >0 = £  sin -5p - f n(t)
L (4.2)

where L is the total length of the model structure. The normal function 
is assumed to be sinusoidal because the boundary condition of the 
structure is taken as pin jointed at both ends.

To find the unknown deflection function f(t), the Galerkin variational 
method is used. Substituting Equation (4.2) into Equation (4.1), 
multiplying it by sin (nm x/L) and integrating with respect to x between 0 
to L, gives

r e i
dt2

, 1 E I  /  m rc  \  . 1 /  m 7 t \  zrp c  ,  .
L m (  l  )  m (  l  )  ( 0 f m +

8B V df mdf m
3tcM dt dt = 0

(4.3)
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The assumption and procedure for deriving Equation (4.3) is similar to 
Equation (3.46). For the comparison with the forced vibration problem of 
Equation (3.47), Equation (4.3) is rewritten as follows :

and G5mis the natural frequency of any mode of free vibrations of the 

loaded model. The script, m in Equation (4.4) denotes a vibration mode 
number of the structure. Equation (4.4) can be used to obtain the response 
of any vibration mode of the structure by changing c4 and G3m. 
Therefore, in the following analysis fm is written as " f " by omitting 
the subscript" m " for convenience.

It is convenient to introduce a dimensionless time variable, % such that:

Substituting the above relation into Equation (4.4) gives the final equation

A different form of nondimensional time can be introduced such as 
X = cot, then Equation (4.4) becomes as follows :

(4.4)

where c -

2 t = cot, then

(4.5)

where EI(m7c/L)2 + T0 co2

(4.6)

where EI(nuc /  L) 2 + T0 vco >

6  and q in Equation (4.5) and S' and q' in Equation (4.6) are called the 
Mathieu parameters. The 2q/8' or 87q' in the above equations can be 
considered to be the strength of parametric excitation and correspond to



S /{E I(m rc /L )2 +T0). For a somewhat long or highly tensioned structure 

where axial tension effect is much larger than bending stiffness, this 
strength can be set to S /T 0. Equation (4.5) or (4.6) is the nonlinear 
M athieu equation which describes parametrically excited lateral 
vibrations of the structure.

This nonlinear Mathieu equation poses an interesting but complex 
problem. However, in order to carry out the analysis in a systematic 
manner, a canonical form of Mathieu equation is considered first. In the 
following analysis, of the two nonlinear Mathieu Equations (4.5) and (4.6), 
a conventional form of Equation (4.5) will be more frequently employed. 
By excluding the non-linear term in Equation (4.5), a canonical form of the 
Mathieu equations can be written as

^ 4  + ( 5 -  2q cos 2x)f = 0 (4.7)
dxz

A particular characteristic of this Mathieu equation is that it contains a 
periodically varying coefficient as a special case of the H ill equation. This 
means that the solutions of the Mathieu equation can be stable or unstable 
depending on the combination of value of 5 and q. Therefore, one of the 
main approaches to the Mathieu equation is to obtain a stability chart. 
However, if a nonlinear damping term is included as in Equation (4.5), 
even unstable solutions become limited in amplitude. Furthermore, it is 
known that provided the nonlinear damping term is linearised, the 
stability areas of the Mathieu chart increase but unstable areas remain. 
This leads to the two results becoming quite different from each other and 
thus the linearisation cannot be carried out in the parametric oscillation 
case. Before analysing the non-linear Mathieu Equation (4.5), a canonical 
form of the Mathieu Equation (4.7) is first studied and then the non
linear hydrodynamic damping effect is examined.
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4.1.1 Mathieu stability chart

The solutions of the Mathieu equation are called Mathieu functions. They 
are either odd or even functions of its independent variable and have 
period 2k  or n. The solutions become stable or unstable according to the 
combination of parameters, 5 and q. Thus, besides obtaining the general 
solutions of the Mathieu equation as for other ordinary differential 
equations, another approach to the Mathieu equation is to obtain a 
stability chart which shows whether the equation becomes stable or 
unstable.

Since the Mathieu equation was introduced by its originator, extensive 
research has been carried out and a stability chart already exists for small 
magnitudes of parameters, 8  and q. However, in the case of tensioned 
slender marine structures such as TLP tethers, numerical values of g 
and q can be very large up to 300 for 8  and 150 for q. It is, therefore, 
necessary to obtain the Mathieu stability chart for these large parameters. 
In this section, following Goldstein's approach (1927), the Mathieu 
Equation (4.7) is solved and the Mathieu stability chart is obtained

It is known that when 8  of Equation (4.7) belongs to a certain countable set 
of characteristic values, Equation (4.7) is satisfied by one of the following 
periodic solutions:

f = X  A 2n c o s  2 nx
n =0 (Even solution of period n)

f = X  A 2n+1 cos (2n + 1)t (Even solution of period 2k )
n = 0

f = B 2n+1 sin (2 n + l)x) (Odd solution of period k )
n =0
oo

f = X  B 2n+2s n̂ (2n + 2)x (Odd solution of period 2k )
n̂ )

(4.8)

If the above series are substituted in turn into Equation (4.7) and the 
coefficients of cos (2 nx), cos ( 2 n + l)x, sin ( 2 n + l)x and sin(2 n + 2 )x are
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equated to zero for n=0 , 1 , 2  the following recurrence relations are 
obtained.

For even solutions of period n

5Ao - qA2 = 0 n = 0

(8  - 4)A2 - q(A4 + 2A0 ) = 0 n > 1 (4.9)
(8  - 4n3)A2n - q(A2n+2 + 2A2n_2 ) = 0 n > 2

For even solutions of period 2n

(8  -1-q )Ai - qA3 = 0  n =0
{8 -(2n+l)2}A2n+i - q(A2n+3 + A 2n_i) = 0 n > 1 (4.10)

For odd solutions of period n

(8  -1+q )Bi -qB3 = 0  n = 0

(8  -(2n+l)2}B2n+1 - q(B2n+3 + B2nA) = 0 n > 1 (4.11)

For odd solutions of period 2k

(8  -4 )B2 - qB4 = 0  n = 1
(8  -4n2}B2n - q(B2n+2 + B2n.2) = 0 n > 2 (4.12)

In the above recurrence relation equations, if the values of 5 and q are 
known, the coefficients, A and B can be obtained. For even solutions of 
period 7t, 8 and q values are evaluated first.

Writing v0 = A 2 / A 0, v2 = A4 / A 2> v 2n_2 = A 2n/ A 2n.2 and v2n = A2n+2 /A 2n> 
the following equations are obtained from Equation (4.9),

vo = 5 /q
(4 - 8 )vo - q(v0v2 +2) = 0
(4n2 - 8  )v2n-2 + q(v2nv2n.2 +1) = 0 (4.13)

The last line of the above equation can be rewritten as 

- v2n-2 = (q/4n2) / {!-(! /4n 2)(8 -qv2n))
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Writing (n+1) for n in the above equation and multiplying both sides by 
q/4n3 gives

-  = (q2/16n2(n +  1)2}/(1 -  — J- -  (S -  q v 2„.2)}
4(n + 1)

q2/{16n2(n + l ) 2}

” ,     q2/{16(n + l ) 2(n + 2)2}
1 -  o/{4(n + 1) } ------------------------------------------------------ 2----------2—

0 2 q2/{16(n + 2) (n + 3) }
1 -  5/{4(n + 2) } -

1 -  8/{4(n + 3) } -  • • • •

= H2n (4.14)

In Equation (4.14), the resulting infinite continued fraction equation is 
entered into an arbitrary function, E2n for convenience.

An alternative terminating continued fraction w ill be derived to represent 
the left hand side of Equation (4.14). After division by 4n2, the last line of 
Equation (4.13) can be written

q v 2n , 5 q/ 4 ° 2
— 1 — . 9 +4 n 2 4n 2 v 2n- 2

5 q2/{16n2(n -  l ) 2
=  1 — --------------------------r ~  where n > 2

v2„_2/f4 (n -l)2) (415)

Now writing (n-1) for n in Equation (4.15), thereby obtaining a formula for 
- q2n-2 / 4 (n - l ) 2 . Substituting this in the third term on the right side of 
Equation (4.15) yields

qv 2n  1 __ § | q / 4 n 2

4n2 4n2 v2„ .2

= 1  5_ + __________ q2 /(16n2( n - l ) 2}__________

"  l - S / { 4 ( n - l ) 2} + q2 / ( 16 (n - f (n ^ p
qV2n-4 /  {4 (n -2 ) } (416)

Continuing this process leads to the terminating continued fraction
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q v In q/4n:
— 1 a y "H4 n 2 4n 2 v 2n-:

t 5  q2/{16n2(n -  l ) 2}
= 1 -  -^ 7  +

4 " 2 ! r „ a ,  u h j .  q2/ ( 1 6 ( n - l ) 2( n - 2 ) 2)1 -  5/{4(n -  1) } +
1 -  5/{4(n -  l)2} - ...........

q/64
q v 2/4

(4.17)

From the first two lines in Equation (4.13), the denominator of the last 
term in the above equation can be rewritten as

qv2 /4  = - (1 - 5 /4  +q2 /25 ) (4.18)

Substituting Equation (4.18) into Equation (4.17) gives the final expression 

q v 2n _ q/4n2
“ 1 A 0 "t"4n 2 4n 2 v 2 n -  2

5  q2/{16n2(n -  l ) 2}
1 A 't

4 1 , 2  , siitA, q2/(16(n -  l) 2 ( n - 2 ) 2)1 -  5 /(4(n -  1 ) ) +
1 -  5/{4(n -  1 ) } - ...........

q/64
1 -  8/4+ q2/25

= D2n (4.19)

In order for the recurrence relation of Equation (4.9) to be consistent, 
Equations (4.14) and (4.19) must be equal, that is,

E2n = D2n (4.20)

For convenience of computation, a new function G2n is introduced as 

G2n = E2n - D2n (4.21)

The last procedure yields the value of 5 to satisfy G2n = 0  in Equation
(4.21) for the given values of n and q. For the other three cases, that is,



for Equations (4.10), (4.11) and (4.12), the previous procedure can be 
applied in a similar way. W ith the the computed values of 5 and q, the 
coefficients An and Bn in Equation (4.8) can be found, so the solutions of 
the Mathieu Equation (4.7) can be obtained. However, the prim ary  
purpose of this analysis is to plot the Mathieu stability chart.

Following the above procedure, a Fortran 77 computer program is 
developed to tabulate values of 5 and q. In  the program, the values of 8  

and q are calculated up to 280 and 150 respectively which can cover the 
cases of most slender marine structure. The key processes of the 
calculation are as follows; first, the initial value of q is given and checked 
to see if it satisfies the condition of G2n = 0  (in the computer program, G2n

is assigned to be less than 10*5) for given n and q values. If  the initial value 
is not satisfied, it is reduced or increased until G2n becomes close to zero. 
In this process, the method of trial and error with interpolation and 
extrapolation are used. The principle of producing the values of 5 and q 
seems rather simple but it is actually complicated in order to reach the 
condition, G2n = 0. The reason is that the D2n and E2n in Equations (4.14)

and (4.19) are very sensitive to even small variations of the values of n, q 
and 8 .

For a given q, the value of 8  is conventionally called the characteristic 
number or eigen number of the Mathieu function which is respectively 
symbolized as a2n, a2n+i, b2n+i, and b2n+2 for the four cases of Equation
(4.8) to distinguish between each other. One part of the results is 
compared with those of Ince (1925) in Table 4.1. The table shows that the 
two results show good agreement.

The computing time to calculate up to this large values of 8 and q takes 
less than one minute on a Digital Equipment Corporation Micro VAX-II 
computer. The tabulated values obtained in this computer program are 

plotted as shown in Figure 4.2(a) which is called a Mathieu stability chart 
or Ince-Strutt chart. It is known that for pairs of parameters, 8 and q 
located in the shaded regions , the Mathieu equation is stable, otherwise it



is unstable. This Mathieu stability chart can be employed to check the
i.5

stability of any system which^described by the Mathieu equation.

For another type of the Mathieu Equation (4.6) with the nonlinear term 
excluded, a Mathieu chart also can be obtained as the same procedure as 
the above. In that case, the corresponding Mathieu chart can be made as 
Figure 4.2(b) for different parameters, S' and q'. In order to clarify the 
boundaries around low instability regions, that part is magnified and 
shown in Figure 4.2 (c). In the following analysis, the conventional 
stability chart, Figure 4.2(a) will be frequently utilized. However, in some 
cases, the other chart, Figure 4.2(b) w ill be also used.

It is useful to analyse this Mathieu chart in terms of vibrations of a slender 
cylinder. When q is close to zero, the dynamic instabilities happen at
values of 5 = n2, .where n = 1, 2, 3........  From 5 and q in Equation
(4.5), it can be said that if the amplitude of axial excitation, S is small but 
non zero, dynamic instability will occur when G3m = (n /  2)co where n = 
1, 2, 3, 4, .... and corresponds to the number of instability regions. In the 
forced vibration case, as described in the previous chapter, a resonance 
occurs when co = G3m However, as q becomes large, dynamic

instabilities occur over a wider range of dynamic conditions.

For small values of 5 and q, the results obtained in this work are in 
agreement with conventional exact results. However, there is no such 

information in the research literatures for large values of 5 and q. In 
order to verify the above result the Mathieu Equation (4.7) is solved 
numerically using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method to check that the 
solution is stable in stable regions or unstable in unstable regions. One 
result for the ninth instability region is shown in Figure 4.3. The response 
amplitudes, f are the values of numerical calculation at non-dimensional 
time at ^=100. As can be seen from Figure 4.3(b), in the unstable range, 5 
= 98 to 102, the response amplitudes are very high but in the adjacent 
stable regions, the amplitudes are nearly zero. This Mathieu stability 
chart was also verified for other regions of instability at high valves of 5.



W hile constructing the Mathieu chart, the non-linear hydrodynamic 
damping term was not considered. In reality, for marine structures, the 
nonlinear hydrodynamic damping force plays an important role in 
limiting response amplitudes. So, even if a slender marine structure is in 
an unstable condition, the response amplitude w ill be limited due to the 
nonlinear damping force. This feature is investigated below by employing 
a perturbation technique for solving the non-linear Mathieu equation. It 
is noted that if a system corresponds to a stable condition, the response 
amplitude becomes zero, so the following approaches are carried out only 
for unstable regions of the Mathieu chart.

4.1.2 Perturbation Technique

Perturbation techniques have been frequently used to solve Mathieu type 
or non-linear equations. There are several methods in this technique 
such as the straight forward expansion, the method of strained 
parameters, Whittaker's method, the method of multiple scales and the 
method of averaging. Of these techniques, the method of multiple scales 
and the method of averaging are only applicable to the nonlinear Mathieu 
equation. Some researchers (Hsu 1975 a, Nayfeh 1979, Bolotin 1964) have 
used these methods for the nonlinear Mathieu equation with a quadratic 
damping term and /o r a cubic displacement term. Although such 
perturbation methods are confined to small parameters, they very useful 
in identify^the global pattern of solutions. In this analysis, one of the 
averaging methods, the Krylov-Bogolieubov-Mitropolsky method is 
employed (Minorsky 1962).

Assuming that the parameters 5 , q, and c in Equation (4.5) are small and 
introducing a small parameter e, Equation (4.5) can be rewritten as

(4.22)
where,
8  = n2 + y, y = ey, eq = - 2 q and e e = c (4.23)
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According to the Krylov-Bogolieubov-Mitropolsky method, the solution 
of Equation (4.22) can be given in the form,

f = a cos <J) + X e” f n(a,0 ) + 0 (e +1)) , <|> = nx + 0
(4.24)

where f is a periodic function of 0  with a period 2 tc, and a and <J> are 
assumed to vary with time according to

f ^  = £e "  A„(a) + 0(e 'l*l>)

^ -  = n + Z e - B n( a ) + 0 ( e N*1>)

(4.25)

(4.26)

Considering Equation (4.24) to a first approximation and differentiating it 
with respect to x gives

df da . .~r~ = ~r~ cos 0  -  a sin 6 —  + e^—dx dx Y Y dx dx (4.27)

Substituting Equations (4.25) and (4.26) into Equation (4.27) yields

dx' (4.28)
df—  = -  an sin 0 + e( A x cos 0 -  a B l sin 0 + -=^-)

Differentiating Equation (4.28) with respect to time x gives

d f  ̂ f.
— 7 = -  an2 cos 0 -  e( -  2n A. sin 0 -  2an B. cos 0 + -r -r )  
dx 1 dx (4.29)

df
dx

df-pj: in EquationIn order to handle the nonlinear damping term

(4.22), the following result is useful, that is, if

G = Go + £ Gi + G2+ .....  (4.30)

then |G|G = |G0|G0 +2e|G 0|Gl + O(e2) (4.31)

Comparing Equation (4.28) with (4.30), Go and Gi correspond to 
( -  an sin 0 ) and (A , cos 0 -  a B , sin 0 +df /dx) respectively.

Thus,

££ df
dx = -  n ^ ^ ls in  0 |sin 0

(4.32)
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Substituting Equations (4.24), (4.29) and (4.32) into Equation (4.22) and 
collecting terms of first power in e yields

d2f,
dx3

+ n2f 1 = 2nAj sin (j) + 2anB jCoscj) -  yacos (J) -  aq cos 2xcos <|>

+ n2a2c|sin (J)|sin (j) ^

In Equation (4.33), n is an integer and related to the ordinal of an unstable 
regions in a Mathieu stability chart. In this analysis, the first region is 
only considered, that is, n = 1. Then Equation (4.33) becomes

d2fi~^T  + f i = ZAjSin (j) + 2aB jCOs <|> -  yacos (J) -  aq cos2x cos<{)

+ a^sin <{)|sin <|> (4  3 4 )

In order to obtain the solution of the above equation for fi, further 
manipulations for the third and fourth terms in Equation (4.34) are 
necessary.

By using <(> = x + 0 in Equation (4.24) for n= l and the formulas of 
trigonometric functions, the third term in Equation (4.34) is written in the 
following form,

cos2xcos<J> = O.5(cos<J) + cos3<|))cos20 + O.5(sin<j> + sin3<t>)sin20 (4 .3 5 )

For the fourth terms in Equation (4.34), following the Fourier series 
representation is used,

|sin <t>|sin (j) = X b m sin m<j) m =  1,3,5...............
(4.36)

where, = ~  A — r r
7tm(m -  4) (4.37)

Therefore, Equation (4.34) is rearranged as follows

+ fi = sin<()(2A1 +a b,c-0.5aq sin20)+cos(j)(2aB1 -a y -0 .5 a q  cos20)dx2 -  -  -

+ cos3(J)(-0.5aq cos 20) + sin3(J)(-0.5aq sin20 + a2cb3)

+ X b rasinm(t> (4.38)
rn=5
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(4.41)

The existence of the solution for fi in Equation (4.38) requires the secular 
terms in Equation (4.38) to be removed, that is,

2Aj + a2bx c -  0.5aq sin 20 = 0 2aBt -  ay -  0.5aq cos 20 = 0 

Therefore, A! and Bi are determined as follows :

Aj = 0.25a£sin 20 -  0.5a2bj£ # (4 39)

Bj = 0.5y + 0.25 qcos 20 (4 40)

Thus Equation (4.38) becomes in the form 

d2f— j- + fj = -0 .5aq cos 20 cos 3<J) -  0.5aq sin 20 sin 3<j) + a2 cb3 sin 3(j) 
dx — ~

+ E b  m sin m(J) where, m = 5,7,9....
no

The particular solution of Equation (4.41) takes in the following form

“ b= (aq / 16)(cos20cos3<j> + sin20sin3<l) + a2c]£— —̂sinnNj) m = 5,7,9...
— ml —m

(4.42)
Substituting Equation (4.42) into Equation (4.24) to a first approximation 
and replacing these parameters by the original ones in Equation (4.22) 
yields

f = a cos (x + 0 J -^^ j{cos  20 cos 3 (x + 0) + sin 20 sin3(x + 0)}

«*• h
+ a2c Y — 2L— sinm(x + 0) m = 5,7,9,....

m 1 -  m (4.43)

Now, a and 0 are to be determined from Equations (4.25) and (4.26)
respectively by to a first approximate such that

da/dx = eAi and d(j)/dx = 1+ eBi

Substituting Equations (4.39) and (4.40) into the above equation and using 
<f> = x+ 0 , yields

da/dx = - 0.5 aq sin20 -  0.5 a2 bi c (4.44)
d<j> /dx = 0.5 y - 0.5 q cos 20 (4.45)
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In the nonlinear Mathieu Equation (4.5), the unbounded solutions are 
limited by nonlinear damping effects even though the system is in an 
unstable condition. It is important to obtain steady-state periodic 
solutions with stationary amplitude £ and phase angle q . These are 

obtained by setting da/dx = 0 and d<|) /dx = 0 in Equations (4.44) and
(4.45). There are two kinds of solutions. The first is the trivial solution 
which is characterized by $ = 0 and cos 2§ = - ( 2y/q ). The other 
nontrivial solution of Equations (4.44) and (4.45) satisfies 

a A
q sin 2 0  -  abjC = 0  (4.46)

A
y -  qcos 2 0  = 0  (4  47)

Eliminating q from the above two equations and using bi = 8/(3rc) from 

Equation (4.37) and y = 8  -  1 from Equation (4.23) gives

S = | 5 - ^ / < j 2 - ( 5 - i ) 2
8 c » (4.48)

From Equations (4.46) and (4.47), § also can be given in the form

(4.49)

The above result is related to the first instability region of the Mathieu 
chart and provides important information for the nonlinear Mathieu 
equation with a quadratic damping term. As can be seen from Equation
(4.48), the response amplitudes are limited even if a system is in the 
instability region. Substituting Equation (4.48) into Equation (4.43) gives a 
complete solution of parametric vibrations of the model in the first 
instability of the Mathieu chart. One important result is the steady-state 
response amplitude, & which is plotted against 5 and q in Figure 4.4. & 
has its maximum value at the centre of the instability region, i.e.,

At 8 = 1 S»,= | jrq  (4.50)

It can be seen that is proportional to the strength of the parametric 
excitation, q and inversely proportional to the damping coefficient, c. 
Equation (4.50) can be expressed in terms of the structure's dimensions 
from Equations (4.4) and (4.5).
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Equation (4.51) indicates that maximum response amplitudes occur 
when the external frequency is twice any natural frequency of the 
structure. It should be noted that the above result is applicable to the first 
instability region only. However the general response pattern in the 
higher instability region is the same as the first one. In order to obtain 
analytically the steady-state solution for the second and higher order 
instability regions, second and higher order approximations are needed 
and the calculation becomes very complicated. Therefore, the nonlinear 
Mathieu equation with large magnitude parameters needs to be solved to 
take this investigation further.

4.1.3 Numerical Method

The nonlinear Mathieu equation with large magnitude parameters cannot 
be solved analytically. Therefore, it is necessary to employ a numerical 
method. The previous analytical results of parametric excitation for small 
magnitude parameters also need to be verified by a numerical method. 
Here the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is employed for this 
parametric excitation problem. Appendix B of this thesis presents an 
example solution procedure for a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method to 
solve Equation (4.5).

Since the steady state solution of Equation (4.5) does not depend on its 

initial conditions, the following are used.

Equation (4.5) is then solved numerically for different values of 
parameters, 5 and q. To begin with, numerical results for the first 
instability region are compared with the analytical result of Equation (4.48) 
in Figure 4.5. Figure 4.5 shows close agreement between the two 
results. Then the response amplitude of parametric excitation at steady 
state is obtained as a function of 5 (= [2 co ]2 /  co2) and also the 5'( = (co /  co) 2 ) 
parameter. In Figure 4.6, the response diagram is plotted for four

f(0 ) = 0 .1, df(0 )/dx = 0.0 (4.52)



different drag coefficients, Ca- The strength of the parametric excitation, 
2 q / 5  (or q'/5') is set to be 1.0 for Figure 4.6. W ith reference to the 
Mathieu stability chart in Figure 4.2, the following conclusions can be 
drawn from Figure 4.6;

1) When the drag coefficient is zero, the response amplitude becomes 
unlimited in every instability region.

2) When the damping effect is considered, the response amplitude of even 
unstable solutions become limited.

3) The magnitude of limited response amplitude is larger in the lower 
instability region.

4) The response amplitude is the largest in the centre of each instability 
region.

Dynamic responses of some TLP tethers under parametric excitation will 
be obtained further in the application Chapter 6 . The results for 
parametric excitation w ill be compared with those for forcing excitation 
and combined excitation in the discussion Chapter 7.



4.2 COMBINED PARAMETRIC A N D  FORCING EXCITATION

4.2.1 Introduction

Structural and mechanical dynamic systems are usually subjected to one 
of several excitations such as external (forcing) excitations, parametric 
excitations and so on. However, there are also some systems which are 
simultaneously subjected to forcing excitation and parametric excitation 
and this excitation is called combined excitation. Examples of these kinds 
of dynamic systems include beams subjected to time-varying axial forces 
and lateral support motions, marine cables or pipelines hanging from a 
ship (subjected to axial forces from the heave motion of a ship and vortex 
shedding from sea motion) and mechanisms on vibrating foundations. 
Rigid marine risers and TLP tethers also fall under these kinds of dynamic 
systems. Compared to forcing excitations or parametric excitations, 
research into the combined excitation problem has only recently started in 
applied science and engineering.

In this section, slender marine structures are considered to be under 
combined excitation imparted by the heave and surge motion of a surface 
platform for the complete dynamic analysis of the structure at low 
tension. Figure 4.7 shows the combined excitation conditions of the 
idealized structure. The governing equation of lateral motion for this 
analysis is taken the same as that for the previous parametric excitation 
and given in the form

d2y d* y d 2y
M l F  + EIl k 7 - ( T ° " ' s cos cot) a ^ '+ B '

d y dy
3L = 0dt (4.53)3t

where the symbols are the same as those of the previous section.

Following Mindlin and Goodman's time-dependent boundary condition 
theory as was carried out in the forcing excitation case, an approximate 
solution to Equation (4.53) can be assumed in the form

y(x,t) = p(x)h(t) + X  sin
»-i (4.54)

where, p(x) = j-  represents rigid body displacement of the model and the 

summation terms represent the elastic response in the normal modes. 
h(t) is a prescribed periodic motion of the upper end of the model
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imparted by the surface platform surge motion. fn(t) is a unknown 
function of the elastic response mode and called a generalized 
displacement coordinate. Galerkin's variational method is also followed. 
Substituting Equation (4.54) into Equation (4.53) gives

£  { [ EI ( i r ) 4+ ( T . - S  cos Sin ^ - } f .
n = l

, . v  d2fn . n7tx „ x dh f  . mcx d t I f x dh v  • nrcx d t  1+ M )  — f  sin----- + BV + > sin — — + >  sin----------f -  ^
dt2 L v L d t  S  L dt I |L  dt SJ L dt J

_ xM  d2h
_ _ " T ~ d F  (4.55)
Equation (4.55) is multiplied throughout by sin (m 7tx /L ) and integrated 
over the length of the model, then

^  d f - + i e i  ¥  + f T . - s c o s  ^ i f
dt

_ LI

+ B

[H ( f L) 4 2 + «T' - Scos®t) ( 1 r ) :‘ i )

x dh . m 7DC df ra J* x dh , . m7DcdfmT . mrcx,
r= - -3— +  sin —= 3—  • i  -r- -3— +  sin —  ̂ j — >  sin —:— dxL dt L dt I L  dt L dt J L

_ LM ( d^h
m71 d t2 (4.56)

The procedure for deriving Equation (4.56) is the same as Equation (3.46). 
In Equation (4.56), h(t) is a prescribed lateral movement of the top end of 
the structure imparted by the surface platform surge motion. Here h(t) 
needs to be incorporated with the time-varying axial force, -S cos cot. The 
initial boundary condition of the top end is assumed to be in the middle 
point of surge motion and in the lowest position of heave motion. In 

addition, the top end is assumed to rotate in the clockwise direction by the 
wave-induced surface platform motion. Therefore, by looking at Figure 
4.7, h(t) can be assumed to be

h(t) = - y0 sincot (4.57)

where y0 and co are the displacement amplitude and frequency of the 
surface platform surge motion. The reason for the assumption of 
sinusoidal motion is the same as that of the previous two excitation cases. 
Then Equation (4.56) becomes
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d2f.+ - c4cos cot)fm + c, J
m7tx df m

dt2
{c 2 x cos co t + sin ^

m= (- 1) c 3 sin cot

dfc2xcos cot + sin m̂x—-dt
dt, . m7tx jj sin ——dx

(4.58)

where G3t> Ci, C2, C3 C4 are the same as those in the previous Equations
(3.48) and (4.4) and rewritten for convenience as follows :

EI/m7t\4.
® - = m ( — j

c ,=
2 B V 
ML ’ c, =

-  w y 0
c ,=

2y0co:
mjt and

S , mTt N 2 
C  ̂=  M (— }

(4.59)

(4.60)

The final governing Equation (4.58) describes the vibrations of a slender 
marine structure subjected to combined forcing and parametric 
excitations. It is useful to examine Equation (4.58). First, if the lateral 
motion of the top end is neglected, in other words, if yo is zero, C2 and C3 

are zero, so the remaining equation is identical to Equation (4.4) which 
describes a parametric vibration of the vibration. Therefore, this 
combined system involves the Mathieu stability problem which is 
examined in the previous section. Second, if the the time-varying axial 
force is not considered, that is, if S is zero, C4 is zero, so the resulting 
equation becomes Equation (3.47) which expresses a forced vibration 
problem. In this case, there is a possibility of resonance instability due to 
excitation frequencies becoming equal to natural frequencies of the 
structure. In conclusion, Equation (4.58) describes a full equation of 
dynamic behaviour of a slender marine structure subjected to combined 
excitaion.

For the complete dynamic analysis of these structures, it is necessary to 
consider a dynamic stability problem (here the Mathieu stability ) and 
resonance phenomena (this can be a part of dynamic stability problems 
but needs to be separately described). Unfortunately it is impossible to 
obtain an exact full analytical solution for the above Equation (4.58) for 
combined excitation problem. However bearing in m ind the 

characteristics of each forced and parametric vibrations, the response 
pattern of structures under combined excitation can be found from a 
numerical method.
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It is useful to rewrite Equation (4.58) in a nondimensional form with  
respect to time by using x = (co /  2)t . Then,

4 “t  + (8  -  2 q cos 2 x)f + cf 
dx

V 3n  ________ , a/3tc mnx df,— v . x cos 2 x + /— sin T ,
L-n/ l  2-v/ l  L dx

( V3Jt v 3 l t  . mjtx df 1 . mTtx , , . . .  . „
I "  L V T y° XC0S 2 V L Sln ~ d ? i sm — d x = ( _ 1 )  r n i - sln 2x

(4.61)

It is noted that fm is also replaced by f for convenience. In the above 
equation, c is a hydrodynamic damping related coefficient, and 5 and q are 
the parameters of the Mathieu Equation. These parameters are given in 
the form

_ SB. (2®J 2 2S mj
° 3tcM o)2 4  EI(mjt /  L )2 + T0 co2 (4.62)

As was done in the previous parametric excitation analysis, a different 
form of nondimensional time, X, is introduced such as X = cot Then, 
Equation (4.60) becomes

d*f
dX:

+ (8 '-q ’ cos X)f + cj^

j — y x cos % + ^ 1 1  sin m7IX ^  Isin m7I x dx= ( - l ) m sin X 
\  2 LVL 2 VL L dX.J L mic (4g3)

where 5' and q' are also the parameters of the Mathieu equation and takes 
the form :

8 ' = 03.
CO q =

G3.
EI(mjt /  L) + T0 V w j  (4  64)

The response amplitudes of combined excitation are completely 
dependent upon the strength of parametric excitation (2q/8 in Equation
(4.61) or q '/8 ' in Equation (4.63)) and the strength of forcing excitation 
(yo). It is noted that when the axial tension effect is much larger than the 
bending stiffness effect, which is true for TLP tethers or tensioned long 
risers, the strength of parametric excitation is equal to S/To from 
Equation (4.62) or (4.64).
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4.2.2 Numerical Method

As was previously done for forcing excitation and parametric excitation, 
Equation (4.61) is solved by using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. 
Since Equation (4.61) includes an integral term, the Runge-Kutta method 
needs to be extended. Here such an extension is also made to the 
Romberg integration method. The Runge-Kutta method and the 
Romberg method are introduced in Appendix B and C respectively.

A computer program is developed based on the fourth-order Runge-Kutta 
to solve the ordinary differential Equation (4.61). It incorporates a 
subroutine program based on the Romberg method to evaluate the 
integral term at each time step. Since initial conditions do not influence 
the steady state solutions of Equation (4.61), the conditions of f(0)=0.1 
and df(0)/dx = 0.0 are taken. These initial values are taken to coincide 
with the initial boundary condition of the top end which is in the middle 
point of surge motion and in the lowest position of heave motion.

The absolute maximum response amplitude of the combined excitation at 
steady state, are obtained for several sets of 8  and q parameters. 
W hile calculating j f^ ,  the strengths of each parametric and forcing 

excitation are assigned to be 2q /8  (or q'/S') = 1 .0  and y0 = 3.0 m. Figure 
4.8 shows the maximum response amplitudes of combined excitation as 
a function of 8  (and also 8 ') values four different drag coefficients, Cd- 
When damping is not considered, the response amplitude becomes 
infinite in every instability region as was the case for parametric 
excitation. When hydrodynamic damping is considered, the responses 
are all limited. The magnitudes of limited response amplitudes are much 
larger in the even numbers of instability regions than odd numbers of 
regions. This is due to interaction between the effects of forcing excitation 
and parametric excitation. Although the response diagram of the 
combined excitation gives an interesting new result, it needs further 
analysis of the interaction between forcing and parametric excitations.

In order to examine the effect of the strength of each parametric and 
forcing excitation on the response of combined excitation, the plotting of 
the response diagram is continued for different strengths of each 
excitation. Figure 4.9 represents the response diagram of combined



excitation for three different strengths of parametric excitation (here the 
strength is taken as S/To). In the calculation of Figure 4.9, drag 
coefficient, Cd and the strength of forcing excitation, y0 are assigned to be 
0.8 and 3.0 m respectively. It can be seen from Figure 4.9 that the 
response amplitudes of combined excitation depend strongly on the 
strength of parametric excitation . Figure 4.10 shows the result for three 
different strengths of forcing excitation, y0, where drag coefficient Cd and 
the strength of parametric excitation, 2 q / 8  (or q '/8 ') are assigned to be 0 .8  

and 1.0. The response amplitudes of combined excitation are increased 
everywhere as the strength of forcing excitation increases.

The combined excitation w ill be applied to TLP tethers at low tension in 
Chapter 6 and compared with results of other excitation in Chapter 7.

4.3 DYNAM IC PULSE BUCKLING

In the previous two sections, the slender marine structures were 
considered to be undergoing time-varying axial forces. In such a case, if 
the amplitude of the time-varying force is larger than the pretension 
magnitude, the structures are subjected to slack or negative tension. The 
slack situation happens for long structures and the negative tension 
occurs for rather short structures. In the case where the short structures 
are momentarily subjected to negative tension, there is a possibility of 
high modes of vibration responses occurring. This high mode response is 
so-called the dynamic pulse buckling phenomena.

An interesting aspect of the pulse buckling problem is that a slender 
structure can survive axial loads much larger than the static Euler load, if 
the load duration is short enough and its initial deflection is small. 
Under this intense short duration, the column buckles into a very high- 
order mode as shown in Figure 4.11. In dynamic pulse buckling, 
although the magnitude of response amplitude is small, the bending 
stress is large and thus important. In this research, in addition to forcing 
and/or parametric excitations, dynamic pulse buckling is investigated for 
slender marine structures at low tension.

The governing equation of lateral motion of tethers are introduced and 
solved analytically for pulse buckling behaviour. The resultant



amplification function and preferred mode of deformation are derived. 
The critical time and applied compressive axial load to first yield for 
buckling in a preferred mode is obtained with the nonlinear fluid

'iD'tjO
damping force taken^account.

4.3.1 Theoretical Model

The adopted idealisation is shown in Figure 4.12 and the corresponding 
governing equation of lateral motion is given as

(m , + + Eld2y _  d4y „ d2( y + y i )
3x4

+ P. 3x: + B
dy
W

dy
=  0

(4.65)

where ms is the mass of the structure segment, ma is the mass of 
contents plus added mass per unit length, y\ is a initial lateral deflection 
of the model, Pc is the applied compressive axial force and other symbols 
are the same as those in the previous sections.

It is noted that dynamic pulse buckling involves very high modes, so the 
bending stiffness force is important even for the long cylinder case. The 
following parameters are introduced for convenience

. 2 Pc 2 I 2 A SE  ̂ HI a
k ~ E f  r “  A7 c e - 1 + _m7 (4 .66)

where E is the modulus of elasticity and I is the second moment of 
inertia of the structure cross section, A s. Then Equation (4.65) becomes

a 2y a4y 2a 2y
+ -^ 7 +  k r +r2c2 at2 dx4 dx:

B v dy
El dt

? L = _ k2d2y ‘
dt dx2 (4.67)

In the case where high modes become dominant, it is useful to express 
Equation (4.67) in a nondimensional form. Instead of the actual structure 
length,  ̂ is adopted as a characteristic length because the wavelengths of 
interest are short and the total length of the structure is relatively 
unimportant. Similarly, it is usual to normalize lateral deflections with 
respect to the radius of gyration, r of the structure cross section. The 
following nondimensional variables are introduced

w = y /r  £ = kx x = (k2 r c t ) / e  P = (Bv r )/(m s+ma) (4.68)

where B = 0.5 pw Cd do

Equation (4.67) can be then expressed in a nondimensional form
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3 ’ w +  3js .  +  3^  +  p
9r 3§* 36

dw 3w
dx 3x

0 2W.

3V (4.69)

The boundary conditions are 

32w
w = ——- = 0  at £ = 0 and £ = / (= kL)

For the above boundary conditions, the solution of Equation (4.69) can be 
put in the form

w(£,x) = £  gn('c) sin rfe
D =1

w ,(6) = S  a„sin T£
n =  l

where an axial wave number r| is introduced by 

rj = n7t / /

Substituting Equations (4.70) and (4.71) into Equation (4.69) gives

(4.70)

(4.71)

(4.72)

d j ,
dx2

+ e tign tig n
dx dx + Tl2( l - T l 2)g n = Tl2ai 

8
(4.73)

(4.74)

where I sin ^  I sin sin *1? is used and

e = 8(3/3 k

The solution of Equation (4.73) becomes hyperbolic for T| < 1 and 
trigonometric for rj > 1 . The trigonometric form gives stable motion, 
that is, the compressive axial force is less than the Euler buckling load. 
Thus only the hyperbolic form is here considered. For such a condition, 
Equation (4.73) becomes

tig  n 
dx2

+ e tign tign
dx dx - ,n 20 - ' n 2) g „ = ' n 2a„

(4.75)

The nonlinear damping term makes it difficult to obtain a closed form 
exact solution of Equation (4.75) . In appendix D, the closed form 
approximate solution is obtained in the following form

gn0l,x) =
( l - r j 2-2 e an)

cosh 1 -
2ea

1 - r iT - V r f O - T f ) x — 1
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* 1 2 (1 -T l2)for 0 < x < , / --------------
Vn2( l - n 2) <*„

(4.76)

g.Ol,*) — + 2 j 0 . 5 + ^ '2e l - r j 2 4e [ ean y (1 — r| ) J

1 , 2 (1 -Ti2)
for x > . / —------ —

V n 'd - i l2) ea. (4.77)

Equation (4.75) can also be solved numerically by using the fourth-order 
Runge-Kutta method introduced in Appendix B.

When the hydrodynamic damping is not considered, i.e., e = 0, the 
solution can be given in the following form by putting e = 0 in Equation
(4.76)

g.(T|.X)= " 2 (cosh t w / 1 - t | 2t -  j )
1 -  XI (4.78)

4.3.2 Preferred Mode of Buckling

The ratio between the Fourier coefficient, an> of the initial deflection and 
the coefficient gn(x) of the response deflection is called the amplification 
function and is expressed as follows :

G „ (t)  =  =  — m ^ c o s h O iV l - T l2* -  1)]
l - n  (4.79)

The preferred mode, i.e., the most amplified mode can be obtained by 
differentiating the amplification function with regard to wave number 
and setting the result to zero. It can be assumed that hydrodynamic 
damping does not affect the preferred mode of of buckling since the 
preferred mode is decided before the hydrodynamic damping forces come 
into effect. In other words, the preferred mode of buckling can be 
obtained by finding rj which satisfies the following condition

-d G _  = 0
d(T12) (4.80)



Then the resulting preferred mode is taken as

T ie r = 1 / V 2 .  (4.81)

1 I xor 'Her -  T_ 2  ôr a better estimate (4.82)

The corresponding wavelength is found from

Tip = 2k or ̂ p=27iV2 (4.83)

The corresponding wave length in dimensional units is obtained from
Equation (4.68) as

xp = 8 .8 8 /k  (4.84)

4.3.3 Estimates of Critical Time and Applied Force for Elastic Buckling

Imperfections (initial deflections) can be divided into two types ; one type 
having amplitudes proportional to the radius of gyration of the structure 
cross sectional area and the other having amplitudes proportional to the 
wave length of the buckling. It was shown by Lindberg and Florence 
(1987) that the critical times xcr for buckling do not depend strongly upon 
which type is assumed. Here the imperfections (initial deflections) having 
amplitudes proportional to the radius of gyration of the structure cross 
section is used.

The initial imperfection is assumed as
A p= y r  (4.85)

In a nondimensional form
ap = y = 0 . 2 r / d o (4.86)

The criteria for buckling of the structure is taken that the bending stress 

(ab) plus the compressive axial stress (ac) due to Pc reach 67 percentage of 
the yield stress (ay), i.e.,

CTb + Gc = 0.67oy (4.87)

The bending stress for the column type structure is
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(4.88)
and the radius of gyration of the structure cross section is

(4.89)
where dj is the inner diameter of the structure.

Thus substituting Equation (4.89) and (4.66) into Equation 4.88 yields

where rjp = 0.5 from Equation (4.81) and ac = Pc /  A s are used.

From Equations (4.87) and (4.92), the following equation is finally 
obtained.

gp(x) in the above equation can be obtained numerically or from 

approximate solutions of Equations (4.76) and (4.77). In the calculation of 
gp(x), the nondimensional initial imperfection ap and damping coefficient 
8 can be known from Equations (4.86) and (4.74) respectively. Equation
(4.93) is plotted in Figure 4.13 for different damping coefficients and 
shows that the hydrodynamic damping force is more important for later 
times. Figure 4.14 is the result of buckling criteria for different initial 
deflections and denotes the relative importance of initial deflections. 
Therefore, for better accuracy of buckling criteria, more research into 
evaluating initial deflections is needed. From these figures, allowable

(4.90)

For a preferred mode of buckling, w is given in the form 

w  (£,x) = gp(x) sin rjp̂ (4.91)

Substituting the above equation into Equation (4.90) gives 

CTc g(t)

(4.92)

- l
gD(t)a 1

(4.93)



applied compressive loads (Pc = o c As) and duration time can be 
obtained for a slender cylinder subjected to compressive pulse axial load.

In the application chapter of this thesis, the criteria of critical time and 
compressive axial force w ill be given in dimensional units for some 
examples of slender marine structures. In addition, the wave length of the 
preferred modes w ill be also obtained.



CHAPTER 5 FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING OF SLENDER 
SUBMERGED CYLINDERS

In the previous chapters, the dynamic responses of slender marine 
structures at low tension subjected to forcing , parametric and combined 
excitations, and pulse loading were analytically investigated. In order to 
verify these analytical results, finite element modelling for TLP tethers 
and rigid marine risers is carried out in this chapter. In addition to 
verification, the finite element method is used to cope with the problems 
of complex geometry and complicated loading conditions. Due to the 
nonlinear nature of the governing equation, the finite element analysis is 
implemented in the time domain using the Newm ark constant 
acceleration method. A substructuring technique is used to reduce the 
number of degrees of freedom and, therefore, achieve a reduction in 
computer time and storage.

5.1 INTRO DUCTIO N

The techniques for obtaining solutions of the dynamic equation of 
structures can be divided into two main categories : analytical methods and 
numerical methods. Analytical methods can provide efficient closed form 
solutions but they become unmanageable w ith increasing structural 
complexity, and require assumptions for simplifying structural geometry. 
On the other hand, numerical methods are very powerful in solving 

complicated problems since they allow for changes in geometry, nonlinear 
effects and complex loading conditions.

In numerical methods, a structure is approximated by a system of discrete 
elements. A series of simultaneous equations are obtained from this 
discretization and then solved on a digital computer. There are two 
alternative methods for formulating these simultaneous equations : a 
finite difference method (FDM) and a finite element method (FEM). The 
conventional finite difference model of a problem gives a pointwise 
approximation to the governing equation of the model. On the other 
hand, the finite element method gives a piecewise approximation. One
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key difficulty in the use of the finite difference method lies in the 
incorporation of the boundary conditions. Since the differential equations 
of the model are approximated directly by the difference scheme, it is 
necessary to satisfy in the differencing both essential and natural boundary 
conditions. This can be difficult to achieve at arbitrary boundaries, since 
the topology of the finite difference mesh restricts the form of differencing. 
In addition, it may be also difficult to maintain the symmetry property of 
the coefficient matrix.

In comparison with the finite difference method, the finite element 
method does not involve those difficulties. The main advantage of the 
finite element method is that the analysis procedure can be used effectively 
in general-purpose analysis programs. Therefore, during the past three 
decades, the finite element method of analysis has become a popular 
technique for the computer aided solution of complex problems in 
engineering. In the earliest development of finite element methods for 
structural analysis, almost all the emphasis was directed towards the 
development of effective finite elements for the solution of specific 
problems. However, the very broad potential of the method was rapidly 
recognized and more general techniques for structural analysis were 
eventually developed. A t present, the finite element method represents a 
general analysis tool used in practically all fields of engineering analysis.

Finite element modelling of a structure may be considered to be an 
application of the assumed-mode method where displacement of the 
structure is assumed to be expressed as the multiplication of a generalized 
coordinate and shape functions of the whole structure. In the finite 
element method, the shape functions are represented over a finite element 
of the structure rather than the whole structure and then the elements are 
assembled to form the structural system. Therefore, obtaining shape 
functions and the corresponding matrix system is an important procedure 
in the finite element modelling of a structure.

In this chapter, the finite element method for a beam type structure is
s

implemented in two dimension^ to analyse the dynamic response of TLP
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tethers or rigid marine risers subjected to forcing, parametric and 
combined excitations. One difficulty arises in dealing with the geometric 
stiffness matrix, which is a function of deflected element geometry and the 
axial force on the element. In the case of formulating the matrix for a 
parametric vibration problem, the geometric stiffness matrix is not 
constant in time and requires determinations at each time step. This 
increase in computation time is compensated for in this work by obtaining 
a reduction in computation time by the use of a substructuring technique 
to retain horizontal degrees of freedom only.

There are several research papers, for example Gardner and Kotch (1976) 
and Patel et al. (1984), which deal with the application of the finite element 
method to the dynamics of slender marine structures. Many parts of this 
finite element modelling procedures used in this work are based on Patel 
et al.(1984). However the existing finite element technique has been 
extended to incorporate manipulation of the time-varying stiffness matrix 
and employing more updated subroutine programs for calculating matrix 
systems. Most of these new subroutine programs are cited from a book by 
Press et al (1988) which presents the most efficient and accurate of such 
subroutines.

5.2 BASIC EQUATIONS

In this section, an introduction to the use of finite element models in 
structural dynamic analysis is provided. The model of a slender marine 

structure is idealized as an assembly of beam elements (Figure 5.1). The 
basic procedure for analysing the dynamic response of the model by the 
finite element method is as follows ;

(1) Derive expressions for the shape functions for an element.

(2 ) Generate the element stiffness and mass matrices and force vector 
referred to element axes.

(3) Transform the element matrices to a global reference frame.

(4) Assemble system stiffness and mass matrices and force vector.



(5) Reduce the number of degrees of freedom by using substructuring 

techniques.

(6 ) Solve the system of matrix equations in the time or frequency domain 
by using appropriate methods which are introduced in the next section.

Most text books presenting the finite element method (such as Clough 
and Penzien (1975), Craig Jr. (1981), Bathe (1982) and Ross(1985)) deal with 
the above procedure in detail. Therefore, the full description is omitted 
here and the essential aspects of finite element modelling for a slender 
structure are cited and discussed.

The stiffness matrix, mass matrix and externally applied force vectors for 
a beam element are first introduced in the element reference frame, which 
will be indicated by a prime symbol ( ' ). The stiffness matrix for a beam 
element consists of a standard elastic stiffness matrix and a geometric 
stiffness matrix. The elastic stiffness is associated with beam flexure and 
can be obtained by using shape functions. Its matrix form is written as 
follows :

s '=

X U / I
0 12 Symmetry

El 0 6 LC 4L2

L3C

hH<1 0 0 A,L2, / 1
0 - 1 2 - 6 L, 0  12

0 6 Le 21] 0 - 6 L. 4Lr (5.1)

where A s, Le and El are the cross-sectional area of the element, element 
length and flexural rigidity of the element respectively.

A further geometric matrix is induced by axial forces on element 
deflections. It thus depends not only on the configuration of the element 
but also on its condition of loading. The geometric stiffness matrix is- 
given in the form
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§g’=

'0

0 6 /5

T' 0 L e /10 2L2e /15 Symmetry

Lc 0 0 0 0

0 - 6 / 5 - L . / 1 0 0 6 /5

0 Le /10 -  L2e / 30 0 - L e /105 2L2 /15 (5.2)

where T' is the sum of a constant axial force and a time-varying axial force. 
Therefore, the total stiffness matrix for a uniform beam element is

s ' =  S e' +  S g' .

In the formulation of the beam element mass matrix, the consistent mass 
or the lumped mass approach may be used. The consistent mass 
formulation makes use of the finite element concept and requires that the 
mass matrix be computed from the same shape functions that are used in 
deriving the stiffness matrix. In the consistent mass matrix, rotational as 
well as translational degrees of freedom need to be considered and there 
exists coupling between each degree of freedom. In theory, this consistent 
mass approach can lead to more accuracy, although the improvement is 
small. The consistent physical mass matrix of a beam element is given by

mP,c =

'140
0 156 Symmetry

P A k 0 22Le 4L2C
420 70 0 0 140

0 54 13Le 0 156

0 -1 3 L e -3 L 2 0 22Le

--j1 (5.3)

where rs is the density of the element

The lumped mass approach is the simplest procedure for defining the 
mass properties of any structure. In this case, the entire mass is assumed 
to be concentrated at nodes where the translational degrees of freedom are 
defined. For such a system, the mass matrix has a diagonal form. Off- 
diagonal terms disappear since the acceleration of any nodal point would
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only produce an inertia force at that point. The lumped physical mass 
matrix can be given in the form

mPl, = p,A,Le

"1 0 0 0 0 0"

0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 (5.4)

For a marine structure, in addition to the above mentioned physical mass, 
there exists hydrodynamic added mass. This added mass can be obtained 
from Morison's formula and is part of external forces which w ill be 
described in the force vector. Usually the added mass is combined with 
physical mass in the governing equations of a marine structure. The 
procedure for obtaining this added mass matrix is the same as for the 
physical mass matrix. The added mass matrix in the consistent and 
lumped mass approaches are respectively as follows :

PwV(C„-l)
420

m > P w V ( C m- l )

' 0

0 156 Symmetry

0 22Le 4L2e
0 0 0 0

0 54 13Le 0 156

0 0 -3 L 2 0 22 Lc 4L\_

1 0 0 0 0 0 "
0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

(5.5)

(5.6)



In Equation (5.6), pw is the density of water surrounding the element, V is 
the element volume and Cm is an inertia coefficient which includes the 
Froude-Krylov force. The physical and added mass matrices are 
summed together to give the total mass matrix mT = mp + ma.

The lumped mass formulation is easier to apply and requires considerably 
less computation time since fewer degrees of freedom are needed 
compared to the consistent mass matrix. Therefore, in this work, the 
lumped mass matrix is chosen based on the fact that the advantages of a 
small improvement in accuracy for the consistent mass approach is 
outweighed by the additional computation.

The externally applied force vector can be obtained by using an assumed 
shape function \j/(x') in conjunction with a total lateral force distribution, 
f'(x',t). A component of this force vector can be expressed as follows :

fi' = £* fj' (x'»t) V ; (*') dx'

For marine structures, the lateral force, fj' is due to the hydrodynamic 
inertia and damping forces, and can be obtained from a modified form of 
Morison's equation. Then the lateral force for a beam element can be 
given in the following form

f ' = Po v n + Po v  ( c m -  i)(n -  d') + b v u -d '

where u is the vector of water particle velocity and d' is vector of the 
nodal displacement in a element reference frame. The overdot in the 
above equation represents a derivative with respect to time. It is assumed 
here that the fluid induced forces on an element are given by the linear 
superposition of a drag force and an inertia force. The first two terms of 
the above equation represent the Froude-Krylov and the added mass force 
effects respectively. The last term describes the drag force. Since the added 
mass effect by element acceleration is already considered in the above, if
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this mass effect is excluded to combine with the physical mass term, the 
remaining expression becomes

f '=p0V C j j  + Bvu - d ’( u - d 1)
(5.8)

The element structural damping matrix can, in principle, be derived by 
procedures analogous to those employed for deriving element stiffness 
and mass matrices. However, material properties are not defined well 
enough to permit this, and furthermore much damping in structures 
results from joints and from nonstructural elements. Therefore damping 
of a structure is usually defined directly at the system level rather than in 
terms of individual element properties. The system damping matrix will 
be described later together with other system matrices.

It is noted that all of the above matrices are for elements with respect to an 
element reference frame, x' y' and different from a global reference frame x 
y, where the previous prime symbols is deleted. Therefore, it is necessary 
to transform the above displacement vector, mass matrix, stiffness matrix 
and force vector in a element reference frame to those in a global reference 
frame so that compatibility equations and assembly of system matrices can 
be treated more directly. The transformation matrix T for the notation in 
Figure 5.1(b) can be written as follows (Craig Jr. 1981):

cos0 sin0 0 0 0 0 "
-s in 0 cos0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 cos0 sin0 0

0 0 0 -s in 0 cos0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

Then the displacement and force vectors, mass matrix and stiffness matrix 

for the global reference can be given in the form

d = T Td
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f = TTf'

s = TT s’T

mT = TT mT T (5.10)

So far the matrices are considered at the element level, in other words, the 
element matrices have been generated in element reference frame and 
transformed to global reference frame. There remains the assembly of 
element matrices and vectors into system matrices and vectors. This 
procedure can be also found in textbooks of the finite element method 
such as Bathe (1982), Ross (1985) and Craig Jr.(1981). For system vectors 

and matrices, the element vectors and matrices, d, f , m T and sT are 

represented in the capital characters, D , F, K lT and §

By using the system vectors and matrices, the governing equation of a 
slender marine structure can be written in matrix form as

where K l, C and § are the system mass matrix, damping matrix and 

total stiffness matrix respectively, and D is the system vector of nodal 
displacements and P0V C m is replaced by .

Now  the system damping matrix needs to be further described. One 
procedure for defining such a matrix is to employ a particular form of 
proportional damping called Rayleigh damping, defined by

Ki t d  + C d  + 5 d  = K i hu  +  b |u  - d |(U - D ) (5.11)

(5.12)

To obtain the coefficients otM and a s , the damping ratios and £ 2 in 

any two modes need to be specified. For Rayleigh damping, the following 

relationship can be derived (Clough and Penzien 1975).
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V _  1 ’l / c o 1 cox"

1
p 3 __

1

" 2 1 /  co2 co2 « s . (5.13)

From the above equation 

2 (C,w2 - C 2co,)
“ m  = CO;

"co!
CO
co!

a s =
- 2 ( C 1/ co2 - C 2/ co1)

CO;

go!

co
col

(5.14)

(5.15)

Rayleigh damping is easy to define by chosing £ for two modes and 
solving a M and a s. The disadvantage of Rayleigh damping is that it does n<rt 
permit realistic damping to be defined for all the modes of interest* In 
this work, a damping ratio of 5 % in the first two modes has been chosen 
for all the analyses. The actual level of structural damping that should be 
specified is rather unclear in the present literature.

The governing matrix Equation (5.11) cannot be used directly for 
incorporating the boundary condition at the surface platform, which 
requires that the tether or riser top end must follow the surge motion of 
the surface platform. This known horizontal nodal translation at the 
surface (denoted by suffix B) can be separated from all the other unknown 
degrees of freedom (denoted by suffix A), thorough the following matrix 
partitioning :

T M

T BA

T AB

TBB

D

D
+ AA

BA

AB

r~

D / P m 5 1
°  AB D a '

J P . .
+

°  BB _ P  B .

^  H  M ^  HAB u ; [ * M B ab] u A 1 > ( U a - D a)' "O'

HBA ^  HBB . P b.
+

P ba B b b . u B - d b • ® b - D b).
+

P b.
(5.16)
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Here, F B is a force vector required to cause the specified surge motion at 
the surface. The dynamic response of the structure in terms of the 
remaining degrees of freedom can be obtained solely from the upper set of

equations from Equation (5.16), which do not contain F B.

It has been noted that off-diagonal terms of / & IH and B are zero for 

the lumped mass formulation. Therefore, the following equation is 
obtained from Equation (5.16)

^ T A A ^ A  +  ^ ’ A A ^ A  +  ^  M  ^  A “  A A ^  A “  ^  A B ^ B  “  ^  A B ^ B

+ B m |u a-D  J • OJa- D a) (517)

In the lumped mass approach, all the rotational degrees of freedom need to 
be substructured out. Since vertical displacements and rotations are not 
large for rigid marine risers and TLP tethers, these vertical translation and 
rotation degrees of freedom can be eliminated. This feature leads to a 
substantial reduction in computer time and storage in the dynamic 
analysis. The horizontal degrees of freedom having been segregated, the 
force-deflection equations can be written in partitioned forms as

rg
D  HH 5 1HN T V rF i1 H
g

_ NH
g

N N  _ . D n . _ 0 (5.18)

where subscripts H  and N  denote the horizontal and the other group of 
vertical and rotational degrees of freedom respectively. From the low part 
of matrix Equation (5.18),

= _ ^ nn^ nhB h (5.19)

By using transformation matrix, the reduced stiffness matrix suitable for 
use in the equations of motion can be obtained in the form (Craig Jr. 1981)

5* =£ -5  S"1 §H H  H H  H N  NN  NH
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The above reduced stiffness matrix is further partioned to separate out the 
top surge degree of freedom such as

S* =
H H

s s
A A  A B

s s
B A  BB (5.20)

5.3 SOLUTION IN  THE TIME D O M A IN

The basic method of analysis here involves integrating Equation (5.11) 
thArough discrete steps in time and accounting for the nonlinear drag 
loading without a linearization approximation. The time step integration 
of the equation of motion also allows irregular wave sequences (and 
corresponding surface platform surge responses) to generate the dynamic 
excitation forces on the structure. The incident wave elevation can be 
specified as a frequency sum of individual sinusoidal components with 
randomly distributed phase plane angles.

The numerical time integration technique used here was in itially  
proposed by Newmark (1959) and can be considered as an extension of the 
linearly varying acceleration approximation over a given time interval. 
The following relations are used :

D,.a, = D, + [(1 -  a)D, + aDu JA t
(5.21)

D,.„ = D, + D,At + [(0.5 -  p)D, + pD ,.jA t2

where a and p are parameters which can be varied to achieve an acceptable 
integration accuracy and stability. Subscript t denotes the variable at the 
beginning of the time interval At •

It is generally accepted that the direct integration analysis relies on an 
appropriate time step selection. The time step must be small enough to 
obtain sufficient accuracy, although a time step smaller than necessary 
would reflect on the cost of the solution. Bathe and Willson (1976)
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analysed the stability and accuracy of various numerical integration 
schemes and suggested that, for reasonable accuracy, the time step-to- 
period ratio be not more than 1 /6  for the highest significant mode. In its 
standard form, the Newmark p technique is unconditionally stable. The 
two parameters a  and p introduced in Equation (5.21) indicate how the 
acceleration is modelled over the time interval, p = 1 /6  and a  = 0.5 
correspond to a linearly varying acceleration. Newmark's original scheme 
which is pursued here uses p = 1 /4  and a  = 0.5 and gives a constant- 
average-acceleration based integration scheme. Using these latter values 
in Equation (5.21) and rearranging gives

Dm  = -  D, -  (A t)D ,]-D ,

= A t[5 ,"“ (5.22)

Then expressing Equation (5.11) explicitly at instant (t + At) and using the 

lumped mass approach with the top surface platform motion duly 
separated as in Equation (5.17). Then the following equation is obtained.

^ T A A  A t + A t  A A  A t + A t  ^ A A  ^ A t + A t

^ H A A ^ w A t + A t  ^ - A B ^ B t + A t  ^  A B ^ B t + A t

+ B aa U wA- D a
t + A t

(U wA -  DA)t+At (5.23)

Substituting Equation (5.22) into (5.23) and rearranging gives

/  a  . \ 2 AA +  A . ^  AA +  ^ a a(At) At a  t + A t

— ^HAA^wAt+At +  ^-AB^Bt+At B ABD Bt+At



= F
t + A t (5.24)

This is the basic equation used in the time step integration scheme.

The solution scheme assumes that the displacement, velocity and 
acceleration vectors at time zero are known. The algorithm calculates the 
solution at the next required time from known information at the 
previous time steps. The process is repeated until the solution at all 
discrete time points is known.

To initialize the numerical solution, the acceleration corresponding to 
zero time is derived from the reduced form of Equation (5.24) and gives

+ B ̂ |U wN | • (U w, 0)

- C  D -S  D
A B  B0 A B  B0 (5 25)

where subscript, o, denotes vectors at time zero. In arriving at the above 

equation, the unknown value of velocity of the forcing vector of

Equation (5.24) has been approximated to DAt. This approximation gives 

an acceptable degree of accuracy provided the time step chosen is 
sufficiently small. An alternative approach to this would require an 
elaborate iterative scheme with a significantly greater computation effort.

From the set of simultaneous Equation (5.24), the displacements are simply 
obtained from



In Equation (5.26)

r = - ^ K * t m + ^ c m + s m
(At) At (5.27)

The inversion of matrix j  in the above equation can be made more 
efficient by the use of banded equation solvers as suggested by Bathe and 
Wilson (1976). In forced vibration problems, j  is independent of time 
and needs to be inverted once only. However in the case of parametric 

vibrations, 3 M  needs to be calculated in every time step and requires 

much more computation time than the case of forced vibrations.

When D A t+At is known, the accelerations and velocities at ( t + At) are
derived from Equation (5.21).



CHAPTER 6 APPLICATION STUDIES

In this chapter, the theoretical developments described earlier are applied 
to typical examples of slender marine structures at low tension. In the first 
section, the natural frequencies of a typical rigid marine riser and tethers 
of Hutton, Jolliet and Snorre TLPs are obtained. Then the application 
study is concerned with obtaining the dynamic responses of three tether 
systems - Hutton, Jolliet and Snorre TLP - subjected to forcing, parametric 
and combined excitations. The time histories of displacements, maximum  
deflection shapes and bending stress of those tethers are shown with pre
tension variations. Such results are also obtained by finite element 
modelling and compared with semi-analytical solutions. The Mathieu 
stability chart is applied to a TLP tether to check how the stability 
conditions change with the variation of tether length, the amplitude of 
time-varying axial force and tether pretension. Dynamic pulse buckling 
theory is also applied to the Hutton TLP tether as another approach for 
obtaining allowable tension loss.

6.1 NATURAL FREQUENCY

Using Equation (3.32), natural frequencies of a rigid riser and TLP tethers 
are obtained and compared with those by other methods such as the 
Rayleigh-Ritz method. In this research, since axial tension of the 
structures is considered important, natural periods are also obtained for 
several reduced pretension conditions. Table 6.1 shows the physical data 
for a typical rigid marine riser. For this riser, natural periods of the first 
four modes are calculated from Equation (3.32) and shown in Table 6.2.

For comparison, natural periods are also calculated from other methods 
such as Rayleigh-Ritz method (A16), Kirk’s result (Equation (3.41)) and the 
expressions of Equations (3.36) and (3.38). It can be seen from Table 6.2 that 
the results from the expressions of Equations (3.36) and (3.38) are quite 
different from those by other methods where tension variation with 
length is considered. Therefore, these expressions cannot be used for 
obtaining the natural periods of slender structures where self-weight is



important. In the case of low modes, the results from the Rayleiigh-Ritz 
method and Equation (3.32) are closer than those from Kirk's resultts.

The natural periods of the Hutton, Jolliet and Snorre TLP tethers are also 
obtained from Equation (3.32) and the Rayleigh-Ritz method. Table 6.3 
gives physical data for the Hutton, Jolliet and Snorre TLP tethers. The 
natural periods of the first four modes of the Hutton TLP teither are 
calculated with top tension variation and shown in Table 6.4. For the 
operational top tension (8.0 M N ), the natural period for the first mode of 
the Hutton tether is 1.88 seconds. When the top tension is reduced to 5.0 
M N , the period of the first mode becomes 2.4 seconds which is sttyi quite 
low compared to the short period of ocean waves of around 4 seconds.

Table 6.5 shows the natural periods of the Jolliet TLP tether. A t its 
operational tension (3.75 M N ), the natural period of the first mode is 12.47 
seconds. As the top tension is reduced the natural period increases and 
that of the first mode becomes 16.05 seconds at a tension of 2.25 M N . In  
the case of the Jolliet tether, the natural period of the first mode at 
reduced tension, approaches the high energy zone of storm wave periods. 
Therefore, attention needs to be paid to reduced tension conditions for the 
Jolliet TLP tether.

Table 6.6 gives the natural periods of the first four modes for the Snorre 
TLP tether. At the planned operational top tension (15.7MN), the n.atural 
period of the first mode is 5.6 seconds and at a reduced tension of 12..7MN, 
it is 6.24 seconds. Therefore, the natural period of the first mode <of the 
Snorre TLP tether is around the zone of the high probability of ocean wave 
periods of about 5 seconds.

For the Hutton, Jolliet and Snorre tethers, the variation of natural 
periods of the first four modes with tension variation are illustrated in 
Figure 6.1. The increasing trend of natural periods with tension redaction 
is more significant in lower modes. In the case of the Hutton and S>norre 
tethers, the natural periods change very slightly with tension variation.



On the other hand, the natural period for the Jolliet tether varies rather 
more with pretension reduction.

Based on the natural frequencies obtained in this section, the dynamic 
responses of tension leg platform tethers subjected to forcing, parametric 
and combined excitation w ill be examined in the next section.

6.2 FORCING EXCITATION

In this section, the responses of lateral motion of three TLP tethers 
subjected to forcing excitation are obtained for several reduced tensions. It 
is noted that although the pretension is reduced, tether tension is still 
positive in these forcing excitation analyses since the axial force is 
considered to be constant with regard to time. Here, only the horizontal 
movement of the top end imparted by surge motion of the surface 
platform is considered as the forcing excitation source. The structural 
idealization for this forcing (external) excitation condition is shown in 
Figure 3.2 of Chapter 3 and the time history of the forcing excitation is 
illustrated in Figure 6.2. Since this study is concerned with extreme sea 
conditions, the period of forcing excitation is taken as 15 seconds. The 
primary purpose of this forcing excitation analysis is for comparison with 
other excitations.

The application study for this forcing excitation is carried out using 
physical data in Table 6.3 for the existing the Hutton and Jolliet TLP 
tethers, and also for the planned Snorre TLP tether. For the Hutton 
tether, the time histories of lateral deflections at the mid-point of the 
tether are illustrated in Figure 6.3 with a pre-tension reduction from the 
normal operating tension condition. In these calculations, the amplitude 
of top end horizontal movement, y0 (the strength of forcing excitation) is 
taken as 3.0m. It can be seen from Figure 6.3(d) that the response 

amplitudes of lateral deflections are negligibly small even when the 
pretension is reduced to 60% of the designed operating tension. The 
reason for this small response amplitudes is caused by the large difference
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between the excitation period of 15 seconds and the natural periods of the 
tether - see Table 6.4.

It can be seen from Figures 6.3 that if only forcing excitation is taken 
account, there is no danger of buckling or collapse for the Hutton TLP 
tether even at a much lower tension than their normal operating tension. 
However, this fact does not seem plausible for an operational system. In 
the next chapter the dynamic responses of the Hutton TLP system will be 
compared with those by parametric excitation and combined excitation, 
and discussed in order to examine the relative importance of each 
excitation.

The above procedure for the Hutton tether is also performed for the 
Snorre and Jolliet tethers. The data for the Jolliet and Snorre tethers are 
also given in Table 6.3. The time histories of lateral deflections at the mid
point of the Snorre tether are presented in Figure 6.4 for different tension 
conditions. Figure 6.4 shows that the total lateral displacement is still 
small and is approximately 0.8 m at the operating tension. Even when the 
pre-tension is reduced to about 62 % of the planned operating pretension 
(Figure 6.4(d)), the total lateral displacement is still approximately 1.3 m.

Therefore, in terms of forcing excitation only, the response amplitudes of 
the Snorre tether are also very small even at the very low tension. The 
reason is the same as for the case of the Hutton tether, that is, the 
excitation period, 15 seconds is still much larger than its natural period of 
the first mode of the Snorre tether - see Table 6.6. The results of forced 
excitation for the Snorre tether w ill be compared with those by parametric 
excitation and combined excitation in the next chapter.

Figures 6.5 illustrates the time histories of lateral displacements at the 
mid-point for the Jolliet tether at several pretensions. In the case of 
Jolliet, the response amplitudes are large even at the operating pretension. 
The response amplitudes increase slightly as pre-tension decreases. The 
magnitude of the total lateral displacement is 5.0m at the operating 
tension and 5.8m at 60% of the operating tension (Figure 6.5 (d)). The
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reason for these large tether response amplitudes comes from the fact that 
the natural period of the first mode of the Jolliet tether (given in Table 
6.5), approach the wave exciting period of 15 seconds as the pretension is 
reduced. A resonance condition can arise between the two tension 
conditions of 2.95 M N  and 2.50 M N  as can be seen from Table 6.5. 
However, the maximum response amplitudes w ill still be limited by the 
hydrodynamic damping force.

Although the response amplitudes are somewhat large, the bending stress 
might be very small due to the long length of the tether. This aspect will 
be shown in the analysis of more realistic combined excitation. However, 
in the case of Jolliet, when the operating tension is reduced, one aspect of 
concern is collision between tethers. Additionally, interaction between 
tethers and the surface platform becomes important at low tension.

In Figure 6.6, the response amplitudes of lateral deflections at the mid
point of each TLP tether are compared for different amplitudes of top end 
horizontal movement (the strength of forcing excitation), yo- In the case of 
the Hutton TLP (Figure 6.6(a)), there is no perceptible change as the 
magnitude of yo increases. Therefore, it can be conclusively said that in 
terms of forced vibrations, the Hutton TLP tether can survive not only 
large amplitude of forcing excitation but also quite low pretension.

Figure 6.6(b) corresponds to the Snorre tether and shows that the strength 
of forcing excitation, y0 does not affect the lateral response of the tether a 
lot. Like the Hutton tether, the Snorre TLP tether is also well away from 
the danger of forced vibration problems although pretension is reduced to 
a very low extent and the amplitude of forcing excitation is largely 
increased. In the case of the Jolliet tether, its response amplitude increases 
a lot as the strength of forcing excitation, yo increases and the total 
displacement is about 8.0 m at yo = 5.0 m. Therefore, there is uncertainty 
in the case of the Jolliet tether when its pretension is reduced.

Figure 6.7 presents comparisons between semi-analytical and finite 
element modelling results of lateral deflections for the Snorre tether



subjected to forcing excitation. In these calculations, the pretension and 
the strength of forcing excitation are taken as Trop = 15.7 M N  (planned 
operational pretension) and y0= 3.0 m respectively. Even though there is 
some phase lag between the two results, the magnitudes of the two 
response amplitudes are in good agreement. Figure 6.8 is the comparison 
of maximum deflection shapes for the same condition as those of Figure 
6.7. The maximum deflection shapes are also in very good agreement 
with each other. These results suggest that a semi-analytical approach can 
be used without significant errors arising.

6.3 PARAMETRIC EXCITATION

In this section, tethers are considered to be subjected to only time-vary 
axial forces, that is, parametric excitation. The structural idealization of 
this parametric excitation condition is shown in Figure 4.1 and the input 
profile of the time-varying axial force is illustrated in Figure 6.9. This 
parametric is so-called the Mathieu stability problem as described in 
Chapter 4.

The Mathieu Stability Chart is first applied to a TLP tether in order to 
examine the dynamic stability condition. Figure 6.10 shows how the 
stability condition of the Hutton TLP tether changes according to itslength, 
pretension and the amplitude of the time-varying axial force. The straight 
line OA in Figure 6.10 denotes a boundary between a slack and tension 
conditions. Here the slack condition means that the amplitude of the time- 
varying axial force is bigger than the mean tension due to the pretension 

deduction. In other words, q - 8 values for a slack tether plot above line 
OA whereas those for a tensioned tether plot below line OA. It can be 
observed that this boundary line passes alternately through stable and 
unstable regions of the Mathieu chart. Point B shows the present 
normal operating condition of the Hutton TLP tether.

If the pre-tension of this tether was reduced by increasing deck payload or 
by a drop in sea level, the operating point B would shift towards point C 
and encounter the first unstable region at a value of 5 of approximately



190. Line BD denotes the movement of the operating stability point for 
increasing tether length (or water depth), whereas line EF indicates the 
variation of the operating stability point due to changes in the amplitudes 
of the time-varying axial force which is imparted by the heave motion of 
the surface platform. These variations are known from Equation (4.5) 
where the values of the q and 8 parameters depend on the amplitude of 
time-varying axial force, excitation and natural frequencies, etc. The 
natural frequency in turn depends on the tether dimensions and its 
material proper^ty.

Based on the Mathieu chart, the responses of lateral deflection of the 
Hutton, Jolliet and Snorre tethers under parametric excitation are 
obtained. The following results are illustrated in the same way as those 
for the previous forced vibration case. Unlike the forced vibrations, in 
this parametric excitation case there can exist momentary tension loss on 
tethers since time-varying axial forces are considered here. The tension 
loss depends on the magnitude of tension reduction from the operating 
tension. The amplitude of the time-varying axial force is assigned to be 
the same as that of the designed operating tension, which can happen at 
the worst sea situation and tide level for conventional TLP tethers. This 
situation is called the transitional condition and corresponds to the 
dashed line in Figure 6.9.

When the pretension of a tether is reduced from this transitional 
condition, the tether will become slack or negative tension in the worst sea 
state. The purpose of this parametric excitation analysis is to examine the 
dynamic behaviour of TLP tethers under tension loss situations and to 
compare the results with those of forcing excitation or combined excitation 
by examining the importance of time-varying axial force which has not 
been considered in conventional studies.

Figure 6.11 shows the responses of lateral deflections at the mid-point of 
the Hutton tether subjected to parametric excitation (the time-varying 
axial force) with pretension reduction. At the transitional condition, i.e., 
when the pretension is identical to the amplitude of the time-varying axial
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force, the lateral deflection is nearly zero. This situation persists until the 
pretension is reduced to 6.5 M N . A t a tension of 6.0 M N  which 
corresponds to 75% of the designed normal operating tension, there exists 
a somewhat large amplitude of peak responses. When the pretension is 
reduced further to 69% of the operating tension (Figure 6.11(f)), the 
response amplitudes of the Hutton tether increases rapidly and will 
cause the tether to fail.

This result gives useful information in the analysis of operational TLP 
tethers at ultra low tension. In other words, the analysis of conventional 
forced vibrations of tethers as given in Figure 6.3 cannot provide the 
solution for low tension criterion. However, this parametric vibration 
analysis shows up the limitation of low tether tension. It should be noted 
that the effect of hydrodynamic damping force has been considered in all 
dynamic analyses. Another notable fact is that the response frequency is 
very high which is the tether ringing phenomena. In other words, 
although the excitation frequency is very low, the high frequency 
responses of tether ringing phenomena is created by considering the 
time-varying axial force. This aspect w ill be further examined later.

Figure 6.12 illustrates the responses of lateral deflections of the Snorre 
tether subjected to parametric excitation. At the planned operating 
tension, the response amplitudes are small but the response frequency is 
much higher than the excitation frequency, 15 seconds. Some interesting 
results can be found by comparing the response amplitudes of Figure 6.12 
(a), (b) and (c), that is, even when the pretension is reduced from the 
planned operating tension, the response amplitudes are unexpectedly 

smaller than those at the planned operating tension. This is a valid 
parametric vibration characteristic as can easily be shown from the 
stability chart of Figure 4.2 or Figure 6.10. The reason is that the planned 
operating tension condition corresponds to the centre of the fifth  
instability area (the values of 5 and q parameters are 29.52 and 14.621 
respectively). At the same time, the reduced tension conditions (Figure 
6.12(b) and (c)) are near the stability region in the chart.
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However, when the pre-tension is further reduced to 80% of the planned 
operating tension (Figure 6.12(d)), the response amplitudes sharply 
increase because the dynamic condition approaches the fourth instability 
region of the Mathieu chart. The responses gradually increase as the 

pretension is reduced and continues to the tension of 10.7 M N  (68% of 
planned pretension). W ith a further reduction in tension, the response 
amplitude again decreases because the dynamic condition approaches a 
stable region. An interesting point is that the response frequency also 
depends on the relative magnitude of the pretension reduction, that is, the 
strength of parametric excitation, S /T 0. The response oscillations in Figure
6.12 (b) - (c) are chaotic motion but those in Figure 6.12 (a), (d) - (g) are 
period-doubling phenomena. For Snorre tether, parametric excitation 
does not cause unacceptably large lateral deflections of the tether even at 
ultra low tension conditions.

Figure 6.13 presents results for the Jolliet tether under parametric 
excitation. The dynamic condition of the Jolliet tether at operating 
tension condition corresponds to the second instability region of the 
Mathieu chart. The trend of response amplitude variation w ith  
pretension reduction is the same as that for the Snorre tether, that is, 
even though pretension is reduced, the corresponding response 
amplitudes can be smaller due to the combination of 8 and q parameters. 
At the lowest pretension, the total response displacement is less than 
1.0m. The response frequency is the same as that of excitation frequency 
regardless of tension reduction.

As was done in the previous forced vibration analysis, the semi- 
analytical results of parametric excitation are also compared with those by 
the finite element modelling. Figure 6.14 and 6.15 illustrate the 
comparison of time histories of lateral deflections and maximum  
deflection shapes for the Snorre tether subjected to parametric excitation. 
In these calculations, the pretension is assigned as the operating tension. 
These figures indicate that although the results are obtained by two 
different methods, they are in good agreement each other. In  the 
calculation of the dynamic responses of parametric excitation by the finite



element method, much more computation time is required than by the 
semi-analytical approach due to the time-varying stiffness matrix in the 
finite element method. Therefore the semi-analytical method is 

recommended compared to the finite element method.

One of the notable results of the above parametric excitation is that the 
response frequency is different according to the instability region. In other 
words, in the lower instability region such as Figure 6.13, the response 
frequency is lower and the same as that of the excitation frequency. 
However, the response frequency corresponding to higher instability 
regions becomes higher. These aspects are contrary to the forcing 
excitation case where the response frequency was always identical to the 
excitation frequency. The resulting pattern of the response frequency will 
be discussed further in the next chapter.

6.4 COMBINED EXCITATION

Most slender marine structures are in reality subjected to both forcing 
excitation and parametric excitation. This combined excitation is more 
extensively applied here to three TLP systems. The structural idealization 
for this combined excitation condition is given in Figure 4.10, where the 
combined excitation is induced by the top end horizontal movement 
(forcing excitation) and time-varying axial forces (parametric excitation). 
The input profiles of the time-varying axial force and the top end 
horizontal movement are illustrated in Figure 6.16.

Figure 6.17 shows the time histories of lateral deflections at the mid-point 
of the Hutton tether under combined excitation for several tensions. 
Figure 6.17(a) corresponds to the results of the tether responses at the 
operating tension. The amplitude of the time-varying axial force is taken 
to be the same as the designed operating tension. As can be seen Figure 
from 6.17(a), even at the operating tension, the response amplitude is 
somewhat large in magnitude. As the pretension of Hutton TLP tether is 
reduced, the response magnitude of the combined excitation rapidly 
increases and the response frequency is still high. When the pretension is



reduced to 80% of operating tension (Figure 6.17(c)), lateral displacements 
are large and from TTop = 6.5 M N  the Hutton TLP tethers are close to 
failure.

Figures 6.18 and 6.19 show the time histories of lateral deflections of the 
Snorre and Jolliet tethers respectively. In the case of Snorre, the 
response amplitude gradually increases as the tether tension is reduced. 
Until the pretension of the Snorre TLP tether is reduced to 87% of the 
planned operating tension (Figure 6.18(c)), the total displacement of lateral 
deflection is about 6.0m which is large for an operational TLP system. By 
looking at Figure 6.28 for the Jolliet tether, it is found that the pretension 
variation does not significantly affect the response amplitudes of the 
tether lateral deflection. At its operating tension, the total displacement of 
lateral deflections is about 6.7m and even at lower pretensions, the 
magnitude is nearly identical to this.

Generally the response amplitudes of combined excitation are much larger 
than either forcing or parametric excitation at the same pretension. The 
response frequency of combined excitation is also dependent upon the 
instability region like parametric excitation. In other words, in the lower 
instability regions, the response frequency is lower and vice versa.

Figures 6.20, 6.21 and 6.22 show the successive profiles of lateral
deflection for three TLP tethers for an excitation period. At the operating 
tension, the Hutton TLP tether moves in nearly rigid modes (Figure 
6.20(a)) and there is no phase difference between the top and the mid
point. At 88% of its operating tension, there exists a large deflection 
(Figure 6.20(b)) and a perceptible phase lag along its length. The behaviour 
of the Snorre TLP tether (Figure 6.21) is similar to that of Hutton tether. 
In the case of the Jolliet tether (Figure 6.22), its lateral deflection is large 
and the phase lag along its length is also considerable at both tension 
conditions.

Figures 6.23, 6.24 and 6.25 illustrate the maximum deflection and the 
corresponding bending stress of three TLP tethers. A t the operating
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tension condition, the magnitude of maximum deflection is of the same 
order for Jolliet, Snorre and Hutton TLP tethers. However, at the reduced 
tension (at about 87% of its operating tension), the maximum deflection of 
the Hutton tether is greatly increased. At the operating tension condition, 
the maximum bending stresses of the three TLP tethers are all very 
small. When the pretension is reduced, the bending stresses of the 
Hutton tether largely increased.

Figure 6.26 shows the time histories of lateral deflections for three TLP 
tethers subjected to combined excitation for different amplitudes of top 
end horizontal movement (the strengths of forcing excitation). Generally 
the response amplitudes of the three tethers are all increased as the 
amplitude of the top end horizontal movement increases.

6.5 DYNAM IC PULSE BUCKLING

As the final application study, the theory of dynamic elastic pulse buckling 
of a slender cylinder is applied to a TLP tether. In the previous section, it 
was shown that the lateral deflections of long tethers such as the Jolliet 
tether are large in extreme sea conditions even though the designed 
operating tension is not reduced. In the case of these long tethers, when 
they are about to undergo a slack condition, their lateral deflection is 
already large and a pulse buckle feeds its energy into lower modes 
response. Therefore, in the full slack condition, dynamic pulse buckling 
phenomena do not happen for long tethers and only low modes exist.

On the other hand, for relatively short tethers such as the Hutton tether, 
the dynamic behaviour is different from long tethers under tension loss 
situations. In other words, even when these short tethers are about to 
exhibit negative tension condition, the deflection amplitudes are still 
small. Therefore, when these short tethers are under tension loss for a 
short duration, dynamic pulse buckling can occur. Therefore, for the case 
of rather short tethers, in addition to the combined excitation analysis, the 
dynamic pulse buckling analysis is needed in order to decide the lower 
limit of tether tension.
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One of the purposes of this section is to obtain more corroborative result of 
low tension criterion for these short tethers through the additional 
application of dynamic pulse buckling. In order to do this, dynamic pulse 
buckling theory developed in section 4.5 of Chapter 4, is applied to the 
Hutton TLP tether and the relationship between allowable magnitude of 
tension loss and its duration time is found. The allowable tension loss is 
compared with the result from combined excitation. The physical data of 
the Hutton tether in Table 6.3 are used. Additionally the tether inner 
diameter di = 0.076, the yield stress 5y = 795MPa and a drag coefficient 
Cd = 1.1 are used.

The pulse buckling criterion of the Hutton tether is plotted in Figure 6.27. 
The conditions which fall under the curve are all allowable magnitudes. 
It can be seen from Figure 6.27 that even if the tether is subjected to a large 
axial compressive load much larger than the Euler buckling load but less 
than the yield load, it can survive within a critical buckling time. This 
means that even if the tether is under tension loss for a short duration, it 
can survive without large bending stress. Thus minimum allowable 
tension loss of the tether can be usefully estimated from Figure 6.27 if the 
duration time of this tension loss is known. For example, if the tension 
loss duration is less than 1.2 seconds, the tether can survive to the amount 
of 0.8 M N . This magnitude of tether tension can be reduced over 
conventional pretension and the amount can also be replaced by deck 
payload increase. In the next chapter, the criterion from the pulse buckling 

analysis will be compared with that from combined excitation analysis.
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CHAPTER 7 DISCUSSION

This chapter is concerned with the discussion of key issues arising in this 
thesis. In the first section, the solution of Equation (3.32) for the natural 
frequency of a slender structure with axial tension variation included, is 
described in terms of its advantages and limitations. Then the relative 
importance of three excitations - forcing, parametric and combined - is 
discussed by comparing response amplitudes and frequencies. The effect 
of high vibration modes on response amplitudes are also described. In the 
third section, the possible pretension reduction of three TLP systems - 
Hutton, Jolliet and Snorre fields - is examined by using the results in 
Chapter 6. Finally further work that needs to be carried out is briefly 
described.

7.1 NATURAL FREQUENCY

This research has been carried out to investigate the dynamic response of 
slender marine structures at low tension subjected to forcing, parametric 
and combined excitations and pulse buckling loads. It is first attempted to 
determine the natural frequency of such structures. In the case of axial 
tension being constant, there already exist exact solutions for natural 
frequencies. However, for tensioned long heavy cylinders such as TLP 
tethers and marine risers, it is necessary to obtain natural frequencies with 
self weight taken into account. An exact solution for this case was derived 
by using the Bessel functions and given in Equation (3.32) of Chapter 3. 
Compared to other similar analytical solutions for natural frequencies, 
there are some advantages for the expression of Equation (3.32). Firstly, 
the result of Equation (3.32) is a closed-form exact solution. Secondly, the 
expression of Equation (3.32) is simple to calculate the natural frequencies 
of a tensioned structures compared to other solutions such as the 
Rayleigh-Ritz method.

According to the application study for natural frequency in Chapter 6, the 
results of Equation (3.32) are in good agreement w ith Rayleigh-Ritz 
solutions. However, Equation (3.32) has some lim itations in its 
application as follows;



(1) The axial tension of the structure must be larger than the total 
effective weight of the structure.

(2) The effect of axial tension should be larger than that of flexural 
rigidity since the latter is not considered.

The two limitations do not apply for tensioned flexible or long structures. 
As a result, the simple closed-form exact solution of Equation (3.32) can be 
easily used for obtaining natural frequencies of a tensioned vertical long 
or flexible structures w ith variations in axial tension included. 
Meanwhile, Equation (3.32) is a much improved solution compared to the 
usual expression of Equation (3.36) for the natural frequency for a string. 
Finally it is noted that as can be seen from Table 6.2 the usual expressions 
of Equations (3.36) and (3.38) give somewhat different results for a marine 
riser compared to Rayleigh-Ritz solutions, Equation (3.32) and Kirk's 
result. Therefore, the usual expressions Equations (3.36) and (3.38) cannot 
be used for obtaining the natural frequencies of long slender structures 
where the effect of self-weight is important.

7.2 COMPARISON BETWEEN FORCING, PARAMETRIC  
A N D  COMBINED EXCITATIONS

The dynamic response of a system depends upon the relationship between 
its natural frequencies and excitation frequencies. Therefore, in addition to 
finding the natural frequencies of a dynamic system, the sources of 
excitation need to be examined. Slender marine structures are subjected 
to several sources of excitations such as forcing excitation, parametric 
excitation, combined excitation, impulse loads, etc. In this section, the 

relative importance of the first three excitations is compared and the 
necessity of each excitation in the dynamic analysis of slender marine 
structures is examined. In the conventional dynamic analyses of slender 
marine structures, only the forcing excitation is considered. The analysis 
of forcing excitation is rather simple to apply since resonance happens 
only when a excitation frequency comes close to the natural frequency of 
the structure.
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On the other hand, the dynamic response of a slender structure subjected 
to parametric excitation becomes stable or unstable according to its 
dynamic condition. Compared to forcing excitation, the response to 
parametric excitation depends on several ratios of natural and excitation 
frequencies. The response also depends on the ratio of time-varying 
stiffness and constant stiffness (here a time-varying axial force and 
constant pretension). Although much research has already been carried 
out on this subject, the work does not go far enough in dealing with the 
full impact of parametric oscillations on slender marine structures. 
Furthermore, the relative importance of parametric excitation is more 
conspicuous in the study of structural tension reduction. In view of these 
aspects, the parametric excitation problem has been investigated a lot in 
this work. Firstly, the Mathieu stability chart up to large parameters was 
obtained and the nonlinear Mathieu equation was solved to examine the 
response pattern of parametric excitation. This Mathieu chart is necessary 
to predict the dynamic behaviour of practical TLP tethers subjected to 
parametric or combined excitation.

In reality, since most slender marine structures are subjected to both 
forcing and parametric excitations, this combined excitation has also been 
studied. A typical example is a TLP tether which is directly subjected to 
forcing excitation and parametric excitation by surface platform motion. 
In the case of TLP tethers, the effects of both excitations are significant. 
However, in some cases, one of these excitations has a small effect on 
response compared to the other. For example, in the case of a marine 
riser with a very low stiffness slip joint at its top connection, the effect of 
parametric excitation is much less than that of forcing excitation. 
Nevertheless, it is necessary to examine the dominance of each excitation 
from the fact that although one of the two excitations is small in its 
strength, its contribution to total dynamic behaviour can be significant.

7.2.1 Response Amplitude

In this subsection, the response amplitudes of three excitations - forcing, 
parametric and combined - are discussed by comparing their results. To



begin with, the comparison is made for lateral deflection at the mid point 
of the tethers for the Hutton, Snorre and Jolliet TLPs. Figure 7.1 shows a 
comparison between forcing, parametric and combined excitations for the 
Hutton tether. An interesting point is that even though the responses of 
forcing or parametric excitation are nearly zero, the responses of combined 
excitation are much larger than that of the separate excitation. The 
difference is more pronounced when the pretension of the tether is 
reduced (see Figure 7.1(b)). This result means that even though the effect 
of each excitation on dynamic responses is negligibly small, the 
interaction between the two excitations is significant in increasing the 
total response by a large amount.

Figure 7.2 illustrates similar results for the Snorre TLP tether. Although 
the importance of combined excitation is not as great as for the Hutton 
tether, the dominant effect of combined excitation is still seen. At the 
planned operating tension (Figure 7.2(a)), the effects of forcing and 
parametric excitation are nearly identical. However, at a reduced 
pretension (Figure 7.2(b)), the response of the parametric excitation is 
bigger than that of forcing excitation. This means that the effect of 
parametric excitation is much more dominant at reduced pretension. The 
result for the Jolliet tether is shown in Figure 7.3. The response 
magnitude of combined excitation is also largest for the Jolliet tether. 
Compared to parametric excitation, forcing excitation is more dominant at 
both pretensions.

It can be seen from the three Figures 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 that the relative 
dominance of combined excitation is the smallest for Hutton, increases 
for Snorre with the largest effect on the Jolliet tethers. The corresponding 
dynamic conditions of the first vibration mode of Hutton, Snorre and 
Jolliet TLP tethers map on to the fourteenth, fifth and second instability 
regions respectively of the Mathieu stability chart. Therefore, the 
combined excitation can be regarded to be more prevalent in the higher 
order instability regions. Meanwhile, the total displacement is largest in 
the case of the Jolliet tether which corresponds to the second instability 
region.
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In order to deal with the case of the first instability region, an additional 
example tether is taken. For convenience, the physical dimension of the 
example tether is taken to be the same as that of the Jolliet tether but only 
its length is changed from 510m to 1230m in order to meet the dynamic 
condition for falling in the first instability region. In  other words, the 

example tether corresponds to that for the Jolliet is transposed to a water 
depth of 1230m. In the following discussion, the example tether w ill be 
called the Special Jolliet tether. By using the physical data of the Jolliet 
tether in Table 6.3 and its length of 1230 m, the value of the Mathieu 
parameter, 5, for the Special Jolliet tether is calculated from Equation (4.63) 
and yields 1.0 which thus corresponds to the first instability region.

The time histories of lateral displacements at the mid-point of the Special 
Jolliet tether are compared for three excitation cases in Figure 7.4. At 
both the designed operating tension and reduced tension, the total 
displacements of forcing excitation and combined excitation are nearly 
identical and much larger than that of parametric excitation. By 
comparing Figure 7.4 (a) and (b), a notable point is found such that when 
the pretension is reduced, the response amplitude of the Special Jolliet 
tether unexpectedly decreases rather than increases. This aspect is 
completely different from the case of higher order instability region as was 
seen in Figures 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3.

Another interesting point that arises from Figures 7.3 and 7.4 is that the 
response amplitude of the Special Jolliet tether is much smaller than that 
of the Jolliet tether. That is, the Jolliet tether is safer when it is moved 
to deeper water depths. These results are due to the characteristics of 
dynamic response to forcing or combined excitation in individual 
instability regions.

In order to compare more clearly the relative importance of each excitation 
for different instability regions, response diagrams of three excitation are 
shown in Figure 7.5 obtained from Chapter 3 and 4. For validity of 
comparison, the strengths of parametric excitation and forcing excitation,



and drag coefficient are all equal for every instability region such that 
2q/8 ( or q'/5') = 1.0, y0 =3.0m and C<j = 0.8.

Bearing in mind that 5 = (2G5n/co)2 in Equation (4.62) (or 8'=(05m/o ))2 in 

Equation (4.64)), the response diagram of forcing excitation is as expected 
from vibration theory. In the case of parametric excitation, large 
response amplitudes occur in each instability region and maximum  
values exist in the centre of each instability region. In creating the 
diagrams, a nomnlinear hydrodynamic damping force is considered, so the 
responses are all limited, otherwise they are not limited at unstable 
conditions.

Now  turning to the results of combined excitation, except for the first 
instability region, its response is much larger than that of forcing 
excitation, especially in even number instability regions. In addition, the 
response amplitudes of combined excitation are much larger than those of 
parametric excitation in the even number instability regions and nearly 
identical in the odd number instability regions. Of course, if the strengths 
of forcing excitation or parametric excitation are taken differently from the 
case of Figure 7.5, the dominance of each excitation w ill change.

In order to check the effect of higher modes of structural vibrations, the 
first three modes are considered in creating the response diagram of three 
excitations and the results are given in Figure 7.5(b). By comparing 
Figures 7.5(a) and (b), it is seen that the response amplitude of high modes 
is very slightly increased for the parametric excitation and vice versa for 
forcing and combined excitations. Therefore, as far as this response 
diagram is concerned, the high mode effect is not important for the 
response amplitude of the three excitations.

Therefore, if the dynamic conditions of tensioned slender marine 
structures correspond to the second-order instability region or higher for 
the Mathieu stability chart, combined excitation should be taken into 
account in their dynamic analysis, particularly for TLP tethers. In other 
words, if the natural frequencies of the structures are equal or higher than
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excitation frequencies, combined excitation definitely needs to be 
considered.

7.2.2 Response Frequency

In addition to the comparison for response amplitudes of three 
excitations, their response frequencies are briefly discussed. In the case of 
forcing excitation, through all results of this research, the response 
frequency is the same as the excitation frequency. However, the response 
of parametric excitation is completely different from forcing excitation. 
According to the results of parametric excitation such as Figures 6.11, 6.12,
6.13 and 7.4, the response frequency of parametric excitation depends on its 
dynamic conditions, i.e. the instability regions. The response frequency of 
parametric excitation can be period multiplications or chaotic according to 
the instability region.

However, approximately speaking, the response frequency of parametric 
excitation is half of the excitation frequency in the first instability region 
(Figure 7.4), equal in the second region (Figure 6.13) and triple in the fifth 
regions (Figure 6.12) and so on. Therefore, in the parametric excitation 
case, the following frequency relationship can be obtained between 
response (cor) and excitation (co) frequencies

(cor) = (n/2) co (7.1)

where n denotes the instability region number.

Thirdly, in the case of combined excitation, its response frequency depends 
on the strengths of forcing excitation or parametric excitation as was its 
response amplitude. If the strengths of parametric excitation and forcing 
excitation are around 2q /8  (or q '/5 ') = 1.0 and y0 = 3.0m, the response 
frequency of combined excitation is similar to that of parametric excitation, 
i.e. higher frequency response in the higher instability regions (Figures
7.1 and 7.2). On the other hand, in the first instability region, the response 
frequency of combined excitation is equal to that of forcing excitation 
(Figure 7.4). Meanwhile, in the second instability region, the response 
frequencies of three excitations are all identical to each other (Figure 7.3).
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7.3 ESTIMATES OF M IN IM U M  PRETENSION OF TLP TETHERS

As described earlier, the investigation into the dynamics of low tension 
tethers is one of the key issues for a TLP system. The reason can be 
summarized as follows ; Although TLP systems are likely to be attractive 
as offshore structures of the future, they have the practical disadvantage 
of relatively small deck pay load growth capability. This is because 
considerable proportions of the buoyancy of the surface platform needs to 
be allocated to providing tether and riser tension and to structural 
strengthening at the platform/tether connection points. If  a TLP can be 

operated safely at lower tether tension, these disadvantages can be 
overcome. In addition, since conventional design criteria for tether 
tension are too conservative, high loading to maximum tension is more 
detrimental than minimum tension to the design. Therefore low tension 
tethers can be used to improve the practical operations of TLP systems.

In view of these points, this study has been mainly applied to the dynamic 
response of tethers at low tension. Furthermore, as was seen in the 
previous section, in order to obtain a reasonable criterion of low tension, 
combined excitation analysis is necessary rather than the separate analysis 
of forcing or parametric excitation. Therefore, in the follow ing  
discussion, based on the results of combined excitation, optimum low  
tension criteria and the corresponding deck payload increase of the 
Hutton, Snorre and Jolliet TLPs are found.

According to the results of the Hutton TLP system (Figure 6.17), until the 
pretension is reduced to between 7.0 M N  and 7.5 M N , the lateral 
deflections of the tether are small. As a result, it can be said that the 
acceptable minimum pretension of Hutton TLP tethers is probably 7.25 
M N  in terms of combined excitation. Then since the operating pretension 
is 8.0 M N , 7.5x10^ N  can be reduced from the conventionally designed 
tension.
Although the dynamic response of lateral deflection of tethers at reduced 
pretension is small for Hutton, there exists the possibility of large tension 
loss in survival wave conditions. Therefore, in addition to combined 
excitation, a dynamic pulse buckling analysis needs to be used. As shown



in Figure 6.27, the dynamic pulse buckling theory yields a the relationship 
between allowable tether compressive loads and its duration in time. If 
the duration time of tension loss is known to be less than 1.5 seconds, the 
maximum allowable tension loss is up to 0.8 M N.

Therefore, in terms of combined excitation and dynamic pulse buckling, 
about 7 .5 x 1 0^ N  of pretension can be reduced from the conventional 
design tension for a Hutton TLP tether. The amount of 7 .5 x 1 0$ N  of 
pretension reduction can be replaced by a deck load increase over the 
operating deck payload. It is noted that the magnitude of pretension 
reduction is only for one tether. Since the numbers of Hutton TLP tethers 
are 12, the total deck payload increase is 9.0 M N.

The general pattern of dynamic response of a Snorre TLP tether is similar 
to that of a Hutton tether. Figure 6.18 shows that from a pretension of 
13.7 M N , the response of the tether becomes somewhat large. Therefore, 
for the Snorre tether, the minimum pretension is probably as low as 14.7 
M N  in terms of combined excitation. Since the planned operating 
tension is 15.7 M N , the corresponding possible pretension reduction is 1.0 
M N . By considering the numbers of Snorre tethers being 16, 16 M N  of 
deck payload can be increased over the planned operating deck load.

In the case of the Jolliet TLP, the lateral deflections of the tether with 
pretension reduction is different from the cases of Hutton and Snorre. By 

looking at Figure 6.19, it is found that as the pretension is reduced the 
response amplitudes slightly increase. This means that since the 
magnitude of response amplitudes at operating tension is allowable in the 
design specification, the pretension of the Jolliet tether can be reduced to 
some extent. Nevertheless, the pretension of the Jolliet tether cannot be 
reduced too far. If  this is done, although the bending stress is still small - 
see Figure 6.25, the coupling between the surface platform and tether 
motion can be significant and the problem of tether collision w ill arise. 
Therefore, it is not easy to suggest a definite value of minimum  
pretension by considering only combined excitation for Jolliet. Therefore, 
in addition to combined excitation analysis, further research into the
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coupling between the surface platform and tether motions is necessary for 
Jolliet type long tethers.

From the above discussion result, allowable pretension reduction per 
tether and the corresponding total deck payload increase of the three TLP 
systems are given in Table 7.1.

Even though the pretension of TLP tethers is reduced, the heave motion 
of the surface platform w ill not change because the pretension magnitude 
does not affect the natural frequency of the heave motion of the surface 
platform. The tether pretension reduction causes only the natural 
frequencies of surge, sway and raw motions of the surface platform to be 
lower, which is then further away from the zone of high energy of ocean 
waves. Despite that, the pretension of tether cannot be reduced too much 
since if the surge, sway or yaw stiffnesses become too low, its motion in 
three modes w ill become unacceptably large. Therefore, in view of the 
case studies, about 8 % of conventionally designed tension can be reduced. 
This percentage of tension reduction results in considerable deck payload 
increase.

The above results are, of course, based on the fact that the profile of 
combined excitation is an exact sinusoid. In fact, because of the nonlinear 
surface elevation profile of ocean waves with flattened peaks and raised 
troughs, the minimum pretensions of three TLPs are conservative values. 
If the combined excitation profile is random with a narrow banded 
spectrum, the response amplitudes of lateral deflections are likely to be 
even smaller. This results in further reduction in the tether pretension 
and thus potentially greater increase in deck load on TLP systems.

The amount of tension loss can be crosschecked by carrying out a 
numerical simulation of the overall Hutton TLP system. According to 
Brekke and Gardner (1988) who carried out a numerical simulation for an 
example TLP, the platform can survive a momentary tension loss 
without causing large motion of the surface platform, large bending stress 
in the tethers or significant tension amplification as the tethers undergo
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retensioning. Even though they did not provide the magnitude of the 
negative tension, their result is in qualitative agreement with that from 
this research.

7.4 FURTHER WORK

This work has been carried to investigate the dynamic stability and 
vibrations of slender marine structures at low tension with applications to 
marine risers and TLP tethers.

Firstly, the analysis needs to be repeated for realistic irregular area states. 
Of course, the sinusoidal assumption gives more conservative results and 
is close to reality in large ocean waves. It also provides a better 
understanding of complex parametric or combined excitation. 
Additionally, the direct effects of ocean wave and current forces on lateral 
motion of slender marine structures are needed to be added to the effect by 
the surface platform motion. In the case of deeply submerged tethers, the 
former effects are not important but might be necessary for marine risers.

For flexible risers or very long tensioned structures or free hanging 
structures, the top end displacement effect is necessary rather than time- 
varying axial forces on their dynamic response. The consideration of the 
top end displacement effect also results in parametric or combined 
excitation problems. In this case, the interaction between axial and lateral 
vibrations becomes additionally important. This research can be extended 
to cover these problems. Furthermore, the interaction between low and 
high modes also needs to be studied, particularly in the situation of 
negative tension.

In terms of tether tension loss, it is often argued that if tethers go slack, the 
phenomenon of snap or snatch loading of the tethers occurs. For example, 
when a towboat re-tensions a slack cable, the snatch loading can be serious 
due to a significant relative velocity between the ends of the cable. 
However, in the case of tethers, the anticipated tension loss is not large 
enough and the surface platform does not acquire the large velocity



required for significant snatch loading. In addition, hydrodynamic drag 
also plays an important role in reducing the adverse effects of snatch 
loading. Nevertheless, the effect of snap loading also needs to be studied 
further.

For more complete analysis of tension leg platform tethers operating at 
low tension, full numerical simulation of a TLP system is necessary based 
on the results of tether response to several excitations. In order to verify 
resultant platform global response, a model test is also need to be carried 
out for isolated tethers and combined platform/tether systems. This 
additional work can solve the coupling between the surface platform and 
tether motions and possible tether collisions. Further work is also 
required on concept identification and analysis for hardware at the tether 
upper end and/or the anchor connector to operate as a low tension limiter. 
The results of this work and further research might give a way of creating 
and improving the second generation of TLP platforms.



CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSIONS

This work has been carried out to investigate the dynamic behaviour of 
slender marine structures at low tension with the results primarily 
applied to low tension leg platform tethers. A  simple but exact closed- 
form solution of natural frequencies for a structure with variation in axial 
tension is obtained by using Bessel functions. The solution can be 
usefully employed to obtain the natural frequencies of tensioned slender 
marine structures which are long or flexible. In order to deal with 
the vibrations of slender marine structures, three sources of excitations 
were considered - forcing excitation (the top end horizontal movement), 
parametric excitation (time-varying axial forces) and combined forcing and 
parametric excitation.

In the case of forcing excitation, resonance for lateral motion of the 
structures happens when the frequency of forcing excitation is equal to 
their natural frequency but the response amplitudes are limited due to the 
hydrodynamic damping force. The response amplitude of the forced 
vibrations of the structures depends on the ratio of natural to excitation 
frequencies, the amplitude of the top end horizontal movement and a drag 
coefficient. As far as the results of this work are concerned, there is no 
possibility of dynamic stability for the slender marine structures in terms 
of forcing excitation at very low tension. The corresponding response 
frequency is all the same as excitation frequency.

Parametrically excited vibrations (the Mathieu stability problem) are also 

examined. The Mathieu stability chart up to large parameters, which is 
necessary for high tensioned slender marine structures, is obtained and 
verified. The response characteristics of the parametric excitation are 
obtained for the first instability region by analytically solving the 
nonlinear Mathieu equation. For high-order instability regions, the 
fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is used to obtain the global response 
diagram. These demonstrated the following properties for slender 
marine structures;



(1) Even though dynamic conditions fall under unstable regions, if the 
excitation strength (2q/5 or q75') is not big enough, the responses are 
limited and dynamically stable due to the hydrodynamic damping force.
(2) The limited response amplitudes are the largest at the centre of each 
instability region and come to zero in stable areas or boundary lines 
between unstable regions.
(3) However, when the strength of parametric excitation is big enough, 
for example, when the pretension of the structures is reduced to a large 

extent (S »  To), the responses are unlimited and dynamically unstable in 
the high instability regions.
(4) The response amplitudes of parametric excitation rely on the ratio of 
natural to excitation frequencies, its strength (2q/8 or q'/S') and the 
hydrodynamic damping force.
(5) The response frequency of parametric excitation is half of the excitation 
frequency in the first instability region, equal in the second region and 
becomes high in the high instability regions.

The combined (forcing and parametric) excitation problem was also 
investigated as a more realistic situation for risers and TLP tethers. When 
the strength of forcing excitation is increased, the response amplitude of 
combined excitation evenly increases. However, when the strength of 
parametric excitation is increased, the response amplitude of combined 
excitation increases strongly and slightly in the even and odd numbers 
of instability regions respectively.

By comparing the response amplitude from combined excitation with 
those from forcing or parametric excitation only, the following results are 
drawn; In the even numbers of instability regions, the combined 
excitation is much more dominant compared to forcing excitation or 
parametric excitation. In the odd numbers of instability regions, the 
combined excitation is more or less dominant compared to parametric 
excitation according to the strength of parametric excitation. For the same 
excitation strengths, the response of combined excitation is largest in the 
second instability region.
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The response of combined excitation is dynamically unstable in the high 
instability regions when the strength of parametric excitation is big 
enough. Therefore, in the dynamic analysis of most slender marine 
structures, the consideration of combined excitation is found to be essential 
if the strength of parametric excitation is not too small.

The response frequency of combined excitation depends on the strengths 
of forcing excitation or parametric excitation as was its response amplitude. 
In the case of TLP tethers, in the first and second instability regions, the 
response frequency of combined excitation is equal to the excitation 
frequency. On the other hand, in the higher order instability regions 
onwards, the response frequency is higher than the excitation frequency.

The theory of dynamic pulse buckling was also studied for rather short 
structures under tension loss. A  dynamic buckling (instability) criterion 
is obtained as a function of tension loss and its duration time and applied 
to the Hutton tether to find the pretension reduction. Finite element 
modelling was also carried out for obtaining the lateral response of slender 
marine structures under forcing excitation and parametric excitation. The 
result has shown good agreement w ith the semi-analytical results. 
However, the finite element modelling is found not to be efficient in 
dealing with time-varying axial forces since the stiffness matrix is not 
constant.

According to the application studies that attempt to define the achievable 
magnitudes of tether pretension reductions, the operating tension can be 

safely reduced to some extent for the Hutton, Snorre and Jolliet TLPs.
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APPENDIX A NATURAL FREQUENCY OF SLENDER STRUCTURE 
BY RAYLEIGH-RITZ M ETHO D

The Rayleigh-Ritz methods is one of the most well-known approximate 
methods for determining the natural frequencies and their associated 
mode shapes of non-uniform beams whose cross-sectional dimension is a 
function of the axial coordinate. This method is extended from the 
Rayleigh method for improving the accuracy of the natural frequencies 
and mode shapes. A detailed description of the method is omitted here 
due to its popularity in most textbooks of vibration theory or structural 
dynamics such as Warburton (1976) and Newland (1989). In this appendix, 
the Rayleigh-Ritz methods is just applied to a vertical slender marine 
structure in Figure 3.1 to obtain its approximate natural frequencies and 
mode shapes.

An approximate deflection shape for the r-th mode of the structure can be 
written in the form,

yr (x, t) = qm sin(irmx / L) + qn sin(nxrc /  L) ( A l )

where m=r, n=r+l and qm,n denote mode participation parameters
which are determined by means of Lagrange's equation.

The strain energy due to bending of the structure is determined as follows:

Substituting Equation (A l) into Equation (A2) and evaluating the various 
integrals gives

Meanwhile, the strain energy due to axial tension of the model is 
obtained as follows:

(A3)

V,=I ^ T°“ W'(L_x)^ )2dx (A4)

Equation (A l) is substituted into Equation (A4) and several integral terms 
are evaluated to give the following result
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r r ^

a  2 a  2 V = —- q  H— —q + a  q q2 2 t . i

where
T 'tc2 2 w 7t2m2a  =  m H— 2--------

m 2L 4

T V  2 w. n:2n2a  =  n -I—  -------
n 2L 4

L 1
t t m = - W e < 1 H--------------- ,d , d  e m, n | / ^  \ 2(m + n)

and T’ = T0 - w eL

(A 5 )

(A 6)

(A 7)

(A 8)

(A9)

Therefore, the total strain energy is

V = Vb + V, = | - (a „  + p„) + + p„) + a m „qmqn

where
EI(im)4

2L3
EI(nm)4 

Pm 2L3

(A 10)

( A l l )

Meanwhile, kinetic energy is taken in the form

T = M f
2 J° v 3t j

dx
(A  12)

Substitution of Equation (A l) into Equation (A12) and integration of each 
term gives

_ ML [,dqn n2 , ,dqm,2' 
dt

t= —  (-v rv -^ -y
4 l dt (A 13)

Applying Lagrange's equation to Equations (A10) and (A13) yields

.M L .d ^  ,  o  v

(-^-)-^F - + («m + Pm IQ™ + = 0

,M L . d2q„ „ .
(— ) - ^ r +(«„ + P« )q„ + « .,.q »  =  o

(A14)



The steady state solution to Equation (A14) can be obtained assuming 
Qnw. = Qmj, sin cot which gives the following equation for the natural circular 
frequencies of the structure

(M L )* to4 _  (M t)(a „  + a .  +  P. +  P Jw 2

+(a n. + PmXa n + Pn)“ a l.„ = 0  (A  15)

For the r-th mode, the natural circular frequency is obtained as the lowest 
root of Equation (A15) given by

co2i  -  + a m + Pn +Pm “  + ^  + Pn + Pm )

-4 (a m+ p j ( a n + pn) + 4 a 2 n ] (A 16)

For example, for the first four modes, r = 1, 2, 3, 4 the following values of 
m and n are used in pairs

r = 1 (m = 1, n = 2) r = 2 (m = 2, n = 3)

r = 3 (m = 3, n = 4) r = 4 (m = 4, n = 5)

The ratio of the mode participation parameter is obtained from 

qm (an + PJ ~ co2(ML / 2)
q" “ »■” (A17)

The r-th mode shape is obtained by substituting Equation (A17) into 
Equation (A l).
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APPENDIX B FO URTH ORDER R U N G E-K U TTA  N U M E R IC A L  
METHOD

Runge-Kutta method has frequently been used for obtaining numerical 
approximate solutions of ordinary differential equations due to its stability 
and accuracy. Many numerical analysis texts such as Cuo (1972) deal with 
detailed derivation of the Runge-Kutta formulae, hence the derivation is 
not repeated in this appendix but essential formulae are introduced.

A differential equation of the first order is taken in the form 

—  = F(x,y)
dx (B l)

The initial condition is given as (xo, yo)- The purpose of this equation is to
find the yi corresponding to a new x = x + Ax. Once yi is formed, a new
value, y2, can then be obtained that corresponds to a second x-value, say, x 
+ 2Ax. In this step-by-step manner, the required y-x relation can be 
obtained and tabulated.

In the Runge-Kutta method, the basic formula with Runge's coefficient is 

yn+i= y n  + Ayn (B2)

where

Ay„ = —  (k0+2k1 + 3k2 + k3)
(B 3)

and k o = F(x„,yj (B 4)

Ax k 
k. = F (x .+ y .y .+ -£ A x )

(B 5)

k, = F ( i .+ y .y .+ ^ - A t )
(B 6)

kj = F(xb + Ax,yn + kjAx) (B7)

The above Runge's coefficients are derived in most numerical textbooks 
in detail. By using a computer program, the solution of the first order 
differential equation can readily be calculated.

The above basic procedure of Runge-Kutta method can be applied to a 
higher-order differential equation. The first step is to transfer the given



higher-order equation to a system of first order equations, which is 
common to other numerical methods for solving differential equation. 
For example, a second order differential equation becomes two first order 
equations. The system of two first-order equations can be taken in the 
form

~  = F(x,y,u)
dx (B8)

du v—  = G(x,y,u)
dx (B9)

and initial conditions are y(xo) and u(xo).

As was for the previous one first order equation, the fourth-order Runge- 
Kutta scheme can be equally applied as follow:

yn+i= y n  + Ayn (BIO)

un+1 = un + Aur ( B l l )

where

Ay. = y ( k 0 + 2k, + 3k2 + k3)

Au = —  (m. + 2m, +3m, + m,)
6 V 0 1 1 (B13)

and k0 = F(x.,y„,u.) 

mo = G(xn, y„,u.)

, Ax k. m„ . .
K = F(x. + y . y . +  y  Ax, u„ + y  Ax)

= G ( * .+ y .y » + y A x ,  Un+E».Ax)

, Ax k. . m. . .
2 = F(x„ + y  • y. _ty A x ,  u„ + - j-A x)

m 2 =  G (X. + y . y . +  y  Ax, u. + -y- Ax)

k 3 = PC"1. + Ax, y. + k2Ax, u. + m2Ax)

m3 = G(xn + Ax, yn + k2Ax, un + m2Ax)

In this work three second-order differential Equations (3.47), (4.5) and (4.61) 
are required to be solved by the Runge-Kutta method. As an example
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procedure, the Runge-Kutta method is applied to the nonlinear Mathieu 
Equation (4.5). Equation (4.5) is rewritten in the form

iLL  = _  ( 5  _  2 qcos 2 t )  f  -  c 
dx

df
dx
df
dx (B14)

Following the procedure of the Runge-Kutta method, Equation (B14) is 
expressed as follows

—  = F = u
dx (B15)

—  = G = — (5 -  2qcos 2x) f  -  c lulu
dx V ' 11 (B16)

The initial conditions are

f(x0) = f0 =0.1 and u(x0) = ( ^ ) 0=0.0  

are used.

The pair of two first-order Equations (B15) and (B16) is equivalent to the 
original Equation (B14). The basic formula with Runge's coefficients is

f n+1 -  f  n + Af n ancj un+1- u n + Aun (B18)

where

Ay. = — (k„ +  2k, +  3 k , + k . )
" 6 ° ‘ 2 1  (B 19)

At
Au = — (m0+2m ,+3m ,+m ,)

" 6 0 1 2 3' (B20)

And the k and m values for f and u are

ko = u,

m0 = -(5  -  2qcos2xn )f -c |un|u. 

kj = un +0.5m0Ax

m, = -{5 -2 q c o s 2 (x . +0.5A x)}(f. +0.5k„Ax) 

-c |(u n + 0 .5m 0Ax)|(u„ + 0 .5m 0Ax)

k, =  un + 0.5m, Ax
l  n l

m2 =  - { 5  -  2qcos2(x„ +  0.5Ax)}(ft +  0.5k, Ax) 

-  c|(u„ +  0 .5m,Ax)|(un +  0 .5m, Ax)

k 3 = un +0 .5m 2Ax
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m3 = -{5  -  2qcos2(xn + Ax)}(fn + k2Ax)

-  c|(un + m2Ax)|(un + m2Ax)

Therefore, with given initial conditions in (B17) and the above basic 
formula, the displacement (fn+1) and velocity (un+1) of the structure under 
parametric excitation can be calculated using a computer program.
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Appendix

APPENDIX C ROMBER INTEG RATIO N M ETHOD

Romberg’s method is a technique of obtaining more accurate 
approximations to integrals from Simpson's rule approximations. 
Meanwhile the Simpson rule is based on the principle of Trapezoidal rule. 
Therefore, it is necessary to introduce the Simpson rule and Trapezoidal 
rule for the description of the Romberg integration. Since most of 
numerical textbooks deal with detailed derivations of these rules, a brief 
description of Simpson's rule and Trapzoidal rule is given in this 
appendix.

TRAPZOIDAL RULE

The definite integral f(x) in 
Figure C l designates the area 
bounded by the curve y=f(x), the 
x-axis and the ordinates erected 
at x=a and x=b. If  we divide the 
interval from x=a to x=b into any 
number of equal subintervals 
and inscribe the same number of 
trapezoid within the area, the 
sum of trapezoidal area w ill 
yield a good approximations to 
the area under the curve, that is, 
better approximations to the 
integral y=f(x). When only one 
trapezoid is used, its area is

rp o )  _  ( f p  +  f i  V  

2

yA

L

Figure C.1 Area under Curve y = f (x)

(C l)

where fo and fi are values of the function evaluated at x=a and x=b 
respectively. Better approximations to the area under the curve can be 
obtained if the interval (a,b) is divided into more subintervals. When the
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equal subdivision numbers are 2,4,8 . . . . k, the corresponding area under 
the curve can be given as follows :

In theory, better approximations to integral y=f(x) can be achieved at 
larger values of k. In the case of Trapezoidal rule, the involved truncation 
error is order h2, where h is the width of each subdivision.

SIMPSON'S RULE

Instead of plotting straight lines between the points of a curve and 
forming trapezoids, one can get a much closer approximation to the area 
by connecting the points with segments of parabolas. This is the basis of 
Simpson's rule. In other words, the Simpson's rule is associated with a 
piecewise-quadratic approximations to the integrals rather than piecewise- 
linear approximations which is used in Trapezoidal rule. After 
rigourous mathematical derivations, the integrals f(x) based on Simpson's 
rule can be given in the following form using Trapezoidal rule

T™ = ^ (T W, + V )  T,2> = i[T < ‘> + | ( f l;2 + fw)n

T'» = I[T<2’ + ± ( f lfl + fw + f„  + f7„ )l]
£  £  0

=13,5-__________L

(C2)

3 3

§ < 2 )  _  1 ( 3 ) _ j , ( 2 )

3 (C3)

As was Trapezoidal rule, more accurate approximate values of the 
integrals y=f(x) can be obtained at larger values of k. The associated 
truncation error of Simpson's rule is order h4.



ROMBERG INTEGRATION

In the above procedure, the connection between the approximate areas 
based on Simpon's rule and those based on Trapzoidal rule were 
described. For example, when T(°) and T(*) are given, S<°) can be readily 
computed as shown in Figure C2. The basic relationship can also be
extended to include T«». T<D. T<2>> T<3> -  and S<°>. SO). S<2>   Therefore,
as S O ) is calculated from T O )  and T O ) ,  new C<°) can be obtained from S O )  

and S O ). This procedure gives the so-called Romberg table. Figure C2 is a 
part of the Romberg table. The Romberg integration is the continuities of 
enlarging the Romberg table until the difference lower column element 
and upper column element, for example S O ) -  T O )  in Figure C2, becomes 
less than a preassigned small value, for example, 10-5. A  computer 
program can be developed to generate elements in a Romberg table and 
to find the approximate value of a definite integral.

Figure C.2 Construction of Romberg Table



APPENDIX D SOLUTION OF NONLINEAR PULSE BUCKLING  
PROBLEM

The equation to be solved here is a second order nonlinear differential 
equation as

g + elglg -  p 2g = q 2 (D1)

g(0) = g(0) = 0 (D2)

where over-dot indicates differential with respect to time, x and

p2 = r|2(l - Tj2), q2 = anq2 (D3)

The motion of this system is not oscillatory but exponentially increasing
because Tj is taken to be less than 1. Therefore, dglg can be put as eg2
and Equation (D l) becomes in the form

g + eg2 - p 2g = q2 (D4)

in which p and q are constants.

In order manipulate Equation (D4), new variables X and Y are introduced 
as follows:

Y = eg and X = Px (D5)
Then

. _  pdY .. _  p2dY
and 8 ~ edX2 (D6)

Substituting (D6) into (D4) gives

£ Y + f " Y _ Y = 8
dX2 Id X j  (D7)

sj eq2 .
where 1 <<:1 (D8)

Here another new variable Z is introduced as

Z = dY /dX  (D9)



Thus Equation (D7) becomes 

Z(dZ/dY) + Z2 = Y + 8

In addition, initial conditions in (D2) are 

Z(0) = Y(0) = 0

Equation (DIO) can be rewritten as

M + Z - s Y  + 8
2 dY

By putting Z2 = W, Equation (D12) becomes

dW /dY  + 2W = 2Y + 25 

A general solution of Equation (D13) is taken as

w  = e2y(2Y + 25)dY + -g -
6 C

where C is a constant.

After rigourous integration procedure, the above equation becomes

W  = Y - ( | - 8 ) l - e - 2Y)

where C = 0 from initial conditions in Equation (D ll) .

W 2= Z = (dY/dx) is previously set, so Equation (D14) becomes

g  = V Y - ( l - 5 ) ( l - e - )

Integrating Equation (D15) gives

x  =  f  , du
-̂ u -  (0.5 -  5)(l -  e-2") 

where variable Y is replaced by u.

(DIO)

(D ll)

(D12)

(D13)

(D14)

(D15)

(D16)
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According to the magnitude of u, e '2u can be manipulated, this is, 
neglected or put into Taylor series as follows:

u —^  — 5^(1 —e 2“)~  2Su + ( l-2 5 ) (u 2 h )

D .l For small u, i.e., Y « 1  

Substituting (D17) into (D16) yields

du

for small u (D17)

for large u (D18)

X = Jo -^(l-25)u2 + 28u 

= ■ ■1 2g /„ [2-y/l -  28^(1 - 28)u; + 28u + 2(1 - 2S)u + 25] [

- p i — I (1 -28 )2Q 0  + 2 ( l - 2 8 ) |  + ( l - 2 8 ) ^ + l

1 •cosh
V l-2 8

Thus Equation (D19) becomes

1-28coshVl-28X = Y ——— + 1

Finally

Y = —^ (c o s h V l-2 8 X  -1 )  
1 — 25

(D 19)

In order to meet the condition of Y « l ,  X should be the range of X «  ln 
(2/ 5).

D.2 For large u, i.e., Y »  1 

Substituting (D18) into (D16) yields
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_ rYc du fY du
Jo f ?  T~Z on 1/2 j' 11/2^[u-0 .5 + 8 ]"  YtA/[u -0 .5  + 5]1

=Xc + 2(YC - 0.5 + 8)1/2 - 2(YC - 0.5 +8)1'2 (D21)

In order to meet the condition of Y » l ,  X should be the range of X »  /n 

(2/ 8).

Thus,

Y = 5 + j ( X  -/_  |  + 2 V 5 3 + 8 )2
2 4 8 (D22)

where Xc and Yc are replaced by boundary values of /n(2/8) and 1
respectively .

Using the two results of Equations (D20) and (D22), an approximate 
solution of Equation (D7) can be written as

8Y = ——— -  (cosh V1-2S X -1 )
1 -2 8  for 0 < X < / n(2/5) (D 23)

Y = —- 8  + —( X - /^ -  + 2V0.5 + 8)2
2 4 "8 for X > /„ (2 /8 )  (D 24)

This is correct for small X and for large X. For intermediate X, it may not 
be too far from the truth. If  Y, X and 8 are replaced by eg, px in 
Equation (D5) and 8 = (eq2 /  p2) in (D8), Equations (D23) and (D24) can be
rewritten in the form

2

g. = , V y (coshVP; ~2eq2x -1 ) i  2p2
P 2 £C1 f o r  0  <  X <  ~ L  7for 0 < x < ~K

P eq
(D 25)

g°=^ -$ +i (px“/-S +2r 5+?"t "1)2 h 2p2e p 4 eq V P for x > - (
P £q2 

(D 26)
If q and p in the above equations are replaced by ti2(1-t|2) and anrj2from 
Equation (D3), the final solution is obtained in the form

For 0 < x < , 1 I - - - - - -
V r f a - i f )  ° ea„
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g.Cn,T) 

For x >

g .(n .'t)  =

( l - r i 2-2 e a j (D 27)
1

1
2(1- l i 2)

V ^ d - n 2) ”  e a .

2e 1 -  n 4e ea.
+ 2J0.5 + ea.

d - n 2)J

(D 28)
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Table 1.1 * Comparison of Physical Data of Existing and Planned TLPs

Nam e Hutton Jolliet Snorre Auger Heidrun

Location UK  
N. Sea

GoM Norway
N.Sea

GoM Norway
N.Sea

Operator Conoco Conoco Saga Shell Conoco

W ater 
depth (m)

147.8 536.4 341.4 871.8 350.5

Production
startup

1985 1989 Late 1992 1993 1995

H u ll 6 column 
steel

4 column 
steel

4 column 
steel

4 column 
steel

4 column 
concrete

No. of tethe$ 
per column

12/3 12/3 16/4 12/3 12/3

Tether Outer 
Dia. (m)

0.26 0.60 0.81 0.66 1.09

Deck weight 
(ton)

20,977 5,280 40,700 10,000 45,980

Operating
displacement
(ton)

70,147 18,447 116,600 69,000 171,600

Operating 
draft (m)

32.9 24.4 55.3 27.4 70.1

Design life 20 yrs 20 yrs 20-25 yrs 25 yrs 50 yrs

N.B. GoM = Gulf of Mexico, N . Sea = North Sea



Table 3.1 Signs of Slope and Curvature, and Direction of Each 
Component of Effec^Tension and Weight.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of Characteristic Values of The M athieu Function 
between The Results of This Work (a) and Ince's Result (b).

q

1 . 162. 16
3 . 16
4 . 16
5 . 16
6 . 16
7 . 17
8 . 17
9 . 17

1 0 . 17
1 1 . 17

\ l l |
1 5 . 17

V :
16
16

1 8 . 16
1 9 . 15
2 0 . 15
2 1 . 1522. I 42 3 . 14
2 4 . 13
2 5 . 12
2 6 . I 22 7 . 11
2 8 . 11
2 9 . 10
3 0 . 9
3 1 . 9

8
7

3 4 l 6
3 5 . 5
3 6 . 5
3 7 . 4
3 8 . 3
3 9 . 2
4 0 . 1

bC4)
0 3 2 9 7 1 4  
1 2 7 6 ° 2  72726907
4519B 03  6431148 
8 4 4 6 0 1 8  
0 2 6 5 5 1 5  
18 24691  
3U30O62  
3 8 1 4 0 5 6  
4130 72 1  
3 9 5 2 5 9 6  
3 2 6 6 6 6 7  
2 0 71 15 ?  
0373 70 1  
8 1 8 6 8 3 7  
5 5 2 9 1 5 5  
2 4 2 0 7 9 7  
8 8 8 3 5 5 6  
4 9 3 9 7 1 0  
0 6 1 1 2 9 8  
5 9 1 9 ° 1 5 
0 8 8 5 6 6 4  
55 27 96 ?  
9 8 6 4 8 9 3  
3 9 1 3 3 1 0
7 6 8 8 ° 0 9
1 2 0 6 2 2 7
4 4 7 8 6 6 3
75 18 6 8 5
03 37 81 1
2 9 4 6 7 2 0
5 3 5 5 2 7 47572650
9 6 0 7 3 8 4
1 4 6 7 3 7 63160O16
4 6 9 2 1 9 0
6 0 70 33 1
7 3 00 46 1

aCO
1 6 . 0 3 3 8 3 2 3  
1 6 . 1 4 1 1 9 3 2  
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2 0 . 1 6 0 9 2 7 6  
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2 3 . 8 4 4 8 8 1 3  
2 4 . 6 5 0 5 9 5 2  
2 5 . 3 7 5 0 6 1 3  
2 6 . 0 0 8 6 7 8 9  
2 6 . 5 4 6 4 7 6 5  
2 6 . 9 8 7 7 6 6 4  
2 7 . 3 3 5 3 6 9 6
2 7 . 5 9 4 5 7 7 0
2 7 . 7 7 2 0 8 6 9  
2 7 . 8 7 5 0 9 9 3  
2 7 . 9 1 0 6 9 2 5  
2 7 . 3 8 5 4 4 6 2  
2 7 . 8 0 5 2 4 0 6  
2 7 . 6 7 5 2 6 5 5  
2 7 .4 9 9 9 9 0 8  
2 7 . 2 8 3 3 0 8 8  
2 7 . 0 2 8 5 2 1 1  
2 6 . 7 3 3 5 0 8 9  
2 6 . 4 1 5 7 6 1 7  
2 6 . 0 6 2 4 4 9 8  
2 5 . 6 3 0 4 7 7 1  
2 5 . 2 7 1 5 2 5 5  
2 4 . 3 3 7 0 9 0 6  
2 4 . 3 7 8 5 1 1 7  
2 3 . 8 9 6 9 9 5 2  
2 3 . 3 9 3 6 3 4 3  
2 2 . 3 6 9 4 2 5 2  
2 2 . 3 2 5 2 8 0 2

25

25
25
25

i?
26 
26 
27 
27 
27 
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2228
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P28
2R
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b (5)
02 08 4 1 0
08 33 49 8
18 70 75 9
33 05 18 9
51 07 36 0
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2 2 0 9 ° 9 8
49 15 4 7 7
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03 82 13 9
30 00 13 3
54 56485
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9678811
13 63 56 3
27 23 72 5
373858?
43 94 17 9
46 82 37 0
45 99 72 2
41 47 52 0
33 29 75 2
21 53 59 4
06 27 65 9
87 62164
6 5 6 8 2 0 °
4 0 57 48 8
12 41 84 3
3133195
47 43 27 6
10 83 52 6
71 65 00 7
? 9° 83 42  
85 93 67 3  
3960667  
91 08 49 2  
40 45 83 4  
8780911  
33 21 46 8

a (5)
2 5 . 0 2 0 8 5 4 6  
2 5 . U 8 3 7 7 3 5  
2 5 . 1 ° 0 2 3 0 3  
2 5 . 3 4 3 7 2 1 1  
2 5 . 5 4 9 8 2 5 ?  
2 5 . 8 1 7 2 7 2 3  
2 6 . 1 5 6 1 2 1 4  
2 6 . 5 7 7 7 5 7 5  
2 7 . 0 9 1 8 7 9 1  
2 7 . 7 0 3 8 0 1 1  
2 8 . 4 1 2 1 3 5 2  
2 9 . 2 0 8 0 9 8 4  
3 0 . 0 7 6 8 7 8 6  
31 .0 0 0 0 5 5 5  
31 . 9 5 7 8 3 7 0  
3 2 . 9 3 0 8 9 5 5  
3 3 . 9 0 1 3 6 0 7  
3 4 . 8 5 3 0 6 0 5  
3 5 . 7 7 1 7 1 3 9  
3 6 . 0 4 4 9 8 9 7  
3 7 . 4 6 2 6 1 3 2  
3 8 . 2 1 6 5 1 2 3  
3 8 . 9 0 0 9 4 8 2  
3 9 . 5 1 2 5 5 1 5  
4 0 . 0 5 0 1 9 0 9  
4 0 . 5 1 4 6 8 3 8  
4 0 . 9 0 8 4 5 2 9  
41 . 2 3 4 ° 4 8 9  
41 . 4 9 8 3 0 8 1  
41 . 7 0 2 9 4 5 0  
41 . 8 5 3 3 0 2 7
41 . 9 5 3 5 0 8 7
42 . 0 0 7 5 8 2 5  
4 2 . 0 1 9 0 5 7 3  
41 . 9 9 1 1 3 4 8  
41 .9 2 6 6 5 9 7  
4 1 . 8 2 8 1 5 6 4  
41 . 6 ° 7 8 6 5 3  
4 1 . 5 3 7 8 5 7 3  
4 1 . 3 4 9 7 5 5 6

(a)

1 b* «« «>.
0 16 00000 00 16-00000 00 26 00000 00 26 00000 00

1 18 03297 01 16-03383 23 25-02084 08 26-02085 43
2 16 12768 80 16-14120 38 25-08334 90 25-08377 78
3 16-27270 12 16-33872 07 25-18707 98 25-19028 55
4 16-46203 63 16-64981 89 25-33054 49 25-34375 76
6 16-64821 99 17-09658 17 25-51081 60 25-64997 17

6 16 84460 16 17-68878 30 25 72341 07 25-81727 20
7 17-02666 08 18-41660 87 25-96244 72 26-15612 02
8 17-18262 78 19-25270 61 26-22099 96 26-57775 33
e 17-30301 10 20-16092 64 26-49164 72 27-09186 61

10 17-38138 07 21-10463 37 26-76642 64 27-70376 87

12 17-39524 97 22-97212 76 27-30001 24 29-20805 50
14 17-20711 63 24-65059 61 27-76976 67 31 00006 08
18 16-81868 37 26-00867 83 28-13635 69 32-93089 61
18 16-24208 04 26-98776 64 28-37385 82 34-85305 87
20 16-49397 76 27-59457 82 28-46822 13 36-64498 97

24 13-66279 65 27 88644 08 28-21535 94 39-51265 19
28 11-12062 27 27-28330 82 27-40674 88 41-23496 03
32 8 29467 21 26-06244 82 26 10835 26 41 95351 12
36 6-14673 75 24-37850 94 24 39606 66 41-92666 46
40 1-73004 68 22 32527 63 22-33214 85 41-34975 44

(b)



Table 6.1: Physical Data for An Example Rigid Marine Riser

Length L 300.0 m
Density of riser rs 7860 Kg/m^

Density of inside fluid r\ 1438 K g/m 3

Density of outside fluid r0 1025 K g/m 3
Outer diameter of riser do 0.40 m
Inner diameter of riser di 0.37 m
Added mass coefficient Cm 1.0
Flexural rigidity El 7.07xl07 N m 2

Table 6.2: Comparison of Natural Periods (Seconds) between Each
Method for A Rigid Marine Riser

Top
tension

(N)

Mode
number

Method
1

Method
2

Method
3

Method
4

Method
5

1 18.93 18.69 18.06 14.65 14.73
7.0 x 105 2 7.47 9.11 8.81 7.20 7.37

3 6.31 5.84 5.65 4.68 4.91
4 4.73 4.16 4.04 3.39 3.68

1 16.92 16.77 16.38 13.71 13.78
8.0 x 105 2 8.46 8.22 8.03 6.76 6.89

3 5.64 5.31 5.18 4.41 4.59
4 4.23 3.81 3.73 3.21 3.44
1 15.46 15.36 15.10 12.94 12.99

9.0 x 105 2 7.73 7.56 7.43 6.39 6.50
3 5.15 4.90 4.82 4.17 4.33
4 3.87 3.54 3.48 3.04 3.25

N.B. Method 1 is by Eqn (3.32) which is obtained in this research, 
Method 2 is by Raylei^Ritz method of Eqn (A16), Method 3 is 
by Kirk result of Eqn (3.41), and Methods 4 and 5 are by usual 
expressions in Eqns (3.38) and (3.36).
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Table 6.3: Nominal Data of Hutton, Jolliet and Snorre TLP Tethers.

TLP System

Dimension
Hutton Jolliet Snorre

Length (m) 114.0 510.0 310.0
Top tension (N) 8.0X106 3.75x106 15.7x106
Flexural rigidity (N  m2) 5.29xl07 3.22x108 14.57x108
Outer diameter (m) 0.26 0.6 0.812
Dry mass (kg/m 3) 472 276 726.3

Table 6.4: Natural Period (Seconds) of Hutton TLP Tethers with Top
Tension Variation by Equation (3.32).

—.ModeNo. 
Top tension

1 2 3 4

8.0x10s N 1.88 0.94 0.63 0.47
(1.87) (0.93) (0.61) (0.45)

7.0x106 N 2.01 1.01 0.69 0.50
(2.01) (0.99) (0.65) (0.48)

6.0x10s N 2.18 1.09 0.93 0.54
(2.17) (1.07) (0.70) (0.52)

5.0x10s N 2.40 1.20 0.80 0.60
(2.39) (1.18) (0.77) (0.56)

N.B. The values in parentheses are by Rayleigh-Ritz method.
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Table 6.5: Natural Periods (Seconds) of Jolliet TLP Tethers with Top
Tension Variation by Equation (3.32).

^ ^ M o d e  No. 

Top tension^"^

1 2 3 4

3.75x10s N 12.47 6.24 4.16 3.12
(12.45) (6.20) (4.10) (3.04)

3.25x10s N 13.39 6.69 4.46 3.35
(13.36) (6.44) (4.39) (3.25)

2.75x10s N 14.54 7.27 4.84 3.66
(14.51) (7.20) (4.75) (3.51)

2.25x10s N 16.05 8.03 5.35 4.01
(16.01) (7.94) (5.23) (3.85)

N.B. The values in parentheses are by Rayleigh-Ritz method.

Table 6.6: Natural Periods (Seconds) of Snorre TLP Tether with Top
Tension Variation by Equation (3.32).

^ ^ M o d e N o . 

Top te n s io n ^ ^

1 2 3 4

15.7x10s N 5.60 2.80 1.87 1.40
(5.57) (2.75) (1.79) (1.3)

14.7x10s N 5.79 2.90 1.93 1.45
(5.76) (2.84) (1.85) (1.34)

13.7x10s N 6.00 3.00 2.00 1.50
(5.97) (2.94) (1.91) (1.38)

12.7x10s N 6.24 3.12 2.08 1.56
(6.21) (3.05) (1.98) (1.43)

N.B. The values in parentheses are by Rayleigh-Ritz method.
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Table 7.1: Allowable Tension Reduction and The Corresponding Deck 
Payload Increase for Hutton, Snorre and Jolliet TLPs.

Platform Tension Reduction 
Per One Tether

Possible Total 
Payload Increase

Hutton 0.75 M N 918 tonnes
Snorre 1.0 M N 1638 tonnes
Jolliet 0.5 MN(?) 608 tonnes(?)



Figure 1.1 Typical Tension Leg Platform.
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Figure 1.3 Single Leg Tension Leg Platform



(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. 4 Tether System (a) Cross-load bearing, showing flexelement in 
solid black (b) Anchor latch (c) Detailed diagrams (from top) of : Top
tie-off assembly in mooring chamber, with load ring, locking nut, and 
tension adjusting nut; Cross-load bearing at bottom of tether conduit in 
hull; Standard tether element with threaded coupling; Anchor latch 
which locks into foundation template
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Figure 1.5 Typical Rigid Riser Configuration.
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Figure 3.4 Response Diagram of Forcing Excitation for Damped Case.
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Figure 4.3 Examination of The Mathieu Stability Chart
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Figure 4.4 Stationary Amplitude of The Nonlinear Mathieu Equation in 
The First Instability Region.
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Figure 6.17 (Continued).
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Figure 6.18 Time Histories of Lateral Deflections at The Mid-point
of Snorre Tether Subjected to Combined Excitation.
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Figure 6.19 Time Histories of Lateral Deflections at The Mid-point
of Jolliet Tether Subjected to Combined Excitation.
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Figure 6.23 Maximum Deflection and Bending Stress of Hutton TLP Tether 
under Combined Excitation. ( — ): Operating Tension (8.0 M N)
( ------ ):  Reduced Tension (7.0 MN).
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Figure 6.24 Maximum Deflection and Bending Stress of Snorre TLP Tether 
under Combined Excitation. ( — ):  Operating Tension (15.7 MN) 
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Figure 7.3 Comparison of Time Histories of Lateral Deflections between
Forcing, Parametric and Combined Excitations for Jolliet Tethers
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